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ABSTRACT
Seeking healthcare information can increase an individual’s health knowledge 
and improve self-care capabilities. Despite recognition that information may 
influence health behaviours, there is limited research on the explicit relationship 
between acquired pre- and postnatal health information levels and postpartum 
depression (PPD). Data for primiparous and multiparous subjects were analyzed from 
the 2006 Maternity Experiences Survey developed by Statistics Canada and the 
Public Health Agency of Canada. The first objective examines pathways of women’s 
pre- and postnatal health information levels. The second objective assesses the 
influence of information levels on PPD development. A Multiple-Indicator Multiple- 
Cause (MIMIC) model was designed with the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale 
(EPDS) as the outcome measure. Income and perceived level of prenatal and 
postnatal social support were statistically significant predictors of acquired 
information levels. Increased information levels on ‘postnatal concerns’, ‘medical 
concerns’, ‘negative feelings’ and Tabour/birth experience’ topics were significantly 
associated with lower EPDS scores.
Keywords: Maternity Experiences Survey (MES); Edinburgh Postnatal Depression 
Scale (EPDS); postpartum depression (PPD); structural equation modelling (SEM); 
Multiple-Indicator Multiple-Cause (MIMIC) models; health information
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1.1. Background and Overview
Pre- and postnatal health information covers an extensive array of topics. 
Knowledge of childbirth is not restricted to the awareness of biological processes such as 
the stages of birth, changes in the pregnant body, or the growth of the fetus, but it also 
includes an understanding of the healthcare system (Lazarus, 1994). Therefore “birth 
knowledge is comprised of both biological and social knowledge of pregnancy and birth” 
(Lazarus, 1994, p.26). This social knowledge includes the understanding of medical 
procedures that occur during pregnancy and birth in addition to institutional knowledge 
of the healthcare system (Lazarus, 1994). Knowledge of perinatal health may be 
enhanced by acquiring health information, and barriers as well as facilitators of this 
information-seeking behaviour will be further explored, (p.81)
Pre- and postnatal health information may play an important role in influencing a 
woman’s health behaviours and anxiety levels, which may affect the subsequent 
development of postpartum depression (PPD). There is some indication that information 
from social networks may be protective against mood disorders, such as PPD (Roberston, 
Grace, Wallington & Stewart, 2004). Pregnancy itself represents a time of increased 
incidence of depression, and PPD is the most common psychiatric condition experienced 
by women during the first year after the birth of a child (Rosenfield, 2007). PPD refers to 
a non-psychotic depressive episode that begins in or extends into the postpartum period 
(Cox, Murray & Chapman, 1993; O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Watson, Elliott, Rugg & 
Brough, 1984). The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders IV-TR 
(DSM-IV-TR) categorizes PPD as a major depressive, manic or mixed episode with a 
specific onset of four weeks postpartum (American Psychiatric Association (APA),
2000). Longitudinal and epidemiologic studies have yielded varying prevalence rates for 
PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Kim, Hur, Kim, Oh, Shin, 2008; Wisner, Parry & Piontek, 
2002; Dennis, Janssen & Singer, 2004; Stewart, Robertson Dennis & Grace, 2004;
Gotlib, Whiffen, Wallace & Mount, 1991; Herrick, 2000; Hobfoll et al„ 1995; McGill et
2
al., 1995; Warner, Appleby Whitton & Faragher, 1996). However, a meta-analysis of 59 
studies suggests that 13% of new mothers from diverse cultures will experience PPD 
within the first twelve weeks postpartum (O’Hara & Swain, 1996), and the peak 
incidence for PPD occurs approximately three to four months after birth (Rosenfield, 
2007).
PPD poses a serious health risk as this mood disorder affects mothers as well as 
their families (Beck, 2001a; Beck, 2001b; Beck, 2002). Studies have found that PPD has 
a large, adverse effect on maternal-infant interaction after the first year of birth and also 
has a small but significant adverse effect on children’s cognitive and emotional 
development (Beck, 1998). Research in this area has identified many predictors with 
moderate to large effects on the development of PPD. The main predictors to be 
discussed in this thesis include: prenatal depression, childcare stress, life stress, social 
support, prenatal anxiety, marital satisfaction/relationship, depression history, infant 
temperament, maternity blues, self-esteem, socioeconomic status, marital status, 
unplanned/unwanted pregnancy, substance abuse and physical abuse. This thesis will 
examine the explicit relationship between pre- and postnatal health information levels 
and the development of PPD.
3
This thesis consists of two distinct, yet highly related objectives. These two 
primary objectives were addressed using data from the 2006 Maternity Experiences 
Survey. The specific objectives are outlined below.
(1) To examine the pathways of women’s acquired information levels regarding pre- and 
postnatal health.
i. To determine the distinct factors of pre- and postnatal health information 
using exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses.
ii. To identify the predictors of and examine their respective influences on each 
pre- and postnatal health information factor.
(2) To examine the degree to which pre- and postnatal health information factors are 
related to PPD, controlling for known predictors of PPD.
1.2. Study Objectives
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It has been suggested that providing information is the fundamental function of 
prenatal care (McKenzie, 2003). Browner and Press (1997) argue that in reaction to 
popular literature and media representations, being informed is foremost among the 
responsibilities conferred by pregnancy. Therefore seeking information is perceived as a 
desirable behaviour during the perinatal period. The onset of pregnancy itself seems to be 
a trigger for a flurry of searching for information. In spite of a wide array of pregnancy 
education campaigns and services offered across Canada, many studies have indicated a 
need for additional prenatal and postnatal pregnancy-related health information for 
women (Raine, Cartwright, Richens, Mohammed & Smith, 2009; Hildingsson, 
Waldenstrom & Radestad; Eiser & Eiser, 1985). Accessibility to information and 
effective communication were repeatedly prioritized by women in a qualitative study by 
Raine et al. (2009). Women’s need for information during early pregnancy was further 
demonstrated by Hildingsson et al. (2002) who gathered information on approximately 
3,600 pregnant women in Sweden. In addition, Beebe and Humphreys (2006) found that 
many primiparous women recognized incongruence between their expectations and 
experience of childbirth. In a grounded theory approach by George (2001), it was found 
that a lack of preparedness for the postpartum period could be attributed in part to 
knowledge deficit. A report of a British national survey of women’s views of maternity 
care indicated that women desire good quality information about childbirth and the 
chance to learn more as needed (Garcia, Redshaw, Fitzsimons & Keene, 1998; Shieh, 
McDaniel, & Ke, 2009).
Providing insight on the distinct components of prenatal and postnatal health 
information and the magnitude of relationships among them will permit identification of 
educational needs that could be addressed. Acquiring this information is important since 
pregnancy is a time in which health-related behaviours are more salient because they 
affect both the mother and the developing fetus (Richman, Raskin & Gaines (1991). 
Seeking information about healthcare can increase an individual’s health knowledge 
which helps a person communicate with health providers, can improve the use preventive 
and maintenance care and can also improve self-care capabilities (Richman et al., 1991).
1.3. Study Rationale
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Furthermore, examining the potential barriers to this information will provide insight as 
to how information-seeking behaviour can be ameliorated.
Informational support, where advice and guidance are given, is often viewed as a 
sub-category of social support. Two additional categories of social support include 
instrumental support (practical help in terms of material aid or assistance with tasks) and 
emotional support (expressions of caring and esteem) (Robertson et al., 2004). A number 
of studies have demonstrated negative correlations between instrumental support and 
PPD as well as between emotional support and PPD (Seguin, Therrien, Champagne & 
Larouche, 1999). However, the explicit relationship between informational support and 
the development of PPD requires further analysis. As well, informational support has 
routinely been examined in the context o f the subjects’ social networks, and these two 
aspects have not been distinguished in previous studies. For example, Seguin et al. (1999) 
found that women who received informational support from a large number of social 
network members tended to be at lower risk of depressive symptoms (p<0.05). It is 
unclear whether the social network or the informational support is functioning as the 
protective factor.
There are three reasons why we believe level of information should be included as 
a risk factor for PPD. Firstly, lack of specific information may lead to anxiety during 
pregnancy, which is a known risk factor for PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Beck, 2001a; 
Johnstone, Boyce, Hickey, Morris-Yates & Harris, 2001; Joseffson et al., 2002). Given 
the difficulty in preventing and/or treating anxiety during pregnancy and the relative ease 
of addressing the issue of information, the magnitude of the impact of information levels 
on PPD can provide insight on the utility of providing sufficient information to pregnant 
women to reduce PPD. Secondly, it is known that receiving informational support from a 
large number of social network members is protective against PPD (Joseffson et al., 
2002). However, it is unclear if it is the information or the social network that provides 
the protective effects against PPD. Focusing on information levels can separate the 
effects of these two factors. Finally, lack of specific informational content may lead to 
behaviours that may have a negative impact on the health of the mother and/or the baby, 
thus leading to PPD (Richman et al., 1991).
6
1.4. Structure of Thesis Document
In accordance with the standards outlined by The University of Western Ontario 
School of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies, this thesis is presented in the integrated- 
article format. A comprehensive overview of the related literature and the methodology 
common in both objectives are presented in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Chapter 4, 
Examining the Pathways o f  Pre- and Postnatal Health Information, addresses Objective 
1 as outlined above while Chapter 5, Influence o f  Pre- and Postnatal Health Information 
on Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale Score, addresses Objective 2 presented above. 
In conclusion, Chapter 6, Integrated Discussion, summarizes and connects the main 
findings of this thesis.
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2.1 Pre- and Postnatal Health Information
2.1.1. Information-Seeking Behaviour
In a study conducted by Shieh, McDaniel and Ke (2009), the authors describe 
information-seeking as “an action a pregnant woman takes to search for or use pregnancy 
health information, resources or advice through a variety of information sources, 
including health professionals, mass media, print or electronic materials, social networks 
and community sources” (Shieh et al., 2009, p.370). It has been demonstrated that 
seeking health information can result in positive effects in pregnant women’s knowledge 
of health, which in turn may lead to better health outcomes. An understanding of the 
information-seeking aspect of the perinatal experience for pregnant women will provide 
an insight into the utilization of perinatal health services (Lundrigan, 1991).
2.1.1.1. Wilson’s Model of Information-Seeking
\
Information-seeking during pregnancy is related to a number of factors: health 
and illness behaviour patterns, social and sociocultural factors, one’s attitude towards the 
information source, one’s value of a healthy pregnancy outcome, recognition of salient 
indicators and receiving cues to action (Shieh et ah, 2009; Lundrigan, 1991). Wilson’s 
model of information behaviour is a theoretical framework which can be used to describe 
the context of information-seeking in greater detail (Wilson, 1999). This model proposes 
that information-seeking is influenced by an individual’s information needs as well as 
intervening variables. Therefore a seeker’s needs for information reflect this individual’s 
life, work and personal environment contexts (Wilson, 1991). Intervening variables such 
as information sources and psychological, demographic, interpersonal and environmental 
factors can facilitate information-seeking but may also act as barriers (Wilson, 1999).
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Wilson’s model is comprised of five dimensions of potential barriers to 
information-seeking: psychological, demographic, interpersonal, environmental and 
information-source barriers (Wilson, 1999). Examining the acquisition of pregnancy- 
related health information by applying the aforementioned criteria may permit a deeper 
understanding of information-seeking behaviour in this context. Psychological barriers to 
information-seeking include: coping with stress by avoiding information, avoiding health 
decisions, and having negative attitudes and beliefs about one’s own ability to control 
health outcomes (Czaja, Manfredi & Price, 2003; Friis, Elverdam, & Schmidt, 2003). 
Demographic information barriers include older age, minority status, previous 
childbearing experiences and low literacy (Moorman & Matulich, 1993; Singh, Newbum, 
Smith & Wiggins, 2002; Ramanadhan & Viswanath, 2006; Vonderheid, Montgomery & 
Norr, 2003; Lewallen, 2004; Szwajcer, Hiddink, Koelen & Woerkum, 2005; Czaja et al., 
2003; Friis et al., 2003). Environmental barriers consist of lack of libraries, computers, 
Internet services, community health-related activities and transportation (Mathews, 
Sellergren, Manfredi & Williams, 2002; Gollop, 1997; Pettigrew, Durrance & Unruk, 
2001). Additionally, interpersonal barriers may take the form of a lack of interpersonal 
network (Shieh et al., 2009). Wilson’s model is used as a theoretical framework to guide 
the selection of predictors that affect pre- and postnatal health information levels. While 
not all barriers and facilitators are considered, each one that was selected fit the criteria 
defined by Wilson’s model.
2.1.2. Gaps in Information Content
The United States Public Health Service Expert Panel has identified the following 
seven major pregnancy health topics as having the greatest potential impact on pregnancy 
and infant outcomes: prenatal smoking, alcohol and drug use, nutrition, vitamin 
supplements, prenatal weight gain and breastfeeding (Shieh et al., 2009). However, 
studies indicate that there are other important areas that are overlooked during pre- and 
postnatal care and addressing these gaps will provide an opportunity for mothers to 
become better informed.
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2.1.2.1. Prenatal Information Gaps
Several qualitative studies have been conducted in order to identify information 
gaps that women have encountered in the prenatal period (Raine, Cartwright, Richens, 
Mahamed & Smith, 2009; Eiser & Eiser, 1985; Hildingsson, Waldenstrom & Radestad, 
2002). A qualitative study conducted by Raine et al. (2009) identified several poor 
features of antenatal care which included the lack of information provision, particularly 
regarding the overall arrangement and purpose of antenatal care. In addition, these 
authors reported specific aspects of inadequate information provision which included a 
need for better information about the purpose of each prenatal appointment, the 
distinction between different healthcare providers’ roles and how to access advice and 
care should unforeseen concerns arise (Raine et al., 2009). Many gaps in information that 
pregnant women may perceive to be important to their health and wellbeing persist since 
prenatal care has a predominant focus on the physical rather than psychological needs of 
pregnant women. The focus on physical aspects leaves gaps in addressing women’s 
psychological needs and their wider social contexts such as the impacts of work, stress, 
home, nutrition and broad community concerns (Hanson, VandeVusse, Roberts & 
Forristal, 2009).
When women were questioned about what they wanted from prenatal care 
regarding informational content, Novick (2009) found that women sought more 
information on comprehensive, relevant information that would dispel myths and that 
would help them make informed choices or provide reassurance. Additionally, Camiletti 
and Alder (1999) surveyed women regarding information that they desired during the 
first trimester of pregnancy and found that women were interested in the effects of 
pregnancy on the body, coping with pregnancy discomforts, and obtaining a rationale for 
the prenatal care schedule. It was found that women are generally ill-informed about the 
reasons for various tests conducted during prenatal care visits (Hanson et al, 2009). 
Women also requested to learn more about topics such as physiologic and emotional 
changes, common discomforts during pregnancy, labour and birth planning, and infant 
care. According to Hanson et al. (2009), these are all forms of anticipatory guidance that 
are largely omitted from prenatal care guidelines.
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2.1.2.2. Postpartum Information Gaps
The identification by Bull and Lawrence (1984) of the postpartum period as a 
stage of maximal readiness for new learning demonstrates that the following information 
gaps can be successfully addressed during this time. This study reported that women have 
insufficient information on the following topics: breast care, food and fluids, elimination, 
activity, social interaction, infant physical care, infant feeding and infant behaviour. 
George (2001) found that unlike for pregnancy and birth, many women did not feel well- 
prepared for the postpartum period. Few postpartum education programs address 
women’s wellbeing or the availability of postpartum health services (Kabakian- 
Khasholian & Campbell, 2005). George (2001) also found that many mothers in the study 
experienced a feeling of “not knowing” and had many questions upon being discharged 
from the hospital. Therefore it is evident that postpartum hospital care was insufficient in 
addressing these informational concerns. In fact, most of this postpartum information was 
centered around the care of the baby, therefore many women lacked essential information 
on self-care in the postpartum period (George, 2001).
The women in the study by Bull and Lawrence (1984) identified other information
which would have also been helpful, and this included: infant care, infant behaviours,
\
normal activity and sleep-wake patterns, physical care of the infant (cord care), infant 
feeding patterns, self care (breast care and social interaction), psychosocial information 
(changes in pattern of living, changes in sexual relationships, how to decrease emotional 
tension, preparation of siblings). Additional areas of concern include maternal health 
problems, correct breastfeeding position, available contraceptive methods, the importance 
of a postpartum check-up, father’s role in postpartum period and women’s weight 
problems after pregnancy (Kabakian-Khasholian & Campbell, 2005). Hallgren et al. 
(1995) stress the importance of the development of educational programs aiming at more 
realistic knowledge, as a lack of congruence between women’s expectations and 
experiences has been shown to negatively influence both the childbirth and postpartum 
experiences.
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2.2. Predictors of Pre- and Postnatal Health Information Levels 
2.2.1. Parity
Both primiparous and multiparous women express concerns during the 
puerperium (Bull & Lawrence, 1984), but Freda, Anderson, Damus & Merkatz (1993) 
show that health information interests differ between multiparous and primiparous 
women on all topics assessed in their study. An examination of the standardized 
regression coefficients, 6, found in the literature permits the standardized comparisons of 
independent variables that have been measured in different ways. In a cross-sectional, 
convenience-sample study of 236 mothers who experienced uncomplicated vaginal 
deliveries in six postpartum units by Berger and Cook (1998), it was found that first-time 
mothers rated a greater variety of infant topics as very important compared with 
multiparous women (p<0.01). As well, Shieh et al. (2009) found that being pregnant for 
the first time was positively correlated with information-seeking (13=0.23, p<0.05) 
whereas it has been demonstrated that multigravidas were 17 times more likely than 
primigrávidas to know about pregnancy and childbirth before their index pregnancy 
(p<0.05) (Collin, 1997).
In addition, primiparous and multiparous women also differ in the information 
sources which they use. Aaronson(1988) demonstrated that women who had previous 
pregnancies cited themselves as a primary source of information approximately three 
times more frequently than women who had not been pregnant previously (pO.OOOl). In 
contrast, primiparous women identified friends, family and books as major sources of 
information more often than did women with previous pregnancies (pO.OOOl). 
Furthermore, it was found that primiparous women tended to choose their non-familial 
peers as models whereas multiparous women tended to use models within the extended 
family system (Lundrigan, 1991).
It has been shown that the information needs of primiparous and multiparous 
women also differ during the postpartum period. Moran, Holt and Martin (1997) used 
data of 1,161 women collected from the Statewide Obstetrical Review and Quality 
System Patient Assessment Survey to compare the needs of primiparous and multiparous
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women during the postpartum period. These authors found that primiparous women are 
more concerned about maternal fatigue, body shape, breast soreness, infant feeding, 
behaviour and illness versus multiparous women (p<0.05) (Moran et ah, 1997). The 
largest difference between the two samples was shown for information on illness 
recognition, with 73.7% of primíparas desiring more information on this topic while only 
43.6% of multiparous women desired such information (Moran et ah, 1997). 
Alternatively, multiparous women are more interested in the response of other children to 
the new child, emotional tension, fatigue, child development and safety and meeting the 
needs of the other members of the household (p<0.05) (Moran et. al, 1997). Therefore 
these findings indicate that healthcare professionals should consider a client’s obstetric 
history when planning health education during pregnancy (Freda et ah, 1993).
2.2.2. Information Sources
Both direct and indirect sources of information are used by pregnant women, and 
resources these can include a variety healthcare providers, family or friends, books, 
childbirth classes and the Internet (Savage, 2006; Mackey, 1990; Declercq, Sakala, Corry 
& Applebaum & Risher 2002; Declercq, Corry & Applebaum 2006; Stamler, 1998). In a 
qualitative study by Savage (2006), it was noted that modem women distrust their 
intuition regarding their ability to give birth, therefore embrace authoritative medical 
knowledge and actively pursue information. There are a variety of sources from which 
women can seek this pre- and postnatal health information.
2.2.2.1. Healthcare Providers
Studies have suggested that pregnant women view healthcare professionals as 
important information sources (Rosenblatt et ah, 1997) and also perceive the physician to 
be the primary source of knowledge, with the ability to provide reassurance about 
symptoms they experienced during pregnancy. Those who have used healthcare 
professionals as main sources of information were more likely to have started prenatal 
care in the first trimester (Shieh et ah, 2009). Studies indicate that Obstetrician/
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Gynecologists (Ob/Gyns) are highly involved in the prenatal care and labour/birth 
processes. As of 2002, there were 1,592 Ob/Gyns practicing in Canada, an average of 
fiver per 100,000 people. While not all Ob/Gyns provide obstetrical care, they had 
attended 61% of vaginal births, 95% of all caesarean sections and 96% of all multiple 
births as of the year 2000 in Canada (Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI), 
2004). This proportion exceeded that of any other healthcare provider. An increasing 
number of family physicians are sharing care with other healthcare professionals, 
providing care for up to 32 weeks before transferring care to obstetricians or midwives 
for the rest of pregnancy and delivery. Despite the fact that the majority of prenatal care 
is provided by Ob/Gyns, previous work has indicated that women often report that they 
gain little knowledge at antenatal clinics (Eiser & Eiser, 1985; Hanson et al., 2009). In 
most cases, patients are often directed by their healthcare providers to other resources in 
order to obtain answers to pertinent questions regarding their intervention and further 
their understanding (Novick, 2009; Blais et al., 1994).
In contrast with Ob/Gyns, only a small proportion of family physicians and 
general practitioners (GPs) throughout Canada attend births (19%) (CIHI, 2004). Family 
physicians can be involved in all stages of maternity and infant care, however not all of 
these physicians provide the full range of care. Despite these numbers, the GP is the most 
likely source of information for pregnant women overall (Eiser & Eiser, 1985). In 
general, the GPs provide the most information on the following topics: drugs, smoking 
and rubella risks. However, in the study by Raine et al. (2009), women perceived GPs to 
have little role in other components of antenatal service, and they demonstrated confusion 
about the “first port of call” in the event of potential antenatal problem.
The role of nurse practitioners has recently been expanding in Canada. Women 
perceived nurses as lower on the hierarchy of information sources than physicians since 
women believed that nurses have relevant information for health and wellness concerns, 
but cannot provide adequate answers to problem-type inquiries (Rosenblatt et al., 1997). 
Nurse practitioners “may bring a unique perspective to their roles.. .whereas physicians’ 
education tends to emphasize diagnosis and treatment of diseases, nurses focus more on 
the patient (and family) as a whole, both physically and psychosocially” (CIHI, 2004). 
The perceived role of the labour and delivery nurse is to be a source of physical comfort
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and emotional support, to provide technical and nursing care (assisting physician or 
administering medication) and to conduct routine monitoring (Martin, 2009).
Midwives combine knowledge of obstetrics with traditional midwifery practice, 
and they provide care for women in all stages of pregnancy, labour, childbirth and 
postpartum (CIHI, 2004). Midwifery services are now regulated throughout most of 
Canada, with the exception of Saskatchewan and some territories. Ontario, Quebec, 
Manitoba and British Columbia provide public funding for midwifery services, while it is 
an out-of-pocket expense for families in Alberta (CIHI, 2004). In 2001, there were 
approximately 370 registered midwives throughout Canada. In spite of this small number, 
their care is considered very valuable. For example, the ‘Listening to Mothers I Survey’ 
conducted by the Maternity Care Association in the United States reports that these 
healthcare providers were rated the highest in terms of quality of supportive care during 
birth (Declercq et al., 2006). In addition, Gibbins and Thomson (2001) state that 
midwives are seen as one of the main sources of support in addition to a woman’s 
partner, as they are perceived as a source of confidence and encouragement. In terms of 
professional advice, few women acknowledge the role of the midwife as an information 
provider (Eiser & Eiser, 1985). Additionally, it has been found that pregnant women 
sought information from midwives less frequently than other sources of information, such 
as friends or relatives (Eiser & Eiser, 1985).
The role of the doula is to provide non-medical, physical and emotional support 
consisting of maintaining close proximity to the woman during birth, as well as frequent 
touching and communication (Klaus & Kennell, 1997). As of 2004, there were 
approximately 200 birth doulas in Canada certified by the Doulas of North America 
(CIHI, 2004). Results from a randomized study of doulas for couples indicated that 
support provided by male partners does not have the same positive impact on perinatal 
outcome as does that of experienced doulas (Klaus & Kennell, 1997). Therefore there is 
an extensive list of healthcare professionals and para-professionals available to provide 
pre- and postnatal information.
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2.22.2. Books
Books are perceived to provide the most information on emotions and fetal 
development (Eiser & Eiser, 1985). The high percentage of women relying on books and 
pamphlets for this advice suggests that women are well-motivated to seek and learn 
information independently. Books, magazines and pamphlets contribute a large part to 
women’s knowledge on perinatal information (Shieh et al., 2009; Lothian, 2006; Mackey, 
1990).
2.2.2.3. Family/Friends
It has been found that women often seek health information and advice outside of 
prenatal care from family or friends (Novick, 2009). A lay consultant system is apparent 
in social networks where women make extensive use of lay consultants instead of 
consulting the physician directly. The process of lay consultation represents the transfer 
of knowledge through the sharing of experiences (Bull & Lawrence, 1984). In the 
qualitative study by Savage (2006) previously mentioned, the most frequently used 
source of information next to obstetricians were subjects’ mothers. It has been 
acknowledged that one source of information for pregnant women are role models (Bull 
& Lawrence, 1984), which can include mothers as well as medical professionals 
(Lothian, 2006). While multiparous women tended to rely on models within the extended 
family system, primiparous women often chose their non-familial peers as models 
(Lothian, 2006). Specifically, advice from friends was considered important if the 
participant valued the informant (Freda et al., 1993).
2.2.2.4. Childbirth Education Classes
Childbirth education classes are often offered in hospitals by maternity services or 
within the community, and these classes cover topics relevant to aspects of birth, 
pregnancy and parenting. There is presently no universal certification standard for 
prenatal educators in Canada (CIHI, 2004). Childbirth education courses were rated the
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most important source of childbirth information by only 10% of participants in a United 
States study, and this ranked below books, family and friends, healthcare providers and 
the Internet (Declercq et al., 2006). In recent years, attendance at childbirth classes has 
been decreasing (Declercq et al., 2006), a trend which exists in both the United States and 
Canada. For example, in Newfoundland, Canada, only 20% of pregnant women attend 
formal prenatal education programs (Martin, 2009).
Many factors affect the utilization of childbirth education classes: social 
characteristics of the target group, design of the service, and the target group’s perception 
of the value of the service (Lundrigan, 1991). Prenatal classes have been described as 
helpful and interesting, and knowledge provision is the overriding property of these 
classes (Savage, 2006). It has been shown that formal childbirth education does not 
guarantee realistic expectations and a good experience despite receiving childbirth 
education through these classes (Martin, 2009). Therefore this kind of childbirth 
education can be unreliable and may mislead a woman who is expecting to give birth, 
resulting in a potentially negative influence on her experience.
2.2.2.5. Internet
A 2007 Harris Poll in the United States found that approximately 71% of adults 
had searched for health information online (Larsson, 2009). Studies have further 
confirmed that women frequently use the Internet to search for health-related information 
(Bernhardt & Felter, 2004). Approximately 85% of users stated they would bring such 
information to their providers and as a result, Internet use influences interactions with the 
providers and ultimately influences the decisions of these individuals. Highly-educated 
respondents were found to be more likely to utilize the Internet compared to more 
traditional methods of retrieving healthcare information (Romano, 2007).
The Internet fulfills two important requirements for pregnant women: proximity 
and accessibility (Szwajcer et al., 2005). These qualities make the Internet an effective 
information-seeking tool. Many studies have determined that new mothers in particular 
had used the Internet to search for information on various stages of pregnancy (Bernhardt 
& Felter, 2004; Hanson et al., 2009; Armstrong & Pooley, 2005; Savage, 2006; Mackey,
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199; Stamler, 1998; McKenzie, 2003). In a multi-centre, cross-sectional study, Larsson 
(2009) found that of 213 women sampled, 84% had used the Internet on one or more 
occasions to access information on pregnancy, childbirth or the expected baby. This 
finding is also supported by evidence from the United States study by Declercq et al. 
(2006) which reported that approximately three-quarters of women use the Internet for 
information about pregnancy and childbirth. This study also found that 16% of 
primiparous women and 13% of experienced mothers rated the Internet as the most 
important information source (Declercq et al., 2006).
The Internet is considered an important information source for private matters that 
are common during early pregnancy. More than half of the women (54%) in the study by 
Larsson (2009) searched for information more often at beginning of pregnancy and less 
searched more often near the end (29%) (Larsson, 2009). This is also important after 
early pregnancy since common changes and discomforts of pregnancy and the 
postpartum period are considered private matters: breast changes, bowel and bladder 
concerns, sex and sexuality, vaginal bleeding and discharge or emotional changes 
(Szwajcer et al., 2005). The Internet is also an important information source for postnatal 
issues that may be perceived as private. For example, George (2001) found that women 
felt uncomfortable acquiring breastfeeding information and preferred to search for this 
information online.
There is a risk that women may overestimate the reliability of the information 
found on the Internet (Sankar, 2000; Bernhardt & Felter, 2004). While some Internet 
users are hesitant about the reliability of health information on the Internet and choose to 
rely more frequently on web pages from health ministries or universities, it has been 
found that the majority of women believe that most health information on the Internet is 
reliable (Sankar, 2000; Kunst, Groot, Latthe, Latte & Khan, 2002).
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2.2.2.6. Other
Other common sources of pre- and postnatal health information include 
community resources such as health fairs, presentations, lectures, classes or health 
promotion activities organized by health, civic or charity organizations (Shieh et al., 
2009). Additional sources that also exist but are less commonly used include 
television/radio programs and talks/presentations held by hospitals or community centres 
(Shieh et al., 2009).
2.2.3. Social Support
Social support is a complex phenomenon (McNiven, Hodnett, O’Brien & Pallis, 
1992; Somers-Smith, 1999; Webster et al., 2000) and generally refers to the verbal and 
nonverbal behaviours that convey caring and understanding to enhance an individual’s 
ability to cope (McNiven et al., 1992; McNiven, Williams & Hodnett, 1998; Collins, 
Dunkel-Scheter, Lobel & Scrimshaw, 1993). Social support can be considered a 
psychological asset (Lundrigan, 1991). Support can be divided into two distinguishable 
categories that have been shown to represent independent constructs: perceived and 
received support (Collins et al., 1993). Perceived support is anticipatory and relies on a 
person’s general perception or belief that people in their social network would provide 
assistance in times of need while received support involves behaviours that have actually 
occurred (Collins et al., 1993). Some suggested mechanisms of these two categories of 
supportive care include emotional, instrumental and informational support (McNiven et 
al., 1998; Robertson et al., 2004). According to Collins et al. (1993), emotional support 
can be defined as expressions of caring and esteem while instrumental support can be 
viewed as provision of tangible goods of assistance with tasks. Informational support 
usually includes advice or guidance (Collins et al., 1993; McNiven et al., 1998).
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2.2.3.1. Types of Social Support
Social support can influence both the psychological and physical health of 
individuals. It is also important since it can supplement the information-seeking process, 
and the physician or healthcare system is not the sole or initial source of information 
(Lundrigan, 1991; Aaronson, 1988). Supportive sources can include a partner, the father 
of the baby, a labour and delivery nurse, healthcare provider and family or friends 
(Collins et al., 1993; Somers-Smith, 1999; Essex & Pcikett, 2008). The most frequently 
identified support person in the literature is the husband or the domestic partner (Somers- 
Smith, 1999; Essex & Pickett, 2008). The expected roles of the husband or partner 
include physical support (massaging, holding a hand, taking care of details during labour) 
and emotional support (Somers-Smith, 1999; Webster et ah, 2000). The importance of a 
partner during labour includes helping to manage labours and helping to make decisions 
throughout (Somers-Smith, 1999; Webster et ah, 2000).
The next most important source of support is a woman’s healthcare provider who 
is usually seen as having distant role until the time of birth (Martin, 2009). Involving 
sources of support from women’s social networks other than male partners also merits 
further examination (Savage, 2006). Friends and family account for a large potential 
souce of information outside the healthcare system (Moran & Martin, 1997) and usually 
provide both emotional and informational support consisting of advice or guidance 
(Collins et ah, 1993).
Essex and Pickett (2008) used the Millenium Cohort Study sample of 16,160 
mother-infant pairs to determine factors that influenced whether women would be 
accompanied during the birth. This study demonstrated that increasing maternal age, a 
relationship status of single, multiparity, low education and low income levels were 
significant predictors of being unaccompanied during the delivery (p<0.001 for all 
relationships). Also, mothers who received antenatal care but did not attend antenatal 
classes were more likely to be unaccompanied (p<0.001) (Essex & Pickett, 2008). 
Overall, there are many facets of social support in the perinatal period that can constitute 
perceived and received support.
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2.2.3.2. Social Support and Health Information Levels
Both perceived and received social support have been shown to influence 
acquired health information levels. For example, Sword & Watt (2005) have 
demonstrated that low levels of social support were associated with unmet informational 
needs. Savage (2006) describes “relationality” as a means of connecting with others in 
order to share knowledge and suggests that knowledge is gained through social 
interactions such as prenatal classes due to building networks among women. In a study 
by Moran et al. (1997), support from friends and family was an important factor in 
predicting the desire for more information regardless of parity, and insufficient 
information levels on every topic item measured was significantly associated with low 
social support. An important factor that influences healthy behaviour in pregnancy 
includes the effect of social support on health behaviour (Lundrigan,1991). For instance, 
women with low support tended to be late prenatal care seekers, and this may be due to 
the direct effect of social isolation (Webster et al., 2000).
Family members are common sources of both perceived and received support 
regarding health practices and should be included in health education efforts (Lewallen,
2004). In a study by Mullany, Lakhey, Shrestha & Hindin (2009), a randomized- 
controlled trial was conducted to test the impact of involving husbands in antenatal health 
education on women’s maternal health knowledge. The results of this study indicated that 
educating male partners may increase women’s health knowledge and behaviours by 
promoting interaction and communication between the couple, as suggested by social 
cognitive and social network theories (Mullany et al., 2009). Women who received 
education with their husbands experienced the greatest gains in knowledge, compared to 
women who received education alone (Mullany et al., 2009). It is hypothesized that 
increased communication and interaction between spouses regarding health practices 
during or after the education sessions may have led to a greater understanding and/or 
retention of new information (Mullany et al., 2009). In conclusion, there is strong 
evidence to indicate that social support can influence health information acquisition.
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2.2.4. Marital Status
Studies have indicated that the effects of support from husbands or partners can 
be distinguished from that of other family members or friends (Somers-Smith, 1999; 
MacDonald, Peacock, & Anderson, 1992). While the literature indicates that marital 
status is an important indicator of social support for a pregnant woman, this variable has 
also been shown to influence level of information acquired by her as well. It is clear that 
the marital status of women reflects differences in their informational needs. In their 
study of postpartum teaching priorities, Berger & Cook (1998) showed that single, 
separated and divorced women rated a greater variety of maternal topics as being more 
important compared with married women, and these topics included postpartum 
complications and episiotomy/incision (Sword, Watt & Krueger, 2006; Berger & Cook, 
1998). Unmarried mothers were significantly more likely to rate concerns about infant 
illness, jaundice, temperature taking and driving as very important compared with 
married mothers (p<0.001 for all) (Berger & Cook, 1998). Married women, irrespective 
of age and social class, booked earlier for antenatal care and missed fewer antenatal 
appointments (p<0.001) (MacDonald et al., 1992).
As well, an unmarried status can represent an important stress factor for pregnant 
women (Kirchengast, Mayer & Voigt, 2007). It is widely believed that the provision of 
emotional, informational and material resources provided by a husband or partner may 
mitigate potential physical and psychological strains associated with pregnancy 
(Feldman, Dunkel-Scheter, Sandman «feWadhwa, 2000). It has also been hypothesized 
that partner support may motivate a woman to engage in positive health behaviours and 
to make lifestyle changes that can improve her physical health (Collins et al., 1993; 
Webster et al., 2000). It was found that unmarried women suffered more economic 
deprivation, were less satisfied with their circumstances, felt less in control of their lives, 
were more dependent on government support, looked after themselves less well, were 
more emotionally distressed and experienced more serious life events than married 
women living with their husbands (MacDonald et al., 1992).
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2.2.5. Education
It has been demonstrated that education level is an important predictor of perinatal 
information needs. In particular, low education level was associated with unmet 
information needs (Moran at al., 1997). Women who are less educated tended to have 
higher levels of anxiety and express more concerns (Light & Fenster, 1974). For 
example, mothers with less than a high school education reported a greater variety of 
topics as very important than those with more formal education (p <0.01) (Berger & 
Cook, 1998). Topics considered significantly more important to mothers without a high 
school education were infant illness, jaundice, infant safety, bathing the infant and skin 
care (Berger & Cook, 1998). A similar result was demonstrated with the study by Sword 
and Watt (2005) in which mothers with less than a high school education tended to rate 
more infant topics (feeding and cord care) as very important compared with mothers who 
were more highly educated. In the retrospective study by Light and Fenster (1974), it was 
shown that the less educated group was concerned with finances, contraception and their 
husbands’ reaction to the baby while the more highly educated group was primarily 
concerned with gaining knowledge of factors that affect fetal development (Light & 
Fenster, 1974). Therefore education level influences the type of preinatal information 
sought and acquired by women.
2.2.6. Age
There have been multiple studies examining the influence of age on the sources of 
prenatal and postnatal information used by women. According to a study by Aaronson et 
al. (1988), a relationship exists between age and the relative importance of the different 
sources of pregnancy-related health information. For example, age was positively related 
to the importance and use of print media and oneself as sources of information (p<0.05 
for both) and negatively related to the importance and use of family (p<0.001) (Aaronson 
et al., 1988).
Young age was associated with unmet information needs (Sword & Watt, 2005). 
As well, young age was associated with a perceived need for more information as
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younger women may have had fewer peers who have experienced childbirth and 
childcare, thus limiting their informal sources of information (Moran at al., 1997). There 
is also a significant amount of literature which illustrates the discrepancies between 
adolescent and adult mothers. Although most adolescent parents receive support such as 
parenting advice from professionals and/or informal network members, most indicate that 
they have additional needs for support resources (Crockenberg, 1986). Adolescent 
mothers often live under conditions of high stress and family instablity, and they receive 
less social support than older mothers (Letoumeau, Stewart & Bamfather, 2004). 
Furthermore, adolescent mothers lack knowledge of developmental milestones and child 
developments (Dormire, Strauss & Clarke, 1989; Hayes, 1987). In comparison to older 
mothers who often turn to friends for help and information about childcare, adolescents 
more often rely on their mothers and other family members (Burke & Liston, 1994; 
Musick, 1994). Adolescents also tended to initiate prenatal care at a later stage of 
pregnancy (p<0.01) and were also less likely to obtain adequate quantity of care (p<0.05) 
compared with adults (Stevens-Simon, Fullar & McAnamey, 1992). It is clear that age 
may influence the level of acquired pre- and postnatal health information.
2.2.7. Region
The distinction between urban and rural regions is one component of accessibility 
of healthcare services which influences health information availability for individuals in a 
specified region. Regionalization of healthcare services has resulted in significant 
hospital closures and service reductions which reduce local services for the rural 
population, especially in the case of rural women. The increasing centralization of 
services has reduced the ability for women to give birth in their own communities 
(Hutton-Czapski, 1999; Hutton-Czapski, 2001; Rourke, 1993).
An absence of common maternity-care policies for rural areas is a result of 
intermittent healthcare that is dependent on few individuals in the community. As one 
moves from urban centres to rural areas, the number of physicians decreases more rapidly 
than does the population (Sutherns & Bourgeault, 2008). In fact, there can be a fourfold 
difference between urban and rural physician-to-population ratios in Canada (Rourke,
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Rourke & Browne 1996). Only 3% of Ob/Gyns practice in rural Canada (Canadian 
Institute of Health Information [CIHI], 2006; Gething, 1997; Rourke, 1993). Even where 
rural physicians are available, many do not offer obstetric services for a variety of 
reasons that include interference with personal and office life, low financial incentives, 
increasing insurance premiums, inadequate specialist support, rapid technological 
change, and declining confidence in skills (Carroll, Brown, & Reid, 1995; Goodwin, 
1999; Kruse, Phillips, & Wesley, 1990; Lane et al., 1997; Reid et al., 1995; Ruderman, 
Holzapfel, Carroll, & Cummings, 1999). Therefore, women must travel outside of their 
communities for care.
Additionally, options for prenatal education and delivery methods are restricted in 
these regions. For example, seeking prenatal care and delivery assistance from midwives 
is usually unavailable due to their small presence in rural Canada (Medves & Davies,
2005). There are many ways that information resources are limited in rural communities. 
Access to health services and information, such as prenatal classes, is restricted by the 
hours and locations of the services (Suthems & Bourgeault, 2008). Women’s social 
networks are more limited in rural areas, yielding fewer sources of social information 
(Suthems & Bourgeault, 2008; Bushy, 1990). It has been found that in communities 
where social networks are limited, women reported relying more heavily on physicians 
for health information. This dependence is problematic due to the lack of adequate 
number of physicians found in rural areas.
2.2.8. Income
Women of low socioeconomic status have learning needs that differ in nature and 
magnitude from women of a higher socioeconomic status (Shieh et al., 2009). In a study 
based on 2003 Health Information National Trends Survey data, it was found that non­
seekers of information had lower income than persons who sought information about 
general health topics (Sword & Watt, 2005). In general, low-income individuals across 
the United States have less exposure to health information about nutrition, exercise and 
heart disease compared with individuals with higher incomes (Benjamin-Gamer et al., 
2002).
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In terms of seeking educational information, choices and control are restricted for 
low-income women. These women are usually unemployed, have less education and 
more unplanned births, start childbearing at earlier ages and are frequently unmarried 
(Lazarus, 1994). These social and economic issues influence low-income women’s ability 
to acquire knowledge and their ability to act on such knowledge (Lazarus, 1994). A study 
by Lewallen (2004) indicates that health concerns differ among women of different 
income classes. For example, women from low-income families were not as concerned 
with control issues in pregnancy and childbirth, but were more interested in having their 
own doctors and maintaining continuity of care (Lewallen, 2004). In contrast, women of 
higher income families were more motivated to find out the expectations of pregnancy 
and birth, and they wanted to anticipate the hospital experience (Lewallen, 2004).
In a study by Sword &Watt (2005), a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) 
was found between low-income and other women regarding the need for additional 
information on postpartum health topics. Low-income women reported that their 
information needs for infant and self-care were not met when compared to a report of 
higher-income women (Sword & Watt, 2005). For example, the largest difference in 
learning needs occurred for the topic o f sexual changes and intercourse, with 45.3% of 
low-income women identified this as a learning need which only 26.9% of higher-income 
women identified such as need (Sword & Watt, 2005). While affordability of prenatal 
care services is usually not an obstacle of service utilization in Canada, financial 
limitations may play a role in related issues such as transportation and childcare (O’Dette, 
1996). Many studies indicate that the inability to obtain childcare, transportation 
difficulties, the distance traveled to services and lack of knowledge regarding the 
importance of care are factors that affect low-income women’s access to healthcare 
services and information (St. Clair & Anderson, 1989). Due to difficulties accessing this 
information from professional resources, learning needs may remain unmet (Sword et al.,
2006). These women may not know where to access resources, they may be reluctant to 
seek help due to negative past experiences with the healthcare system and they may be 
hesitant to disclose learning needs since they fear being judged as incompetent (Sword et 
al., 2006; Jack, DiCenso & Lohfeld, 2004).
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Studies have demonstrated that an individual’s socioeconomic status, of which 
income is a key element, influences information-seeking behaviour (Aaronson et al., 
1988). Aaronson et al. (1988) demonstrated that the first choice of perinatal information 
source was significantly related to family income (p<0.01). These authors also found 
healthcare providers were cited by the largest number of each income group (40-43%), 
but that women from the highest income group reported less use of family, friends or 
themselves as information sources and somewhat greater use of media and books than 
other income groups (Aaronson et al., 1988). There was a statistically significant negative 
correlation between family income and the importance of family as a source of 
information (B=-0.19, pO.OOl), and a significant positive correlation between income 
and books (13=0.15, pO.OOl). Since it has been shown that interpersonal networks are 
used extensively by low-income women for seeking information, insufficient network 
support may be a barrier to information-seeking (Spink & Cole, 2001).
2.3. Postpartum Depression Overview
The DSM-IV-TR categorizes PPD as a major depressive, manic or mixed episode 
with a specific onset of four weeks postpartum (American Psychiatric Association 
(APA), 2000). A meta-analysis of 59 studies suggests that 13% of new mothers from 
diverse cultures will experience PPD within the first twelve weeks postpartum (O’Hara & 
Swain, 1996), and the peak incidence for PPD is approximately three to four months after 
delivery (Rosenfield, 2007). PPD is considered to be a serious health risk as this mood 
disorder affects mothers as well as their families (Beck, 2001a; Beck, 2001b). It has been 
demonstrated that PPD adversely affects maternal-infant interaction after the first year of 
delivery and can also negatively influence children’s cognitive and emotional 
development (Beck, 1998). Research in this area has identified many predictors with 
moderate to large effects on the development of PPD. The main predictors to be 
discussed in this thesis include: social support, life stress, antenatal depression and 
anxiety, unplanned/unwanted pregnancy, history of depression, marital status, 
marital/relationship satisfaction, childcare stress and infant temperament, physical abuse 
and substance abuse, maternity blues, self-esteem and socioeconomic status.
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2.4. Predictors of Postpartum Depression
2.4.1. Social Support
As mentioned previously in the first objective of this study, different two broad 
categories of social support have been studied: received and perceived social support. 
Hypothesized mechanisms by which these social support categories function include 
instrumental, emotional and informational support (Robertson et al., 2004; Collins et al., 
1993). Numerous studies have evaluated the effect of social support on the development 
of PPD. Studies indicate that strong social ties serve as a buffer against depression during 
the postpartum period (Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b). A prospective cohort study conducted 
by Xie, Guoping, Koszycki, Walker & Wen (2009) determined that lack of social support 
is a risk factor for PPD. The receipt of social support through a social network such as 
friends and relatives during stressful times is thought to be a protective factor against 
developing depression (Brugha et al., 1998; O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Beck, 2001). Two 
recent studies have shown that perceived social isolation (or lack of social support) 
during pregnancy was a strong risk factor for depressive symptoms in the postpartum 
period (Seguin et al., 1999; Forman, Videbech, Hedegaard, Salvig & Secher, 2000). In a 
longitudinal study of 131 women by Seguin et al. (1999), perceived social support from a 
large social network was significantly associated with PPD development at nine weeks 
postpartum, as indicated by a standardized regression coefficient (13=0.25, p<0.01). As 
well, in large meta-analysis by O’Hara et al. (1996) consisting of the amalgamation of 
12,810 individuals, it was demonstrated that social support was a strong, negative 
predictor of PPD (J3=-0.63, 95% CI:-0.75 - -0.51).
According to the results of Forman et al. (2000), one in three women who suffers 
from psychological distress in late pregnancy with perceived social isolation will develop 
PPD (OR=3.6, 95% Cl: 1.9-7.0). Honey, Bennett & Morgan (2003) have shown that a 
Tack of confidant’ is associated with an increased risk of PPD, and this finding is 
supported by previous studies (Paykel, 2003; Stein, Cooper & Campbell, 1989). In a pilot 
randomized controlled trial, Dennis (2003) found that peer support from lay sources 
decreases depressive symptomatology among new mothers.
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Furthermore, studies have consistently shown a negative correlation between PPD 
and emotional and instrumental support during pregnancy (O’Hara & Swain, 1996;
Beck, 1998a; Richman, Raskin & Gaines, 1991; Menaghann, 1990; Seguin, Therrien, 
Champagne & Larouche, 1999). Informational support may provide guidance with 
respect to adequate prenatal care, proper nutritional and health practices, and preparation 
for labour and delivery (Aaronson et al., 1988; Collins et al., 1993). Collins et al. (1993) 
found that informational support level was significantly related to birth outcomes, such as 
the five-minute Apgar test (p<0.05). Therefore overall, evidence suggests that women 
who do not receive adequate social support during pregnancy may be more likely to 
develop PPD.
2.4.2. Life Stress
A substantial body of evidence shows a relationship between stressful life events 
and onset of depression (Robertson et ah, 2004; House, Iriarte & Bums, 1986; O’Hara, 
1986; Swendsen & Mazure, 2000), and there is consensus that this is one of the most 
important predictors of PPD (O’Hara & Swain,1996; Yelland, Sutherland & Brown,
2010; Herrick, 2000; Johnstone, Boyce, Hickey, Morris-Yates & Harris, 2001; Gross, 
Wells, Radigan-Garcia, Dietz, 2002). The number of stressful life experiences in the year 
preceding birth experiences along with the amount of stress created by each of the life 
events are combined to determine the amount of life stress a woman is experiencing 
(Beck, 2001a). In O’Hara et ah’s meta-analysis (1996) mentioned previously, it was 
demonstrated that life stress is a relatively strong predictor o f subsequent PPD as can be 
seen through the reported standardized regression coefficient (6=0.60, 95% Cl: 0.54- 
0.67). Life stressors precede depression in over 80% of cases (Brown & Harris, 1989). 
This finding is supported by a meta-analysis where results from 15 studies on life events 
were analyzed (O’Hara & Swain, 1996). Examples of stressful life events include the 
death of loved one, a relationship breakdown or divorce, losing a job, or moving homes 
and these events are known to cause stress which can trigger depressive episodes in 
individuals with no previous history of affective disturbance (Robertson et ah, 2004;
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Yelland et al., 2010; O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Rubertsson, Wickberg, Gustavsson & 
Radestad, 2005; Johnstone et al., 2001; Herrick, 2000; Matthey et al., 2004).
In a Swedish national study, two or more stressful life events in the year prior to 
pregnancy was associated to the development of PPD (Rubertsson et al., 2005), and this 
finding is supported by other studies (Johnstone et al., 2001; Herrick, 2000). In a 
prospective study of 2,430 women, conducted by Rubertsson et al. (2005), a dose-effect 
relationship was found between the numbers of stressful life events experienced in the 
year prior to pregnancy and the mean Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale score in 
pregnancy (Rubertsson et al., 2005). Therefore a higher number of stressful life events 
experienced during this time period led to a higher mean Edinburgh Postnatal Depression 
Scale score during pregnancy (Rubertsson et al., 2005). Additionally, life events may also 
affect remission and relapse of depression (Paykel, 2001; Paykel, 2003; Rubertsson. et a, 
2005).
2.4.3. Antenatal Depression
There is ample evidence to show that experiencing depressed mood or anxiety 
during pregnancy are significant predictors of PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Beck,
2001a; Beck 2001b; Josefsson e al., 2002; Johnstone et al., 2001; Robertson et al., 2004). 
Psychological disturbance during pregnancy is one of the most important predictors of 
PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Kim et al., 2008; Beck, 2001a; Gotlib et al., 1989; Hobfoll 
et al., 1995; McGill et al., 1995; Scholle, Rost & Golding, 1998). For example, in the 
large meta-analysis conducted by O’Hara et al. (1996) mentioned above, a strong 
association between antenatal depressed mood and the development of PPD was 
observed through a standardized regression coefficient (6=0.75, 95% Cl: 0.67-0.83). 
Prenatal depression can occur during any or all of the trimesters of pregnancy (Beck, 
2001a). Rates of depression during pregnancy have been reported to be as high as 20% 
(Josefsson et al., 2002). Evidence suggests that PPD can be part of a continuum, with 
onset of illness during pregnancy (Josefsson et al., 2002). Studies consistently show that 
having previously experienced depressive symptoms at any time, not just related to 
childbirth, leads to increased risk of PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Beck, 2001b;
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Josefsson et al., 2002; Johnstone et al., 2001; Gotlib et al.,1991; Honey et al., 2003). The 
large meta-analysis by Robertson et al. (2004) discussed previously also indicates that 
depression during pregnancy is one of the most important predictors of PPD. Evans et al. 
(2005) found that 51% of subjects whose Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale scores 
signified depression in the postpartum period also had higher depression scores during 
pregnancy. However, it should also be noted that studies have demonstrated that at least 
half of all cases of depression in the postpartum period are new cases ie. mothers who 
were not depressed while pregnant or did not have a history of depression (Gotlib et 
al.,1991).
2.4.4. Antenatal Anxiety
Anxiety refers to feelings of uneasiness or apprehension concerning a vague, 
nonspecific threat (Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b). Antenatal anxiety has been shown to 
predict postnatal depressive disorders (Matthey et al., 2003). In the meta-analysis by 
O'Hara, Swain & Annette (1996), it was found that antenatal anxiety had a strong 
association with the development of PPD, as is demonstrated by the reported 
standardized regression coefficient (8=0.68, 95% Cl: 0.55-0.81). As well, Robertson et al. 
(2004) conducted a meta-analysis which found that higher levels of anxiety during 
pregnancy predicted the level of PPD symptomatology, and resulted in a strong/moderate 
effect size. In the 2001 revised meta-analysis by Beck, the association between prenatal 
anxiety and PPD exhibited a medium effect size of 0.41-0.45. It is also notable that a 
woman’s anxiety can fluctuate among each trimester, and therefore her likelihood of 
developing PPD can fluctuate accordingly (Beck, 2001b). Additionally, antenatal anxiety 
has been identified as a distinct risk and an additive risk in addition to PPD for 
behavioural and emotional problems in children (O’Conner, Heron & Glover, 2002).
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Conventional measures o f unintended pregnancy are designed to reflect a 
woman's intentions before she became pregnant (Henshaw, 1998). There are several 
dimensions of an unplanned/unwanted pregnancy for which to account when considering 
this as a predictor of PPD. Firstly, an '‘unplanned” pregnancy is one that is reported to 
have been either unwanted (ie. it occurred when no children, or no more children were 
desired) (Santelli et al., 2003). “Mistimed” refers to the timing of the pregnancy and is 
another important dimension which represents the fact that a woman would have 
preferred to have been pregnant at another time, either sooner or later (Santelli et al., 
2003). Distinctions between unintended and mistimed pregnancies were first made in the 
1965 British National Fertility Survey (Campbell & Mosher, 2000). The concept of an 
‘unplanned pregnancy’ is described as a pregnancy that has occurred when a woman has 
used a contraceptive method or when she did not desire to become pregnant, but did not 
use such method (Santelli et al., 2003).
Individual risk factors for PPD include having an unplanned or unwanted 
pregnancy (Warner et al., 1996; Lane et al., 1997; McLennan, Kotelchuck & Cho, 2001). 
Beck’s revised meta-analysis on the predictors of PPD (2001b) has identified 
unplanned/unwanted pregnancy as a small but significant predictor of PPD. Mistimed and 
unwanted pregnancies are related to the development of depression (OR=1.4, Cl: 1.19- 
1.64, p<0.001 and OR=1.35, Cl: 1.05-1.74, p<0.05, respectively) (McLennan et al.,
2001). An unplanned pregnancy may result in ambivalence towards the child antenatally 
or a lack o f commitment to the infant, both of which have previously been associated 
with depression (Warner et al., 1996). Difficulties in adjusting to parenthood and feelings 
of entrapment are prominent in PPD and are likely to be greater if the baby is not planned 
(Warner et al., 1996).
2.4.5. Unplanned/Unwanted Pregnancy
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2.4.6. History of Depression
There is consensus in the literature regarding the strong predictive role that a 
history of depression plays in the development of PPD (O’Hara & Swain, 1996; Campbell 
et al.,1992; Dennis et al., 2004, Gotlib et ah, 1991; Paykel, Emms, Fletcher & Rassaby, 
1980; Honey et ah,2003; Hobfoll et ah, 1995; Johnstone et ah, 2001). In fact, past history 
of psychopathology is considered one o f the strongest predictors of PPD (O’Hara & 
Swain, 1996). In fact, the meta-analysis by O’Hara, Swain & Annette has shown that a 
history of depression has been identified as having a strong effect on the development of 
PPD (6=0.57, 95% Cl: 0.49-0.65). Women who have psychiatric illnesses that predate 
childbearing are likely to differ from those who have not previously had a psychiatric 
diagnosis (Wisner et ah, 2006). In a seminal study by Kendell, Wainwright & Hailey 
(1976), a cohort of women who had psychiatric illness prior to a birth had a higher risk of 
recurrence postpartum (Wisner et ah, 2006).
2.4.7. Marital Status
In an Australian national study of 4,366 women, Yelland et ah (2010) found that 
women who were not married (either living with a partner or single/widowed/divorced/ 
separated) were significantly more likely to be depressed (OR=1.47, 95% Cl: 1.2-1.8 and 
2.12, 95% Cl: 1.5-2.9, respectively). There is additional evidence to support that being 
divorced or separated is associated with an increased risk of the development of PPD 
(Beck,1995; Beck, 2001b; McGill et ah, 1995; Philipps & O’Hara, 1991). In general, 
unmarried women are more likely to have some indication of depression and to 
experience more serious life events during the pregnancy, when compared with married 
women (MacDonald et ah, 1992). MacDonald et ah (1992) found that women living in a 
common-law situation often demonstrate health behaviours that are intermediate, situated 
between married women who exhibit the highest degree of healthy behaviours and 




This predictor refers to the degree of satisfaction with a marital relationship and 
includes how happy or satisfied a woman is with certain aspects of her marriage such as 
communication, affection, the similarity of values, mutual activity and decision making, 
and global well-being (Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b). Having a poor marital relationship is 
significantly associated with PPD (Beck, 2001b; Gotlib et al., 1991; Kumar &
Robinson, 1984; Watson et al.,1984; Honey et al., 2003). In a study by Gross et al., 
(2002), analysis was conducted on 14,609 subjects from the Centre for Disease Control 
and Prevention's (CDC) Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (PRAMS), and 
found that significant risk factors for self-reports of being ‘very depressed' in the months 
after delivery included experiencing partner-associated stress (OR=1.9, 95% Cl: 1.5-2.5). 
There is also evidence to suggest that experiencing marital discord or living with an 
unsupportive spouse is associated with the development of PPD (Beck, 1995; McGill et 
al., 1995; Philipps & O'Hara, 1991). Depressed subjects reported being less able to rely 
on their spouses for emotional and instrumental support (O’Hara & Swain, 1996). 
Additionally, depressed subjects were less likely to discuss problems with their spouses.
2.4.9. Childcare Stress and Infant Temperament
Childcare stress refers to the stressful events related to childcare which involve 
factors such as an infant experiencing health problems and difficulty in infant care 
pertaining to feeding and sleeping (Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b). Honey et al. (2003) used 
the Stress Appraisal Measure and Childcare Stress Inventory to find that the frequency of 
reported childcare stress differentiated cases of PPD from non-cases (p<0.001). In 
particular, participants who reported a ‘high frequency of childcare stress’ were 16 times 
more likely to be identified as a case o f PPD than women who reported a Tow frequency 
of childcare stress’ (Honey et al., 2003).
Temperament of infants refers to their disposition/personality. Difficult infant 
temperament describes an infant who is irritable, fussy, unpredictable and difficult to 
console (Beck, 2001b). In the meta-analysis conducted by Beck (2001b), infant
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temperament has a moderate effect size of 0.33-0.34. McGrath, Records & Rice (2008) 
conducted a longitudinal study up to 8 months postpartum and reported that depressed 
mothers reported more difficult infants (p<0.05). Difficult temperament is viewed as a 
risk factor through the erosion of mother’s feelings of competence as a caregiver 
(Swendsen et al., 2000).
2.4.10. Physical Abuse
There is growing recognition that physical abuse affects mental health (Scholle et 
al., 1998). Physical abuse can include, but is not limited to, kicking, pushing, shoving, 
throwing, grabbing, biting, choking, slapping, punching and hitting (Public Health 
Agency of Canada, 2008). It also includes the use of a weapon or other object to threaten 
or injure another person, and it may result in death (Statistics Canada, 1993; Health 
Canada, 1999; National Clearinghouse on Family Violence, 1995; Muhajarine & D’Arcy, 
1999; Stewart & Cecutti, 1993). Violence against women is exceedingly common and has 
been associated with significant health and mental health consequences (Campbell, 2002; 
Amow, 2004). Physical abuse during pregnancy has been associated with adverse 
maternal and fetal health outcomes (Public Health Agency of Canada, 2008). Two 
Canadian studies have estimated the prevalence of physical abuse during pregnancy to be 
5.7% and 6.6% (Muhajarine & D’Arcy, 1999; Stewart & Cecutti, 1993). Another 
Canadian study identified that 53.3% of women who experienced a history of abuse 
during pregnancy met diagnostic criteria DSM-III-TR for a major depressive episode and 
another 30% met criteria for another psychiatric disorder (Ross & Dennis, 2009; Stewart 
& Cecutti, 1993).
Higher rates of depression occur among women who are physically abused during 
pregnancy compared to those who are not. High Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale 
(EPDS) scores were significantly associated with history of domestic violence (Bacchus, 
Mezey & Bewley, 2004). There are higher rates of past experiences of physical abuse 
among depressed women (Scholle et al., 1998). Herrick (2000) reported that physical 
abuse during pregnancy led to an increased risk of developing PPD with an odds ratio of 
2.7 (95% Cl: 1.0-7.4). As well, this study uncovered a large population attributable risk
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of PPD (15%) for women who were abused during pregnancy. A study conducted by 
Gross et al. (2002) also supports that depressive symptomatology in the months after 
delivery is related to physical abuse during pregnancy (OR=1.6, 95% Cl: 1.1-2.4).
2.4.11. Substance Abuse
It has been found that individuals who experience problems with alcohol and 
drugs are also more likely to have co-morbid symptoms of mental disorders (Ross et al., 
2009). Ross & Dennis (2009) conducted a systematic literature review and found that 
there were high rates of PPD among substance-abusing women. Few studies have 
examined the prevalence of PPD among substance-abusing mothers (Ross & Dennis, 
2009). A study by Pajulo et al. (2001) involving 14 maternity care centres indicated that 
substance dependency is significantly associated with PPD (p<0.001). In a United States 
population-based study, retrospective review of medical charts indicated that 20% of the 
women with PPD had a history of substance abuse compared with 4.6% of the women 
without PPD (p<0.01) (Bryan et al., 1999).
In a report from the National Institute for Mental Health Epidemiological 
Catchment Area study, individuals with drug-use disorders (abuse or dependence) were 
4.5 times more likely to have a mental disorder than those without a drug-use disorder 
(Regier, Farmer & Rae, 1990). One of the many well-established health risks associated 
with alcohol use by women includes increased risk of depression (Landheim, Bekken & 
Vaglum, 2006). Illegal drug use during pregnancy was much higher in subjects with PPD 
(46.7% vs. 16.5%, p=0.003) (Bryan et al., 1999). Another US study found that binge­
drinking (four or more drinks per occasion) was independently associated with comorbid 
postpartum depressive symptoms and alcohol use at 32 weeks postpartum (Homish, 
Cornelius, Richardson, & Day, 2004).
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2.4.12. Maternity Blues
Maternity blues is a “transitory phenomenon of mood changes that begins within 
the first few days after delivery and can last one to 10 days or longer” (Beck, Reynolds & 
Rutowski, 1992, p.287). It is characterized by tearfulness, anxiety, difficulty 
concentrating, irritability and labile moods” (Beck, 1998a; Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b). 
Beck et al. (1992) demonstrated that the mean maternity blues scores for the first 7 days 
following delivery, as measured by the Stein Maternity Blues Scale, were significantly 
correlated with Beck Depression Inventory scores at one, two and 12 weeks postpartum. 
Furthermore, a meta-analysis conducted by Beck (2001b) indicated that maternity blues 
is a predictor of PPD with a small to medium effect size ranging from 0.25-0.31.
2.4.13. Self-Esteem
In this context, self-esteem refers to a woman’s global feelings of self-worth and 
self-acceptance. A low self-esteem reflects a negative self-evaluation and feelings about 
oneself or one’s capabilities (Beck, 2001b). In the meta-analysis conducted by Beck 
(2001b), self-esteem had a medium effect size ranging from 0.45 to 0.47.
2.4.14. Socioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic status is derived from a combination of factors which includes 
income, education and occupation (Beck, 2001a; Beck 2001b; Warner et al., 1996, 
Seguin et al., 1999). Evidence suggests that these factors play a small yet significant 
role in mental health disorders and depression in particular (Robertson et al., 2004). The 
meta-analysis conducted by O’Hara and Swain (1996) showed that family income and 
mother’s occupation were small but significant predictors of PPD (B=-0.141, 95% Cl: - 
0.21 - -0.08; B= -0.146, 95% Cl: -0.25 - -0.04, respectively). Low-income women may 
experience chronic stressors that stem from their difficult life conditions that may be 
more powerful determinants of depression than acute life events (Seguin et al., 1999). In 
a mixed-methods study by Benoit, Westfall, Treloar, Phillips & Janssen (2007), income
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was identified as a significant predictor of PPD at both three to four weeks postpartum 
(p<0.05) and four to six months postpartum (p<0.01), with a higher frequency of low- 
income mothers demonstrating PPD symptomatology at both time points (22.5% vs.
7.5% at three to four weeks and 27.5% vs. 15% at four-six months). O’Hara and Swain 
also found a similar effect for education, where a lower level of education was associated 
with PPD (13=-0.022, 95% Cl: -0.11 -  0.03). While socioeconomic status has a relatively 
small effect on PPD compared with most of the aforementioned predictors, it is an 
important variable for which to account during the study design of this thesis which will 
be described in the following section.
2.5. Summary and Conclusion
A comprehensive discussion of the predictors of pre- and postnatal health 
information levels and PPD has been provided. Wilson’s model of information-seeking 
depicted five broad dimensions of potential barriers to information-seeking: 
psychological, demographic, interpersonal, environmental and information-source 
barriers (Wilson, 1999). The selected predictors for information-seeking assessed in this 
study have been drawn from this framework and include: education, income, marital 
status, age, region, prenatal care provider, most useful information source (prenatal and 
postnatal), received social support and perceived social support (prenatal and postnatal). 
While there is consensus in the aforementioned literature regarding the predictors of 
PPD, only a select number of these predictors will be used in the subsequent analyses due 
to limitations from secondary data. The predictors of PPD that will be included in the 
following analyses include: life stress, feelings towards pregnancy, timing, history of 
depression, marital status, education, income, received social support, perceived social 
support (postnatal), drug use, alcohol use and physical abuse. The following chapters 
build on the literature review that has been presented in this chapter.
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C H APTER 3: 
M ETH O D S
3.1 . Data Source and Study Population
D ata w ere obtained from  the 200 6  M aternity E xperience Survey developed by  
Statistics Canada and the Public H ealth A gency  o f  Canada. The response rate w as 78%, 
resulting in a  sam ple size  o f  6 ,421 o f  a  possib le 8 ,244  subjects. A  three-m onth birth 
cohort w as selected  from  the 2 006  C ensus o f  Population to ensure a large sam pling  
frame. A  different three-m onth birth cohort w as used for the territories since Census 
enum eration begins earlier. Subjects w ere in itially m ailed an introductory letter and 
survey pam phlet asking for their participation in the M ES. Interviews w ere conducted by  
telephone using a com puter-assisted telephone interview  (C A TI) application. The 
telephone interview s w ere conducted b y  fem ale Statistics Canada em ployees, lasted an 
average o f  45 m inutes, and w ere conducted in English, French and 13 non-officia l 
languages. The survey w as com prised o f  over 300  questions regarding prenatal, 
labour/birth and postnatal issues. The exclusion  criteria included m others aged 14 and 
younger at the tim e o f  g iv ing  birth, m others residing on First N ations reserves as w ell as
V .
those liv in g  in  institutions at the tim e o f  the survey. The target population o f  this survey
w as com prised o f  m others w ho had g iven  birth approxim ately s ix  m onths before data
\
collection . This tim ing perm its exploration o f  postpartum issues w h ile  rem aining close  
enough to pregnancy and birth events to m inim ize recall error (B row n & L um ley, 1997). 
H ow ever, the data collected  actually ranged from  five  to 14 m onths postpartum. 
Therefore the in-scope M ES population w as defined as “birth m others 15 years o f  age  
and over at the tim e o f  the birth, w ho had a singleton live  birth in  Canada during a three- 
m onth period preceding the C ensus and w ho lived  w ith their infants at the tim e o f  the 
survey” (D zakpasu et ah, 2008 , p .209). A ny  mother w ho had a m ultiple birth or stillbirth, 
or w ho w as no longer liv ing  w ith  her baby w as also excluded, as the survey did not 
include specific  questions regarding these experiences.
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3 .2 . K ey Variables: C ollection  and C oding
3 .2 .1 . Incom e
A ccording to Statistics Canada, L ow  Incom e Cut-O ffs (LICO s) represent the 
incom e leve l at w hich  a fam ily  “m ay be in strained circum stances because it has to spend  
a greater portion o f  its incom e on  the basics (food , clothing and shelter) than does an 
average fam ily  o f  sim ilar size” (Statistics Canada, 2009a, p .9). T his condition is 
applicable to econ om ic fam ilies: “a group o f  individuals related b y  blood, marriage or 
adoption, w ho shared a com m on dw elling unit at the tim e o f  the survey” (Statistics 
Canada, 2009b , p .7). A  “low  incom e” fam ily is  a fam ily unit w ith  incom e b elow  the cut­
o f f  for its fam ily  size  and urbanization classification  (Statistics Canada, 2009b).
LICO s are calculated based on the spending patterns o f  fam ilies collected  from  
the Survey o f  H ousehold  Spending (form erly referred to as the Fam ily Expenditure 
Survey-FA M E X )” (Statistics Canada, 2008). From the Survey for H ousehold Spending, 
the Canadian average expenditure on  food, shelter and clothing is  calculated. This is 
expressed as a  percentage o f  pre-tax incom e. B ase year LICOs are set w here fam ilies  
spend 20  percentage points m ore o f  their incom e than the Canadian average on food, 
shelter and clothing. The Survey H ousehold  data are then analyzed to determ ine the
incom e lev e ls  w here fam ilies spend this percentage on these basics. T hese incom e levels,
\
differentiated by size  o f  area o f  residence and by fam ily size , becom e the base year 
LICOs.'' .
LICOs w ere calculated according to a series o f  criteria determ ined by Statistics 
Canada. Firstly, each respondent w as assigned a household lo w  incom e cu t-o ff value  
according to the values indicated in the ‘Statistic Canada’s B efore-T ax L ow  Incom e Cut­
o ffs  (1992  base) for 2 0 0 8 ’, based on  her response to survey questions regarding number 
o f  individuals in the household and estim ated population for the specified  area o f  
residence. S ince the M ES recorded household  incom e in ranges, respondents w ith  a 
household  incom e in  a range b e lo w  the highest LICO ($54 ,987) w ere assigned the m id­
point o f  that range as their household  incom e. Finally, each respondent’s assigned  
household  incom e w as then com pared w ith  her household LICO value in order to c lassify
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her as being at/below  or above the LICO. A ssessm ent o f  an alternative approach by  
Statistics Canada, w hich  distributed all respondents w ithin the LICO range random ly  
across that range, show ed  m inim al im pact on  the results. Incom e w as treated as an : 
ordinal, binary variable (<  LICO and >  LICO) (Table 3.1).
3 .2 .2 . Education
There are literature precedénts for a  variety o f  categorizations o f  education  
(Sw ord & W att, 2005; M oran et al., 1997). In this study, education is  treated as a nom inal 
variable w ith  four categories: <  high school, h igh school graduate, com m unity  
college/trade certificate and >  bachelor’s degree (Table 3 .1). T hese categories were 
created by co llapsing  original categories from the survey. For exam ple, the com m unity  
college/trade certificate category w as created by m erging the follow ing: trade certificate 
or dip lom a from  a vocational sch ool, apprenticeship training, a non-university certificate 
or dip lòm a from  a com m unity co lleg e , CÉGEP and a university certificate b e low  a 
bachelor’s degree. Therefore education is treated as a nom inal variable since m any 
original categories have been collapsed  to create these four groups and do not necessitate  
a clear order. ,
'v
3 .2 .3 . M arital Status
\
M arital status is a nom inal variable w hich  has been  categorized into married, 
com m on law , single, and a heterogeneous category w hich  includes separated, divorced  
and w idow ed  w om en  (Table 3 .1 ). It has been demonstrated that these groups o f  w om en  
have distinct pre- and postnatal health inform ation needs (K irchengast, 2007; Feldm an et 
al., 2000). There is  ev idence for this categorization m ethod in the literature and 
collapsing w idow ed/separated/divorced into one category is  supported by the fact that 
there w ere a sm all number o f  individuals in each o f  these groups (Sword & Watt, 2005).
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3 .2 .4 . R egion
R egion  w as divided into tw o categories, urban and rural, w hich  is a com m on w ay  
to assess disparities in  health-related issues (Statistics Canada, 2009b). The first three 
characters o f  a postal code, know n as the Forward Sortation Area (F SA ), w ere used to 
distinguish betw een  urban and rural regions in Canada (Table 3 .1 ). The F S A  is  a 
geographical region in w hich  all postal codes start w ith  the sam e three characters. The 
first letter represents a postal district such as the particular province. The digit o f  zero  
indicates a  w ide-area rural region w hile  other digits represent urban areas. A s o f  
Septem ber 2006 , there w ere a total o f  1 ,626 F SA s, where on ly  183 w ere considered to be 
rural (Statistics Canada, 2007).
A ccording to the defin ition em ployed by Statistics Canada, an urban area is  one  
w hich  has a population o f  at least 1,000 persons and w ith  at least 400  persons per square 
kilom eter based on  the current census population count. A  region outside o f  urban areas 
is  specified  as rural (Statistics Canada, 2007). The urban population is considered that 
w hich  liv es  in  the urban core, secondary urban cores and urban fringes o f  census  
m etropolitan areas (Statistics Canada, 2007).
3 .2 .5 .A g e
\
A ge is  considered a nom inal variable and has been  divided  into four categories:
.15 - <  2 4 ,2 5  - <  2 9 ,3 0  -<  34 and >  35 (Table 3 .1 ). The reference category is  25 - <  29. 
The age range betw een  15 and 24  is  specifica lly  categorized as ‘youth’ by organizations 
such as the U nited N ations and the W orld H ealth Organization (U nited N ations General 
A ssem bly , 1995; W orld H ealth Organization, 2002). It has also been  established that the 
late teenage years to the early tw enties are “not sim ply a b rief period o f  transition into 
adult roles, but a distinct period o f  life  course, characterized by change and exploration o f  
possib le  life  directions” (Arnett, 2001 , p .469). In som e literature, this period is  v iew ed  as 
“em erging adulthood” w hich  is  theoretically and em pirically distinct from both 
adolescence and adulthood, and can also be considered to be the “volitional” years o f  life  
(Arnett, 2001 , p .469). The topm ost cu t-o ff o f >  35 years has been chosen  since the
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literature identifies w om en  in th is category to be o f  delayed childbearing years, w hich  
entails distinct obstetric risks such as adverse neonatal outcom es like lo w  birth w eight 
and preterm birth (Z iadeh, 2002; R eichm an & Pagnini, 1997; B erow itz & Papiem ik, 
1993). A s  a result, w om en  in th is age category are likely  to experience distinct perinatal 
concerns com pared w ith  w om en  in  the other age categories. Finally, since 62.4%  o f  the 
prim iparous and 65.9%  o f  the m ultiparous sam ples w ere betw een the ages o f  25 and 34, 
th is category w as divided into 25  - <  29 and 30 -<  34  in order to obtain a m ore equal 
distribution am ong categories.
3 .2 .6 . T ype o f  Prenatal Care Provider
Prenatal care provider is  a nom inal variable w hich  has been  divided into four 
categories: O b/G yn, fam ily doctor and general practitioner, nurse and m idw ife, and other 
(Table 3 .1 ) (R osenblatt, 1997). T hese categories have been determ ined through a review  
o f  the literature regarding provision  o f  health inform ation, as w ell as expert advice. 
A lthough obstetricians are increasingly becom ing the m ain source o f  prenatal care, 
w om en  often  report that they gain little know ledge at antenatal clin ics since they are ill- 
inform ed about reasons for various tests done in the clin ic  (Riser & Eiser, 1985). Face-to-
'V
face tim e w ith  O b/G yns is  lim ited and invo lves le ss  client education counselling. The 
m ain purpose for an appointm ent w ith  an O b/G yn is for gyn eco log ic  and/or fam ily  
planning concerns (Paine et al., 2000 ). General practitioners and fam ily  physicians /  
provide exclu sive  prenatal care to  on ly  a sm all proportion o f  w om en, and they attend less  
than 19% o f  the births (CIHI, 2004). H ow ever, prenatal care provided by these  
professionals is  distinct in  that it is  dem onstrates continuity o f care w hich  provides long­
term care throughout the pregnancy. W om en w ith  high-risk pregnancies are often  
excluded from  this type o f  prenatal care. N urses and m id w ives have been grouped  
together since they are perceived to provide a patient-centered model o f care, and tend to 
devote m ore tim e to patient concerns and health education. N urses are perceived as a 
source o f  em otional, inform ational and tangible support (Callister, 1993; M oran et a l . , : 
1997) w h ile  m id w ives a lso play a large role in inform ational support. For exam ple, both  
o f  these sources provide postpartum inform ation regarding self-care and care o f  the infant
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(ie . breastfeeding) (H ellings & H ow e, 2000). R egistered nurses attend alm ost all hospital 
births (Peterson et al., 20 0 7 ) and m idw ifery clients tended to have m ore prenatal v isits  
than other healthcare providers. The last category, other, includes those care providers 
w h ose type w as unspecified  by m others, “including physicians o f  unspecified  
specialization” (Public H ealth A gen cy  o f  Canada, 2009 , p .39).
3 .2 .7 . M ost U sefu l Inform ation Source
This variable m easures the m ost useful inform ation source for prenatal and 
postnatal care as perceived by the study subject, and it has been  divided into three 
categories: fam ily/friends, the healthcare system  and other (Table 3 .1). Fam ily and 
friends com prise a  distinct category since this source o f  inform ation has been show n to 
have a significant influence over w om en ’s health practice choices, especia lly  regarding 
the influence on  behaviour and acceptance o f  m edical advice (St. Clair & Anderson, 
1989). The m ost com m on w ay w om en  learn about healthy behaviours to adopt during 
pregnancy w as from  fam ily/friends (L ew allen , 2004). Fam ily and friends also becom e a 
greater source o f  inform ation during the postpartum period. The fo llow in g  sources o f  
licensed  healthcare providers com prise the healthcare system  variable: O b/G yn, fam ily  
doctor/general practitioner, m id w ife , nurse/nurse practitioner, and prenatal/childbirth
classes. The ‘other’ category includes a doula, books, and the Internet. Previous
\
pregnancy is included as an inform ation source in  the m ultiparous sam ple only, as it only  
pertains to these subjects.
3 .2 .8 . Socia l Support
A s d iscussed  in  the literature, social support can be v iew ed  as received support 
w hich  refers to supportive exchanges that have actually occurred w ithin a specific  context 
and perceived available support w hich  is defined as a person’s general perception or 
b e lie f  that people in their socia l network w ould provide assistance in tim es o f  need, and 
this is anticipatory (C ollins et al., 1993, p. 1244). A s  m entioned previously, received  
socia l support refers to “supportive exchanges that have actually occurred w ithin a
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specific  context” (C ollins et al., 1993, p .1244). In th is study, the proxy variable for 
received  support m easured w hich  individual, i f  any, w as present during the birth o f  the 
baby. This nom inal variable has four categories: none, com panion only, husband/partner 
on ly  and both (Table 3 .1 ). The m ost frequently identified support person in  the literature 
is  the husband/dom estic partner (E ssex  & Pickett, 2008). A s w ell, com panions are 
com m only present during the birth and consist o f  other fam ily  m em bers, friends, doulas 
or other paraprofessionals in addition to, or instead of, the father. A ll o f  these are taken  
into account w ith  this variable. Perceived socia l support is  m easured using tw o variables: 
perceived socia l support in the prenatal period and perceived socia l support in the 
postnatal period. This variable m easures the m other’s perceived support during these tim e  
periods. B oth  o f  these are considered ordinal variables w ith  five  categories w hich  range 
from ‘none at a ll’ to ‘all the tim e’ (Table 3 .1).
3 .2 .9 . L ife Stress
W om en were asked to indicate whether they had personally experienced any o f  
thirteen stressful life  events during the 12-m onth period before the birth o f  their baby
from  a M odified  L ife Events Inventory used by N ew ton  et al. (N ew ton  & Hunt, 1984;
\
Chalm ers et al., 2008 ) (A ppendix E). T hese events concern legal matters, relationships,
finances, physical injury, and fam ily illn ess or death. The stressful life  events predictors
\
w as categorized into tw o groups: three or m ore stressful life  events (h igh stress) and less  
than three events (lo w  stress) based on  publications from  the M aternity Experiences 
Survey and the U nited States based Pregnancy R isk  A ssessm ent M onitoring System  
(P R A M S) w hich  used the sam e instrument (Chalm ers et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 1999).
3 .2 .10 . Unplanned/Unw anted Pregnancy
Unplanned/unwanted pregnancy is  m easured by tw o variables: ‘tim ing’ and 
‘feelings towards pregnancy’. The tim ing variable m easures the w om an’s preference  
regarding the tim ing o f  her pregnancy w ith  the fo llow in g  four available categories: 
‘sooner’, ‘later’, ‘then’ or ‘not at a ll’. This w as a nom inal variable, w ith  the reference
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variable being  ‘then’ (Table 3 .1 ). This variable m easured one com ponent o f  
w antedness/unplanned pregnancy as d iscussed  in the literature review . The second  
dim ension , feelings towards pregnancy, w as m easured w ith  an ordinal variable w ith  five  
categories ranging from  ‘very happy’ to ‘veryU nhappy’ (Table 3 .1). This variable 
m easured one com ponent o f  w antedness/unplanned pregnancy as discussed in the 
literature review .
3 .2 .11 . H istory o f  D epression
H istory o f  depression w as m easured as a  dichotom ous variable w ith  the tw o  
p ossib le  responses o f ‘y e s ’ or ‘n o ’ (Table 3 .1). This variable w as defined as having ever  
been d iagnosed w ith  depression or having ever been prescribed anti-depressants in the 
past.  ̂ -..'f 1 ■ '
3 .2 .12 . Physical A buse
This variable m easured the physical abuse that has occurred during the previous 
tw o years. O riginally, 10 item s on  the M ES addressed distinct acts o f  physical abuse and
'v
these item s Were collapsed into one category (A ppendix F). The occurrence o f  at least
one o f  these events represented a  positive history o f  abuse in the past tw o years w h ile  no
\
events represented a negative history, form ing the final d ichotom ous variable (Table 3 .1).
3 .2 .13 . A lcoh ol
A lcoh ol consum ption during pregnancy w as m easured as a dichotom ous variable, 
w ith either a p ositive  or negative response, and this variable represents alcohol use or 
non-use during pregnancy (Table 3 .1). A lcoh ol use w as defined as one bottle or can o f  
beer or a g lass o f  draft, one g lass o f  w ine or a w ine cooler, or a cocktail w ith  one and Vi 
ounces o f  liquor.
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3 .2 .14 . Illicit Drugs
Illic it drug use during pregnancy w as m easured as a dichotom ous variable, w ith  
either a p ositive  or negative response (Table 3 .1 ). The term drugs w as defined as street 
drugs such as marijuana, cocaine, heroin, ecstasy (M D M A ), sn iffing glue, gasoline or 
other solvents. R espondents w ere asked i f  they had used drugs during their pregnancy;
3 .3 . O utcom e M easures
3 .3 .1 . P re-an d  Postnatal H ealth Inform ation L evels
D irect m easures o f  pre- and postnatal inform ation levels  w ere unavailable, but 
several indicators w ere used in structural equation m odelling to assess these inform ation  
levels  (Table 3 .2 ). Pre- and postnatal health inform ation w as m easured using questions 
directly from  the 200 6  M ES. N in e  questions (SI_Q 01-SI_Q 09) constituted pre natal 
health inform ation w hile  ten questions (PI_Q 01-PI_Q 10) com prised postnatal health  
inform ation. R espondents w ere asked i f  they felt they had sufficient inform ation o f  the 
various top ics specified  by these questions and responses w ere recorded in a binary 
fashion: yes/n o . T hese nineteen questions constituted the indicators used to define latent 
variables in  structural equation m odelling  as w ill be further described. It is important to  
note that these responses represent the subjects’ perceptions o f  sufficient inform ation and 
that the defin ition  o f  sufficient m ay differ am ong each respondent. L evel o f  inform ation  
w as determ ined by self-assessm ent as there w as no direct m easure available, and this 
prechidés m aking objective com parisons am ong subjects. V
3 .3 .2 . Edinburgh Postnatal D epression  Scale
The Edinburgh Postnatal D epression  Scale (E PD S) is a ten-item  self-report scale  
w hich  is  a  w id e ly  used screening too l for PPD (Jom een & Martin, 2007). It w as initially  
developed  since previous depression scales w ere inadequate in distinguishing normal 
postnatal sym ptom s from  depressive sym ptom s (C ox et al., 1987). The EPD S has been
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validated using the Research D iagnostic  Criteria for depressive illn ess obtained from  
G oldberg’s Standardized Psychiatric Interview  and it has also been  show n to be valid  
w ith in  and beyond the postnatal period (C ox et al., 1987). This test has a high reported 
acceptability rating o f  92%  (D ennis, 2004 ) and is acceptable to w om en  w ho m ay not 
perceive th em selves to be unw ell (C ox et al., 1987). Each o f  the ten  item s are attributed a 
score from  one to three w hich correlate to the increasing severity o f  sym ptom s to y ie ld  a 
potential total score o f  30 , w ith  a  higher score indicating a  greater degree o f  PPD  
sym ptom atology (D ennis, 2004 ). The sensitiv ity  o f  the 12/13 cu t-o ff is 86%  w hile  the 
specificity  is  78%  (C ox  et al., 1987). It has been  show n that results from  using continuous 
scores and ordinary least squares regression are com parable w ith  using this cu to ff in a 
log istic  regression m odel (H eron et al., 2004).
3 .4 . Data A nalysis ^  :
3 .4 .1 . W eighting
The total sam ple size  for the M ES survey w as 6,421 subjects. The sam pling and
w eighting  m ethods are d iscussed  in great detail in ‘The Canadian M aternity Experiences
\
Survey: D esign  and M ethods’, Journal o f Obstetrics and Gynaecology Canada, 2008; 
30(3): 207 -2 1 6  by Dzakpasu, et al. The sam pling frame w as constructed from  the 2006  
C ensus file , and a stratified sim ple random sam ple (w ithout replacem ent) w as selected  
from  this sam pling frame. Required sam ple sizes w ere calculated for each province and 
territory separately. Firstly, each o f  the 8 ,542  records in the sam ple were assigned a 
designed w eight based on  its C ensus w eight, and then divided by its probability o f  
selection  from  the stratified sam pling frame. C alculation o f  a final sam pling w eight for 
each responding m other accounted for sam pling design  and rate o f  non-response. Finally, 
sam pling w eights w ere calibrated for each region. This w eighting m ethod resulted in a 
w eighted  sam ple o f  76 ,508  in-scope, m other-baby pairs. O f this total, approxim ately  
34 ,648  (45.3% ) subjects were primiparous w h ile  41 ,557  (54.3% ) w ere multiparous.
U sin g  the raw w eight can “seriously  com prom ise calculations that are sam ple-size  
specific  such as variances and co-variances, and the effects becom e esp ecia lly  critical i f
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one w ish es to test hypotheses using  w eighted  data; alm ost every difference or coefficien t 
becom es significant. . . ” (Thom as et al., 2005). To account for th is issue, a relative w eight 
w as created b y  divid ing the raw w eight by its m ean w eight w* Iw = w here w -  £  w*/n. 
This m ethod accounts for over-sam pling and results in  m ore accurate parameter estim ates 
(Thom as et al., 2 005 ). A ll analyses w ere conducted using R  version 2 .12.1 (R  
D evelopm ent Core Team , 2011). The fo llow in g  R  packages, developed by John Fox, 
w ere used throughout the analysis: polycor and sem .
3 .4 .2 . Stratification
For the purpose o f  this study, parity is  defined as “the num ber o f  live  births a 
w om an has had to date (excludes fetal deaths or stillbirths)” (Statistics Canada, 2009b). 
Primiparous w om en are those for w hom  this index birth is  the first birth to this mother. 
M ultiparous w om en  have had previous live  births. It has been  w ell-established  that 
m ultiparous and primiparous w om en  have different inform ation needs and a lso  depend  
on  different sources for acquiring inform ation (Eiser & Eiser, 1985). Primiparous w om en  
exhibit a h igher degree o f  inform ation-seeking (Shieh, 2009). A s  w ell, C ollin  found that 
m ultiparous w om en  are 17 tim es m ore lik ely  than primiparous w om en  to know  about
X.
pregnancy and childbirth before their index pregnancy (C ollins, W all & D avid, 1997).
Therefore, the sam ple w as divided according to parity in order to account for this pre-
\
established difference in inform ation-seeking behaviour. The data have been  stratified 
based on  parity, d ividing the sam ple into tw o groups: primiparous (1 birth) and 
m ultiparous (>  1 birth) (Public H ealth A gen cy  o f  Canada, 2009).
3 .4 .3 . D ata Screening
The m issing  data due to item  non-response can be considered to be m issing  
com pletely  at random since an exam ination o f  non-respondents indicated that they were  
not system atically  different from  survey respondents. Pair-w ise-w ise deletion w as  
im plem ented w herein a correlation betw een  each pair o f  variables is calculated from all 
cases that have com plete data on  those tw o variables. This m ethod o f  accounting for
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m issing  data w as suitable due to the large sam ple size  and relatively sm all amount o f
total missing data (<10%) (Fairclough, 2004).
3 .4 .4 . Structural Equation M odelling
3 .4 .4 .1 . R ationale for Structural Equation M odelling (SEM )
SEM  w as used since pre- and postnatal inform ation levels  could not be directly  
m easured and w ere therefore represented as latent variables. This m ethod permits both 
latent and observed variables to be m odeled sim ultaneously in one m odel (B ollen  &  
Paxton, 1998). M easurem ent error associated w ith  the observed variables can be 
estim ated by accounting for the variance in  the m easured variable that is  not explained by  
the latent factor (U llm an, 2 0 0 6 .) This m ethod a llow s one to account for im perfect 
reliability, w here an indicator m ay not be accurately m easuring the latent variable (K line, 
2005). A nother advantage o f  SE M  is that the entire m odel can be  evaluated; it is possib le  
to estim ate all parameters sim ultaneously and provide an overall test o f  fit o f  the m odel 
(K line, 2005).
'V
3 .4 .4 .2 . Constructing the Covariance M atrix
N in e  questions from  the M ES (S I_Q 01 -SI_Q 09) constituted pre  natal health  
inform ation questions w h ile  ten  questions (PI_Q 01-PI_Q 10) com prised postnatal health  
inform ation questions for both sam ples (Table 3 .2). T hese questions serve as binary 
indicators for the pre- and postnatal m odels. A  tetrachoric correlation matrix accounts for 
the binary nature o f  these indicators and w as created to produce accurate correlation 
estim ates (F ox, 2010). In the case o f  this study, all indicators assess i f  an individual has 
received  sufficient inform ation on a particular topic, w ith responses yes or no.
Tetrachoric correlations are based on  the assum ption that the responses to categories are 
actually proxies for unobserved, norm ally distributed variables. Therefore, a factor ' 
analysis o f  these correlations is  essentially  a factor analysis am ong latent variables that 
are assum ed to underlie the data and that are also assum ed to be continuous and norm ally
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distributed (Panter et al., 1997; C hoi et al., 2010; Skrondal & Rabe-H esketh, 2005; 
M uthen, 1983). Therefore, the leve l o f  acquired inform ation can be considered  
continuous as it can increase linearly, from  the low est level (no) to the h ighest level (yes).
3 .4 .4 .3 . A  Four-Step Approach
A  four-step approach w as used to develop and assess the structural equation  
m odels. Firstly, exploratory factor analysis w as used in  conjunction w ith  a review  o f  the 
literature in  order to specify  health inform ation factors. The number o f  distinct factors 
(from  the pre- and postnatal health inform ation questions described above) that fit the 
variance-co variance m atrix o f  the observed variables w as determ ined. N ext, a 
confirm atory factor analysis w as perform ed in order to verify these factors by assessing  
the hypotheses about certain relations am ong indicator variables and latent variables. In 
step three, relationships am ong the latent variables in  a structural m odel w ere specified . 
Finally, the planned hypotheses are tested about the free parameters o f  the m odel 
(Schum acker & L om ax, 2010).
3 .4 .4 .4 . Step 1: Exploratory Factor A nalysis /
V
A  com bination o f  established theory on pre- and postnatal health inform ation  
top ics and exploratory factor analysis w as used to guide the construction o f  measurem ent 
m od els w h ich  w ere subsequently estim ated in Step 2 (Confirm atory Factor A nalysis). In 
order to extract com m on factors w ithin the nine prenatal health questions and within the 
ten postnatal health questions, m axim um  likelihood exploratory factor analysis w as 
conducted (F ox, 2006). Indicators w ith a m inim um  factor loading o f  0 .32 were  
considered to be part o f  a factor since this value im plies that the factor has approxim ately 
10% o f  overlapping variance w ith  other item s on  that factor (C ostello  & Osborne, 2005). 
In the case o f  cross-loading, w herein  an item  loads above 0 .32  on  tw o or m ore factors, 
the discretion o f  the researcher w as used to decide i f  this item  should be dropped from  the 
m odel. Inform ation for the literature regarding health inform ation topics w as used to 
inform  this d ecision  and build the SEM . In general, i f  an item  cross-loaded onto m ultiple
factors, it w as retained for the factor onto w hich  it loaded the highest, un less a review  o f  
the literature indicated otherw ise. In addition to exam ination o f  loading values, 
consideration o f  previous literature w as used to determ ine i f  the resulting factors w ere  
supported by w ell-estab lished  concepts. For the primiparous sample^ three separate 
inform ation factors w ere determined: ‘pregnancy experience’, Taboür/birth experience’ 
and ‘m edical concerns’. A lso  for this sam ple, tw o postnatal health inform ation factors 
w ere found: ‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin gs’. The sam e factors were  
determ ined for pre- and postnatal health inform ation in the m ultiparous sam ple, w hich  is 
to be expected  as no indicators focused  specifica lly  on  parity. <
3 A 4 .5 .  Step 2: M easurem ent M odels
3 .4 .4 .5 .I . Confirm atory Factor A nalysis
In this step, the factors y ie ld ed  by exploratory factor analysis are defined in  
relation to the observed variables and a confirm atory factor analysis is  perform ed to 
ensure that the m odel fits the data (K line, 2005; U llm an 2006) (see  Figure 3 .1). This 
process results in  a m easurem ent m odel, and w as conducted for  the pre- and postnatal
'V
inform ation m od els for both sam ples, resulting in  tw o separate m easurem ent m odels. A s
required, each latent variable has a m inim um  o f  three indicators (K line, 2005). For each
( . \
observed variable in  a m easurem ent m odel, a m easurem ent error term is  included w hich  
accounts for tw o  types o f  errors: random error and system atic variance (K line, 2005). 
Since latent variables do not have a scale, they are assigned one b y  applying a unit 
variance identification constraint w hich  fixes  the factor variance to  1 (K line, 2005; 
Jorekog & Sorbom , 1993). This perm its the factor loadings o f  the various indicators to be 
assessed  in  relation to one another.
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3 A 4 .5 .2 . R e-Specification
In order for a  m odel to be identified, the number o f  parameters cannot exceed  the 
num ber o f  variances and covariances am ong observed variables (K line, 2005). This 
guideline w as im plem ented throughout the construction o f  the m odels. Fit o f  the 
m easurem ent m odel w as assessed , and re-specification w as conducted i f  m odel fit w as  
poor so  that confirm atory factor analysis finds the m odel acceptable (K line, 2005). R e­
specification  o f  the m easurem ent m odels w as conducted using m odification  indices  
(score statistics) based on  the likelihood ratio statistic w hich  re-fits the m odel by freeing  
each! parameter in  turn (F ox, 2006).
M odel m odification  entails indentifying specification  errors so  that m ore properly 
specified  subsequent m odels m ay be evaluated. T his often includes adding parameters 
that account for previously  unspecified  covariances am ong indicators. M odification  
indices sh ow  changes that can be m ade am ong the indicators such that the Chi-square 
goodn ess-of-fit value w ill be predicted to decrease by at least the value o f  the index  
(Schum acker & Lom ax, 2010). B ased on  the fit o f  the m easurem ent m odel, a decision  
w as m ade to either accept the m odel and m ove on to the next step or re-specify  based on  
m odification indices and inform ation from  the literature.—  -
3 .4 .4 .6 . Step 3: Structural M odels
Structural regression m od els are built upon the previously  defined m easurem ent 
m odels. C ovariances betw een latent variables identified in  the m easurem ent m odel are 
estim ated. T hese path coeffic ien ts represent partial regression coeffic ien ts w hich  indicate 
the am ount o f  change in one latent variable that is associated w ith  a one-unit change in  
another latent variable (K line, 2005 , M usil et al., 1998).
The structural m od els in  this study can be categorized as non-recursive, since the 
latent factors are associated w ith  one another, and no uni-directional causative  
relationship is assum ed. For both the primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples, the three 
prenatal health inform ation factors ( ‘pregnancy experience’, Tabour/birth experience’ 
and ‘m edical concerns’) are related to one another in  a non-recursive manner. Sim ilarly,
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the postnatal health inform ation factors ( ‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin gs’) are 
related in a non-recursive manner, as indicated by the double-headed arrow (Figure 3 .2).
3 .4 .4 .7 . Step 4: A ssessm ent o f  M odel Fit
M odel fit for each m easurem ent m odel and each subsequent structural m odel w as  
determ ined using several indices. Firstly, global fit m easures w ere exam ined. The Chi- 
square value w as assessed; a non-statistically significant Chi-square value indicates that 
the sam ple covariance matrix and the reproduced m odel-im plied  covariance matrix are 
sim ilar (Schum acker & Lom ax, 2010). The Root-M ean-Square Error o f  A pproxim ation  
(R M SE A ) m easures the discrepancy per degree o f  freedom  (M usil et al., 1998). (<0.05  
indicates very good  m odel fit, 0 .05 -0 .08  indicates moderate fit, w h ile  0 .08 -0 .10  indicates 
fair fit). The A djusted G oodness-of-F it Index (A G FI) w as also used. The GFI is based on  
the ratio o f  the sum  o f  the squared differences betw een the observed and reproduced 
m atrices to the observed variances, and m easures the amount o f  variance and covariance  
in  the sam ple that is predicted b y  the reproduced matrix. AG FI adjusts for the degrees o f  
freedom  in a  m odel relative to the number o f  variables. H u and B entler (1999) suggest an 
A G FI cu t-o ff o f  >  0 .95 . The statistical sign ificance o f  each parameter in the m odels w as  
also exam ined (determ ined by divid ing the parameter estim ates'by their respective  
standard errors). The m agnitude and direction o f  the parameter estim ates w ere also  
assessed  and interpreted.
3 .4 .4 .8 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause M odel (M IM IC)
Predictor variables w ere included in a M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause M odel 
(Figure 3 .2 ). D um m y variables w ere created for nom inal variables w ith  three or more 
categories (marital status, type o f  prenatal care provider, m ost useful source o f  
inform ation [prenatal and postnatal periods], received social support education, age and 
tim ing o f  pregnancy). Ordinal variables included incom e, perceived prenatal support, 
perceived postnatal support, fee lings towards pregnancy. Correlations am ong these  
predictors w ere accounted for, b y  creating a n ew  covariance matrix, com bining the
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indicators m entioned above w ith  these predictor variables. A  polychoric correlation  
m ethod w as used  to account for the correlation betw een indicators. In addition, Cramer’s 
V  w as used to account for correlations betw een nom inal variables, betw een nom inal and 
ordinal, and nom inal and dichotom ous variables. The predictors in  M IM IC m odels are 
assum ed to be free o f  m easurem ent error (or in other words, the predictors’ error 
variances are fixed  to zero) (Brow n, 2006). This assum ption is reasonable w hen the 
covariate represents know n groups. The fit o f  the M IM IC m odel is  then com pared to the 
m easurem ent m odel to exam ine whether adjustment for the predictors has im proved the 
m odel.
3 .4 .4 .8 .I . A dding the Edinburgh Postnatal D epression  Scale O utcom e
The EPD S score w as then added to the resulting structural equation m odels as an 
observed outcom e variable in  objective 2. The EPD S score w as m easured as a continuous 
variable w ith  scores ranging from  zero to 30. Predictors influencing EPD S score were 
also estim ated in an M IM IC m odel. A  sensitiv ity  analysis for different EPD S cut-points 
w as exam ined out o f  interest (A ppendix G).
3 .4 .4 .9 . M odel Parsim ony
In order to construct a parsim onious m odel w ith  greater degrees o f  freedom  
(B entler & R aykov, 2000; V ittin gh off et al., 2005; M cD onald & H o, 2002; Preacher, 
2 0 0 6 ) and that is  associated w ith  sm aller standard errors o f  the free parameters, a 
backward selection  procedure w as used to su ccessive ly  drop variables from  the full 
m odel according their respective t-test values. Predictors were rem oved from  the m odel 
one-at-a-tim e i f  these values w ere above a pre-determ ined, conservative value o f  p=0.10  
(V ittin gh off et al., 2005 ) until none had a value o f  p >  0 .10 . O nce each variable has been  
rem oved, the reduced m odel is  then re-fitted until no m ore variables can be rem oved  
from  the m odel at a sign ificance level o f  10% (V ittingh off et al., 2005).
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3 .4 .4 .10 . R egression  D iagnostics
C ollinearity w as assessed  by inspecting the correlation m atrix o f  predictor 
variables (Kaplan, 1994). A s  w e ll, the variance inflation factor (V IF) w as calculated. 
V IF provides an index show ing to what extend the variance o f  an estim ated regression  
coeffic ien t is  increased due to collinearity. A  VIF cu t-o ff o f  ten is  often used, w ith a 
value equal or greater than ten indicating possib le  collinearity (V ittin gh off et al., 2005).
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Table 3.1: Predictor categories as m easured
1 V ariab le C ategories
Education <  High school 
High school graduate 
Com m unity college/Trade certificate 
>  Bachelor’s degree (R eference)
Marital Status Married (Reference)
Com m on law  
Single
W idowed/Separated/Divorced
Income <  LICO (Reference) 
>  LICO
Region Urban (R eference) 
Rural
A g e ................................... 15 - <  24
25 - <  29 (Reference)
3 0 - < 3 4
> 3 5
Prenatal Care Provider Ob/Gyn (Reference)
Fam ily Doctor/General Practitioner
Nurse/M idwife
Other
M ost U sefu l Info. Source (Prenatal) F am ily/F riends
H ealth care System : O b/Gyn, Fam ily Doctor/GP, 
M idw ife, N urse/ Nurse Practitioner, Prenatal 
Classes
O ther: B ooks, Internet, D oula  (*previous 
pregnancy is included for multiparous w om en  
only) (R e fe r e n c e )-
M ost U seful Info. Source (Postnatal) F am ily /F rien d s v
H ealth care System : O b/Gyn, Fam ily Doctor/GP, 
M idw ife, N urse/ Nurse Practitioner, Prenatal 
Classes
O ther: B ooks, Internet, D oula (*previous 
pregnancy is included for multiparous wom en  
only) (Reference)
R eceived Social Support N one
Companion Only  
Husband Only 
Both (Reference)
Perceived Social Support (Prenatal) N one o f  the time 
A  little o f  the time 
Som e o f  the tim e 
M ost o f  the time 
A ll o f  the time
Perceived Social Support (Postnatal) N one o f  the time 
A  little o f  the tim e 
Som e o f  the tim e 
M ost o f  the tim e 
A ll o f  the time
Life Stress < 3 (Reference) 
> 3
Feelings towards Pregnancy : v Very happy : : , 
Som ewhat happy 
Neither happy nor unhappy 





N ot at all
H istory o f  Depression Y es ■ .................
N o  (Reference)
Drugs Y es . ..........................
N o  (Reference)
A lcohol Yes




T able 3.2: Indicator variables for pre- and postnatal health inform ation factors derived  
from  the M ES
T yp e o f  In form ation Indicator
(D id  you  have su ffic ien t in form ation  o n .. .)
P ren ata l
H ea lth  In form ation
SI QO1: Sufficient info on physical changes
SI Q02: Sufficient info on em otional changes
SI Q03: Sufficient info on warning signs/ com plications
SI Q04: Sufficient info about effects o f  m edication on  baby
SI Q05: Sufficient info on what to expect during labour/birth
SI Q06: Sufficient info on partner support
SI Q07: Sufficient info about m edication-free pain management
SI_Q08: Sufficient info about potential side effects o f  pain 
m edication/anaesthesia
SI_Q 09: Sufficient info about ultrasound/am niocentesis (m edical 
procedures)
P ostn ata l
H ealth  In form ation
PI Q01: Sufficient information on effects o f  baby on relationship
PI Q02: Sufficient information on physical demands on body
PI Q03: Sufficient information about SIDS
PI Q04: Sufficient information about car seat use
PI 0 0 5 :  Sufficient information about negative feelings follow ing birth
PI Q06: Sufficient information about postpartum depression
PI_Q07: Sufficient information about birth control follow ing  
pregnancy
PI 0 0 8 :  Sufficient information about changes in sexual responses
PI Q09: Sufficient information about breastfeeding
PI Q10: Sufficient information about form ula-feeding baby
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PIJM 8: Changes in sexual responses
Figure 3.1: M easurem ent m odels o f  the five health inform ation factors oen
Figure 3.2: Structural equation m odel o f  pre- and postnatal health inform ation factors, adjusting for predictors o f  health  
inform ation and EPD S score. o\
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C H A PTER  4:
E X A M IN IN G  THE P A T H W A Y S OF PRE- A N D  PO ST N A T A L  H EALTH
INFO R M ATIO N
4.1 . Introduction
It has been  found that inform ation provision is an important aspect o f  prenatal 
care (M cK enzie, 2003 ) and studies have identified m any com ponents that constitute  
pre- and postnatal health inform ation, and these top ics from  preconception to the 
postpartum  period (R aine, Cartwright, R ichens, M aham ed & Sm ith, 2009; 
H ild ingsson , W aldenstrom  & Radestad, 2002; B eebe & Hum phreys, 2006; George, 
2001; Shieh, M ays, M cD aniel &  Y u, 2009). W hile it has been  acknow ledged that 
p h ysio log ica l inform ation is important, Lazarus (1994) em phasizes the social 
com ponent o f  health inform ation w hich includes know ledge o f  m edical procedures as 
w ell as institutional know ledge o f  the healthcare system .
A cquiring a sufficient lev e l o f  inform ation is important in  this context, as it 
m ay influence the health behaviours o f  the m other and ultim ately affect both the 
m other and the child  (R ichm an et al., 1991; Shieh et al., 2009). W ilson ’s m odel o f  
inform ation seeking suggests that level o f  acquired o f  inform ation can be influenced  
by a variety o f  factors, nam ely: psychologica l, dem ographic, interpersonal and 
environm ental factors, as w e ll as types o f  inform ation sources (W ilson , 1999). 
Identifying the predictors o f  p re-an d  postnatal health inform ation in the first 
objective w ill perm it insight to w o m en ’s educational needs that could  be subsequently  
addressed.
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4 .2 . M ethods
4 .2 .1 . Data Source and Study Population
Data from  the 2006  M aternity Experience Survey w as used in this study. This 
survey consisted  o f  over 300  questions regarding prenatal, intrapartum and postnatal 
top ics, and it w as developed by Statistics Canada and the Public H ealth A gen cy  o f  
Canada. The survey response rate w as 78% , yield ing a sam ple size  o f  approxim ately  
sam ple size  o f  6,421 subjects. The sam pling frame w as derived from  a three-m onth  
cohort from  the 2006  Census. The survey w as conducted by a 45-m inute telephone  
interview . The target population o f  this survey w as com prised o f  m others w ho had 
given  birth approxim ately six  m onths before data collection , w ho w ere 15 years o f  
age or older at the tim e o f  birth, w ho had a singelton  live  birth in  Canada and w ho  
lived  w ith  their infant at the tim e o f  the su r v e y . The data co llected  actually varied  
from  five  to fourteen m onths postpartum. A ny m other w ho had a m ultiple birth or 
stillbirth, w ho w as no longer liv in g  w ith  her baby w as also excluded, or w ho lived  in  
institutions or w ho resided on First N ations reserves w ere excluded.
'V
4 .2 .2 . M easures ' -
\
P re-an d  postnatal health inform ation w as m easured using questions directly 
from  the 2 006  M ES. N in e  questions (SI_Q 01-SI_Q 09) constituted prenatal health  
inform ation w hile  ten questions (PI_Q 01-PI_Q 10) com prised postnatal health  
inform ation. R espondents w ere asked i f  they felt they had sufficient inform ation o f  
the various top ics specified  by these questions and responses w ere recorded in a 
binary fashion: yes/no . T hese nineteen questions constituted the indicators used to  
define latent variables in  structural equation m odelling as w ill be further described.
Several variables w ere used  in  the structural m odel equation to predict levels  
o f  inform ation acquirem ent. Incom e w as determ ined using the 200 9  L ow -Incom e  
C ut-O ffs (LICO s) w hich  are based on  a com bination o f  the spending patterns o f  
fam ilies on  the basic n ecessities, number o f  individuals in a household  and estim ated
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population for the sp ecific  area o f  residence, as determ ined by Statistics Canada 
(Statistics Canada, 2009a). Incom e w as m easured as a binary variable (<  LICO and 
>  LICO). The fo llow in g  categories w ere used  to define highest level o f  education:
<  high sch ool, high sch ool, com m unity college/trade certificate and >  bachelor’s 
degree. M arital status is  com prised o f  4  categories: married, com m on-law , single and 
a heterogeneous category com bin ing separated/divorced/single w om en. R egion  w as  
divided into tw o areas (urban and rural) according to the first three characters o f  the 
postal code, know n as the Forward Sortation A rea (Statistics Canada, 2007). A g e  is 
divided into the fo llow in g  four categories: 15 - <  2 4 ,2 5  - <  29 , 30  -<  34 and >  35.
The ages o f  15 - <  24  represent youth (U nited N ations General A ssem bly , 1995; 
W orld H ealth Organization, 20 0 2 ) w h ile  the cu t-o ff o f  >  35 represents w om en in their 
‘delayed childbearing years’ (Z iadeh, 2002; R eichm an & Pagnini, 1997). Type o f  
prenatal care provider w as categorized into O b/G yn, fam ily doctor and general 
practitioner, nurse and m id w ife , and other since it has been  dem onstrated that 
providers w ith in  these groups share sim ilar inform ation-delivery roles (Rosenblatt, 
1997). Sim ilarly, the m ost usefu l inform ation sources as perceived by subjects (for 
both pre- and postnatal health inform ation) w as divided into fam ily/ffiends, the 
healthcare system  (includes O b/G yn, fam ily  doctor/generaL practitioner, m idw ife,
' v .
nurse/nurse practitioner, and prenatal/childbirth classes) and other (doula, books and 
the Internet). Socia l support w as divided into received support w h ich  is defined by  
supportive exchanges that have actually occurred w ithin a specific  context, and 
perceived support w hich  is  described as a person’s general perception or b e lie f  that 
people in  their social netw ork w ou ld  provide assistance in  tim es o f  need (C ollins, 
D unkel-Schetter, L obel & Scrim shaw , 1993). R eceived  support is  represented by a  
proxy variable w hich  m easured w ho w as present during labour/birth: no one, 
com panion only , husband on ly  and both com panion and husband. Perceived support 
is an ordinal variable w ith  five  categories ranging from  ‘none o f  the tim e’ to ‘all o f  
the tim e’.
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4 .2 .3 . Sum m ary o f  Statistical A nalyses
: ; The total sam ple size  for the M aternity Experiences Survey w as 6,421  
subjects and w eighting  w as conducted according to Statistics Canada m ethods / 
published elsew here (Chalm ers, Dzakpasu, H eam an & K aczorow ski 2008), and this 
accounted for the sam ple design  and the rate o f  non-response. This w eighting m ethod  
resulted in  a w eighted  sam ple o f  76 ,508  in-scope, mother-baby pairs. To account for 
this issue o f  a large sam ple size  w h ich  likely  leads to a larger num ber o f  significant 
results, a relative w eight w as created by dividing the raw w eight b y  its m ean w eight 
Wj /w = w here w = £  w /n . (Thom as et al., 2005).
It has been w ell-estab lished  that m ultiparous and primiparous w om en have 
different inform ation needs and a lso  depend on different sources for acquiring 
inform ation (Eiser& Eiser, 1985), and that primiparous w om en exhibit a higher degree 
o f  inform ation-seeking (Shieh  et al., 2009). Therefore, the sam ple w as stratified by  
parity, d ivid ing the sam ple into tw o  groups: primiparous (1 birth) and multiparous 
(>  1 birth) (Public H ealth A gen cy  o f  Canada, 2009). For the purpose o f  this study, 
parity is defined  as “the number o f  live  births a w om an has had to date (excludes fetal
deaths or stillbirths)” (Statistics Canada, 2009b). M issing data due to non-response
\
can be considered to be m issing  com pletely  at random and pair-w ise deletion w as  
im plem ented. This m ethod o f  accounting for m issing data w as suitable due to the 
large sam ple size  and relatively sm all am ount o f  m issing data (Fairclough, 2004).
4 .2 .3 .1 . Structural Equation M odelling
SEM  w as used since pre- and postnatal health inform ation w as represented as 
latent variables, and this m ethod permits both latent and observed variables to be 
m odeled  sim ultaneously in one m od el (B ollen  & Paxton, 1998). A  four-step approach 
w as used to develop  and assess the structural equation m odels. Firstly, exploratory 
factor analysis w as used in  conjunction w ith  a review  o f  the current literature to  
determ ine the number o f  distinct factors (inform ation com ponents) from  the 
covariance matrix o f  the observed indicators. Q uestions from the M ES survey
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com prise these indicators: N in e questions (SI_Q 01-SI_Q 09) constituted prenatal 
health inform ation w h ile  ten questions (PI_Q 01-PI_Q  10) com prised postnatal health  
inform ation. Indicators w ith  a  m inim um  factor loading o f  0 .32  w ere considered to be 
part o f  a  factor since th is value im plies that the factor has approxim ately 10% o f  
overlapping variance w ith  other item s on  that factor (C ostello  & O sborne, 2005). In 
the case o f  cross-loading, w herein an item  loads above 0 .32  on  tw o or m ore factors, 
the discretion o f  the researcher w as used to decide i f  this item  should be dropped from  
the m odel. In addition to  the exam ination o f  loading values, consideration o f  previous 
literature w as used to determ ine i f  the resulting factors w ere supported by w ell-  
established concepts.
In the second step, confirm atory factor analysis w as perform ed for each  
inform ation factor, w hich  a llow s the verification o f  these factors by assessing  the 
hypotheses about certain relations am ong indicator variables and the latent variables. 
This process results in  a  m easurem ent m odel, and w as conducted for all five  
inform ational com ponents, resulting in five  separate m easurem ent m odels. Since  
latent variables do not have a sca le , they are assigned one by applying a unit variance 
identification constraint w h ich  fix es  the factor variance to 1 (K line, 2005; Jorekog &  
Sorbom , 1993). A  tetrachoric correlation matrix accounts for the binary nature o f  
these indicators (Fox, 2010). Fit o f  each m easurem ent m odel w as assessed , and re­
specification  w as conducted so  that confirm atory factor analysis found the m odel
\
acceptable (K line, 2005). R e-specification  o f  the m easurem ent m od els w as conducted  
using m odification  ind ices (score statistics) based on  the likelihood ratio statistic 
w hich  re-fits the m odel by freeing each parameter in turn (Fox, 2006).
In step three, relationships am ong the latent variables in a structural m odel 
w ere specified . T w o structural m od els w ere developed (one for a ll three prenatal 
inform ation com ponents and one for both postnatal inform ation com ponents). 
Covariances betw een  latent variables identified in the m easurem ent m odels are 
estim ated. In the final step, m odel fit w as assessed  using several global indices. The 
Chi-square value w as assessed; a non-statistically significant Chi-square value  
indicates that the sam ple covariance matrix and the reproduced m odel-im plied  
covariance m atrix are sim ilar (Schum acker & Lom ax, 2010). The Root-M ean-Square
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Error o f  A pproxim ation (R M SE A ) m easures the discrepancy per degree o f  freedom  
(M usil, Jones & Warner, 1998). (<0.05 indicates very good  m odel fit, 0 .05-0 .08  
indicates m oderate fit, w h ile  0 .08 -0 .10  indicates fair fit). The A djusted G oodness-of- 
Fit Index (A G FI) cu t-o ff o f  >  0 .95 w as used to indicate good  m odel fit.
4 .2 .3 .2 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause (M IM IC) M odel
The M IM IC m odel is a special case o f  SEM  and consists o f  tw o m ain parts: a 
m easurem ent m odel w hich  defines the relations betw een a latent variable and its 
indicators, and a structural m odel w hich  specifies the relationships am ong variables 
(Joreskog & Sorbom , 1996). A s w ell, the M IM IC m odel integrates predictor variables 
for both the prenatal and postnatal structural m odels (Figure 4 .1). D um m y variables 
were created for nom inal variables w ith  three or more categories (marital status, type  
o f  prenatal care provider, m ost usefu l source o f  inform ation [prenatal and postnatal 
periods], received social support education and age). Ordinal variables included  
incom e, perceived prenatal support and perceived postnatal support. Correlations 
am ong these predictors w ere accounted for by creating a n ew  covariance matrix, 
com bining the indicators m entioned above, as w e ll as these-predictor variables. A  
polychoric correlation m ethod w as used to account for the correlation betw een  
indicators. In addition, Cramer’s V  w as used to account for correlations betw een  
nom inal variables, betw een  nom inal and ordinal, and nom inal and dichotom ous  
variables. U sin g  the m odel fit indices described above, the fit o f  the M IM IC m odel is  
then com pared to the m easurem ent m odel to exam ine whether adjustment for the 
predictors has im proved the m odel. R e-specification  using m odification indices w as  
conducted. A  backward selection  process at the significance leve l o f  10% w as used to 
create a parsim onious m odel. A ll analyses were conducted using R  version 2.12.1 (R  
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Figure 4.1 : M IM IC M odel for pre- and postnatal health inform ation factors ,
♦The dotted arrows connecting the predictors: M ost U sefu l Info. Source (Postnatal)
N egative feelings).




4 .3 .1 . Indicators
For the nine indicators constituting prenatal inform ation com ponents 
(SI_Q 01-SI_Q 09), over 90%  o f  individuals from  the primiparous population reported 
that they had a sufficient level o f  inform ation for each o f  the fo llow in g  areas: physical 
changes, the effects o f  m edication on the baby, partner support and ultrasound/ 
am niocentesis procedures (m edical procedures) (Table 4 .1). The prenatal 
inform ational com ponents for w hich  the few est number o f  these w om en  felt they had 
sufficient inform ation w as side effects o f  pain m edication/anaesthesia (79.8% ) and 
w arning signs/com plications (80.6% ). Over 90%  o f  the multiparous subjects reported 
that they had sufficient lev e ls  o f  inform ation for the sam e prenatal topics m entioned  
above for the primiparous sam ple, w ith  the addition o f  sufficient inform ation on  
em otional changes and labour/birth expectations. The prenatal inform ation  
com ponents for w hich  the few est number o f  multiparous w om en felt they had 
sufficient inform ation mirrored those o f  the primiparous sample.
For the ten indicators constituting postpartum inform ational com ponents 
(P I_Q 01 -PI_Q  10), over 90%  o f  the primiparous sam ple reported that they had a
sufficient level o f  inform ation regarding PPD and Sudden Infant Death Syndrom e
\
(SID S) (Table 4 .1 ). The postnatal inform ation com ponents for w hich  the few est 
num ber o f  these w om en  felt they had sufficient inform ation w ere changes in sexual 
responses (72% ) and form ula-feeding (72.7% ). Over 90% o f  the multiparous sam ple  
reported a sufficient level o f  inform ation on  a m ore diverse array o f  postnatal topics  
w hich  include: car seat use, negative feelings fo llow in g  birth, PPD , birth control after 
pregnancy and breastfeeding. Interestingly, this sam ple indicated the low est levels  o f  
inform ation on  the sam e top ics as the multiparous group: changes in sexual responses 
(79.4% ) and form ula feeding (83.6% ).
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4 .3 .2 . Exploratory Factor A nalysis
Exploratory factor analysis resulted in  five  m ain factors that w ere com m on  
betw een  both the primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples (A ppendix A ). The factors for 
the prenatal period include ‘pregnancy experience’, Tabour/birth experience’, 
‘m edical concerns’. The ‘pregnancy experience’ factor w as com prised o f  six  
indicators: SI_Q 01-SI_Q 05 and SI_Q 09. The Tabour/birth experience’ inform ation  
factor w as com prised o f  five  indicators: SI_Q 02 and SI_Q 05 -  SI_Q 08. The ‘m edical 
concerns’ inform ation factor w as com prised o f  5 indicators: SI_Q 03-SI_Q 04 and 
SI_Q 07-SI_Q 09. The tw o factors w h ich  define the postnatal period include ‘postnatal 
concerns’ inform ation and inform ation o n ‘negative fee lin gs’. T h e ‘postnatal 
concerns’ factor consists o f  9 indicators: SI_Q 01-SI_Q 05 and SI_Q 07-SI_Q 10. The 
‘negative fee lin g s’ factor consists o f  four indicators: SI Q 03, SI_Q 05, SI__Q06 and 
SI_Q 08. T hese indicators w ere selected  since each o f  their factor loadings w as >  0 .32, 
in addition to  support from  the literature indicating that these particular questions are 
considered to  constitute a  sim ilar factor. Item s w hose factor loadings exhibited cross­
loading w ere added to all respective factors, un less otherw ise suggested by a review  
o f  the current research. ---
4 .3 .3 . Confirm atory Factor A nalysis
Confirm atory factor analysis overall verified  the hypothesized factor 
structures for the primiparous sam ple, w ith  som e suggested m odifications. 
M odification  ind ices suggested the additional paths betw een indicators that im proved  
the goodn ess o f  fit. For ‘prenatal experience’ inform ation, these indices suggested  
additional pathw ays betw een SI_Q 09 and SI_Q 05, SI_Q 05 and SI_Q 04, SI_Q 09 arid 
SI_Q 04, SI_Q 04 and SI_Q 03, SI_Q 09 and SI_Q 02. The addition o f  these parameters 
account for significant covariances am ong indicators. The final m easurem ent m odel 
had a good  fit ( x M 7.67 , d£=3, p O .O O l, R M SE A = 0.041151 , A G F I=0.98594) (Figure 
4 .2). For the inform ation com ponent entitled Tabour/birth experience’, a single path 
betw een  SI_Q 08 and SI_Q 07 w as suggested. The m odel had a m oderate fit (x2= 52 .04 ,
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df=4, pO.OOOl, R M S E A = 0.064498 , A G F IO .9 7 2 6 ) (Figure 4 .2 ). A dditionally, the 
fo llow in g  paths w ere suggested  for the ‘m edical concerns’ inform ation com ponent: 
SI_Q 04 and SI_Q 03, SI_Q 03 and SI_Q 09 and SI_Q 04 and SI_Q 09. The m odel 
indicated a vèry good  fit (x2=l 1 .646, df=2, p O .O l, R M SE A = 0.040873 ,
A G FI=0.98794 ) (Figure 4 .2 ). For ‘postnatal concerns’, the fo llow in g  tw o additional 
pathw ays w ere suggested  to im prove the m odel fit: PI_Q 03 and PI_Q 04, PI_Q 07 and 
PI_Q 08. This m odel did not fit w e ll com pared w ith  the other m easurem ent 
com ponents (x2= 894 .43 , df=25, p < 0 .0001 , R M S E A O .1 1 0 1 9 , A G F I=0.88929) 
(Figure 4 .3 ). The final m easurem ent m odel for the inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin gs’ 
w as m odified  b y  adding one additional path betw een  PI_Q 05 and PI_Q 03. This 
m odel dem onstrated a m oderate fit (x2= 22 .365 , d f= l,  p < 0 .0001 , R M S E A = 0.078831, 
A G F I= 0.96768) (Figure 4 .3).
Overall, the m ultiparous m easurem ent m odels constructed through 
confirm atory factor analysis fit le ss  adequately than com pared to the primiparous 
group. The ‘prenatal experience’ m easurem ent m od el dem onstrated a fair fit 
(X2=151.99 , df=6, pO.O OOl, R M S E A O .0 8 3 8 2 1 , A G F I=0.94765) (Figure 4 .4 ) . ,  
A ccording to m odification  ind ices, paths w ere added betw een SI_Q 04 and SI_Q 03, 
SI_Q 05 and SI_Q 09. The m easurem ent m odel for Tabour/birth experience’ resulted  
in  a m oderate fit (x2= 23 .281 , df=2, pO.OOOl, R M S E A O .0 5 5 5 8 4 , A G FI=0.9799) 
(Figure 4 .4 ). Pathways for SI_Q 08 w ith  SI_Q 05 and SI_Q 07 w ere added in  
correspondence w ith  m odification  indices. Out o f  the prenatal inform ation  
com ponents, ‘m edical concerns’ fit the least adequately (x  = 95 .102 , df=2, pO.OOOl, 
R M S E A = 0 .11626, A G F I=0.91917) (Figure 4 .4 ). A dditional pathw ays w ere added 
betw een  SI_Q 08 and SI_Q 07, SI_Q 08 and SI_Q 09, and SI_Q 07 and SI_Q 09. B oth  
postnatal inform ation m od els fit fairly w ell (x2= l  894 .7 , d f= l 12, pO.OOOl, 
R M SE A = 0.095424 , A G F I=0.83375 for the ‘postnatal concerns’ inform ation m odel 
and x2= 2 3 .4 7 , df=\,  pO.O OOl, R M S E A = 0.080582 , A G F I=0.99663 for the ‘negative  
fee lin gs’ m odel) (Figure 4 .5 ). For the ‘postnatal concerns’ m odel, one pathway  
betw een PI_Q 03 and PI_Q 08 w h ile  three pathw ays w ere added for the ‘negative  
fee lin g s’ m odel w ere added betw een: PI_Q 07 and PI_Q 08, PI_Q 07 and PI_Q 04, and 
PI_Q 03 and PI_Q 05. :
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4 .3 .4 . Structural M odels : ' ^
The structural coeffic ien ts w ere estim ated for both sam ples, and moderate to 
high  correlations betw een  factors w ere observed. T hese correlations w ere all 
statistically significant (p <0 .0001). Interestingly, the correlations am ong inform ation  
factors w ere o f  the sam e relative m agnitude in  both sam ples. The highest correlation  
values w ere betw een  the Tabour/birth experience’ a n d ‘m edical concerns’ 
inform ation com ponents, and this value w as 0 .537  and 0 .778  for primiparous and 
m ultiparous sam ples, respectively  (Figure 4 .6 ). The correlation betw een ‘pregnancy  
experience’ and Tabour/birth experience’ w as 0 .487  and 0 .585  for the primiparous 
and m ultiparous groups, respectively. A dditionally, the correlation betw een  
inform ation on  ‘pregnancy experience’, and ‘m edical concerns’ w as 0 .400  for the 
primiparous group and 0 .613  for the m ultiparous sam ple. The low est correlations 
w ere dem onstrated betw een ‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin g s’, w ith  a value  
o f  0 .369  and 0 .503  for the primiparous and m ultiparous groups, respectively. Overall, 
both the primiparous prenatal and postnatal structural m odels (R M SE A <0.05 for both  
m odels) fit better for the primiparous sam ple w hen com pared to the multiparous 
sam ple (R M SE A  < 0.08  for both m odels). -
\
4 .3 .5 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause (M IM IC) M odel
4 .3 .5 .1 . W eighted Population Estim ates
O f  the w eighted  sam ple, 34 ,848  (45.3% ) o f  subjects w ere primiparous w h ile  
41 ,557  (54.3% ) w ere multiparous. W ithin both groups, approxim ately 82% o f  
respondents resided in urban areas (82.1% ) as opposed  to rural regions (Table 4 .2). 
Frequencies for education betw een the primiparous and m ultiparous groups are 
relatively sim ilar, w ith  the highest leve l o f  education for the largest proportion o f  
subjects being a C ollege/Trade Certificate (41.6%  and 44% , respectively). Marital 
status differed slightly  betw een the primiparous and multiparous groups. W hen  
com paring the tw o groups, m ore m ultiparous w om en w ere married (+10% ) w hile
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prim iparous w om en  w ere m ore lik ely  to be either ‘com m on law ’ or ‘sin g le’ (+4.4%  
and +6.4% , respectively). In term s o f  incom e, a greater percent o f  multiparous 
w om en  fe ll b e low  the LICO than primiparous w om en  (21.3%  vs. 16.9%, 
respectively). Primiparous w om en  w ere generally younger, w ith the m ost frequent 
age range being from  the 25 - <  29  age group (34.3% ) whereas the m ost frequent age  
range for the m ultiparous group w as 3 0 - <  3 4  (39.7% ).
Slightly m ore m ultiparous w om en  used the O b/G yn as a prenatal care provider 
(58.2%  vs. vs. 53.7% ). In terms o f  prenatal inform ation sources, subjects from  both  
sam ples considered other sources (doula, books and the Internet) to be the m ost useful 
inform ation source for prenatal top ics (41.5%  for the primiparous group and 56.8%  
for the m ultiparous group). (This ‘other’ category includes previous pregnancy as a 
p ossib le  inform ation source for the m ultiparous w om en  only as it pertains exclu sively  
to this group). O ne m ain difference is  that a greater amount o f  primiparous w om en  
found fam ily/friends to be a m ore useful inform ation source for the prenatal period  
vs. m ultiparous w om en  (17.4%  vs. 4.7% ). A pproxim ately the sam e amount from  both  
sam ples found healthcare sources to be m ost useful (40.1 % for primiparous and 
37.9%  for m ultiparous sam ples). Fam ily/friends w a s  cited as the m ost useful postnatal 
inform ation source by prim iparous w om en  (32.5% ) w hile the ‘other’ source w as cited
'V
m ost frequently by the m ultiparous sam ple (52.9% ).
In term s o f  level o f  received  social support, a greater percentage o f  :
\
m ultiparous w om en  had on ly  their husband/partner available for support (70.6%  vs. 
54.3% ) w h ile  a greater proportion o f  primiparous w om en had both their 
husbands/partners present (40.8%  vs. 23.5% ). Frequencies o f  perceived socia l support 
(in  the prenatal period) w ere sim ilar betw een the tw o groups as m ost felt they had 
support ‘all o f  the tim e’ (61.4%  for the primiparous group and 53.7%  for the 
m ultiparous group). Sim ilarly, both groups felt they had postnatal support all o f  the 
tim e (55.1%  for the primiparous sam ple and 47.7%  for the multiparous sam ple).
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4 .3 .5 .2 . Univariable A nalysis  ̂ : .
In the univariable analysis, incom e, education, marital status, age, type o f  
prenatal care provider, m ost usefu l inform ation source (prenatal and postnatal), 
perceived  socia l support (prenatal and postnatal) were all significant predictors o f  pre- 
and postnatal health com ponents for both sam ples (A ppendix B ). R egion  w as not 
sign ificantly  associated w ith  any pre- or postnatal health inform ation factors.
Incom e w as a significant predictor o f  all prenatal health inform ation  
com ponents in  both sam ples. Subjects above the LICO, com pared to those b elow  the 
cut-off, w ere m ore lik ely  to have acquired inform ation on  all o f  these topics. The 
m ost usefu l source o f  inform ation in  the prenatal period w as also a significant 
predictor o f  all pre- and postnatal health com ponents in  both sam ples. Those w ho  
perceived  fam ily/friends to be the m ost usefu l inform ation source, com pared to other 
sources, w ere m ore likely  to have inform ation on  all three prenatal health inform ation  
factors. O ne distinction betw een the sam ples is that primiparous w om en  w ho  
perceived  fam ily/friends as the m ost useful inform ation source also had an increased  
leve l o f  inform ation on ‘negative fee lin g s’, whereas the m ultiparous w om en  did not.
B oth  primiparous and m ultiparous w om en  w ho felt that th e  healthcare system  w as the
\
m ost usefu l prenatal inform ation source had increased inform ation on Tabour/birth
experience’, ‘m edical concerns’ and ‘postnatal concerns’ inform ation. In addition,
, ■ \
prim iparous w om en  w hose  m ost useful prenatal inform ation source w as the 
healthcare system  had acquired increased inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin gs’.
Primiparous w om en  dem onstrated an increase in postnatal inform ation levels  
for both postnatal inform ation factors i f  they perceived thèir m ost useful inform ation  
source to be fam ily/friends, w hereas the sam e is true for multiparous w om en w ho  
perceived the healthcare system  to be their m ost useful postnatal source o f  
inform ation. Perceived leve l o f  social support in  the prenatal period w as a significant 
predictor o f  inform ation levels  on  all three prenatal com ponents in  both sam ples. 
Perceived leve l o f  social support in  the postnatal period w as a significant predictor o f  
both postnatal inform ation com ponents in  both sam ples as w ell.
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Education, age, marital status, type o f  prenatal care provider and received  
socia l support w ere all sign ificantly  related to a variety o f  inform ation com ponents in  
both sam ples, but the m agnitude o f  these values w as relatively sm all (A ppendix B).
4 .3 .5 .3 . M ultivariable A nalysis
O nce backward elim ination w as applied to produce a parsim onious m odel, 
incom e, m ost useful inform ation source (prenatal) and perceived leve l o f  social 
support (prenatal and postnatal) w ere found to be significant predictors o f  pre- and 
postnatal health inform ation com ponents in both primiparous and multiparous 
sam ples (Table 4 .3).
Subjects w ho w ere above the LICO w ere m ore lik ely  to have greater 
inform ation on  all three prenatal inform ation com ponents as w ell as postnatal 
inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin g s’ for both sam ples (pO.OOOl for all). Therefore 
incom e w as not a significant predictor o f  inform ation on  ‘postnatal concerns’. 
Individuals w h ose  m ost useful prenatal inform ation source w as considered to be their 
fam ily/friends, com pared to other sources, w ere m ore likely  to have inform ation on  
‘pregnancy experience’ in  both the primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples (p<0.01 for 
both). H ow ever, this inform ational source w as also associated w ith  an increase in  
‘m edical concerns’ inform ation for the primiparous sam ple on ly  (p <0.05). Those  
w hose m ost usefu l inform ation source w as the healthcare system , com pared to other 
sources, w ere m ore likely  to have inform ation on  Tabour/birth experience’ (p<0.001) 
and ‘m edical concerns’ for both sam ples (p <0.001).
In both the primiparous m ultiparous sam ples, received  level o f  prenatal social 
support w as a significant predictor o f  all three prenatal inform ation com ponents, 
w h ile  perceived level o f  postnatal social support w as associated w ith  both postnatal 
health inform ation com ponents (p<0.0001 for all). Therefore an increase in perceived  
socia l support level at the respective tim es is  associated w ith  an increase in  acquired 
inform ation on  these top ics. L evel o f  perceived socia l support dem onstrated an effect 
o f  the largest m agnitude com pared to other predictors.
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In the primiparous sam ple, subjects w ho w ere betw een the ages o f  15 and 24  
w ere m ore lik ely  to have inform ation on ‘labour/birth experience’ (p<0.01) and less  
inform ation on ‘negative fee lin g s’ (p < 0 .01), com pared to w om en betw een the ages o f  
; 25  and 29. A s  w ell, education w as a significant predictor for the m ultiparous sam ple  
! on ly , w ith  a h igh  school level o f  education, com pared to a bachelor’s leve l o f  
! education, being associated w ith  an increase in ‘m edical concerns’ inform ation. The 
prenatal inform ation M IM IC m od el fit very w ell (X 2= 659 , df=95, pO.OOOl, 
R M SE A = 0.045 , A G FI=0.944). T he postnatal inform ation M IM IC m odel fit less  
adequately (X 2= 4428 , d f= l 19, pO.O OOl, R M S E A = 0.11 3 ,A G F I= 0 .721 ).
4 .3 .6 . R egression  D iagnostics
A ssessm ent o f  the correlation matrix o f  predictor variables revealed that 
; collinearity w as not a concern. Predictors that w ere high ly correlated, such as 
; perceived socia l support in the prenatal period com pared w ith  perceived social 
support in the postnatal period w ere not used in the sam e m easurem ent m odel. (In 
: other w ords, perceived socia l support in the prenatal period w as on ly  used to predict 
prenatal com ponents w hile  support in the postnatal period w as used  to predict
N ,
postnatal inform ation com ponents). The highest rem aining correlations w ere near 0.5  
(A ppendix C). A dditionally, exam ination o f  the variance inflation factor w as also not 
indicative o f  collinearity.
Table 4.1: Indicator response variables for weighted responses
O utcom e In d icator C ategory W eighted  F requency
P rim iparous M ultiparous
P ren ata l
H ealth
Inform ation
SI_Q01: Sufficient info on physical changes Yes 31460(90 .8% ) 39060(94% )
N o 3122(9% ) 2451(5.9% )
M issing 66 (0.2% ) 46  (0.1% )
SI Q02: Sufficient info on em otional 
changes
Y es 30098 (86.9% ) 37767 (90.9% )
N o 4470 (12.9% ) 3726 (9%)
M issing 64 (0.2% ) 64 (0.1% )
SI_Q03: Sufficient info on warning signs/ 
com plications
Y es 27933 (80.6% ) 35438 (85.3% )
N o 6627(19 .1% ) 6067 (14.6% )
M issing 88(0 .3% ) 52(0 .1% )
SI_Q04: Sufficient info about effects o f  
m edication on baby
Y es 32309 (93.2% ) 39053 (93.9% )
N o 2216(6 .4% ) 2443 (5.9% )
M issing 136 (0.4% ) 61(0.1% )
SI_Q05: Sufficient info on what to expect 
during labour/birth
Y es 30721 (88.7% ) 39978 (96.2% )
N o 3791 (10.9% ) 1545 (3.7% )
M issing 34 (0.4% ) 34(0 .1% )
SI Q06: Sufficient info on partner support Y es 31364 (90.5% ) 38479 (92.6% )
N o 3149 (9.1% ) 2991 (7.2% )
M issing 135 (0.4% ) 87 (0.2% )
SI_Q07: Sufficient info about pain 
m anagement
Yes 29991 (86.6% ) 36534 (87.9% )
N o 4591 (13.3% ) 4910(11 .8% )
M issing 113(0.3% ) 113(0.3% )
SI_Q08: Sufficient info about potential side 
effects o f  pain m edication/anaesthesia
Y es 27656 (79.8% ) 34545 (83% )
N o 6847 (19.7% ) 6924 (16.7% )
M issing
'v
88 (0.3% ) 88 (0.3% )
SI_Q09: Sufficient info about 
ultrasound/am niocentesis (m edical 
procedures)
Y es 31414(90 .7% ) 38443 (92.5% )
N o 3097 (8.9% ) 3074 (7.4% )
M issing 137 (0.4% ) 4 0(0 .1% )
P ostn ata l
H ealth
Inform ation
PI Q01: sufficient information on effects o f  
baby on relationship
Y es 27933 (80.6% ) 35812 (86.2% )
N o 6471 (18.7% ) 5530 (13.3% )
M issing 244 (0.7% ) 215 (0.5% )
PI Q02: sufficient information on physical 
demands on body
Y es 25813 (74.5% ) 36488 (87.8% )
N o 8648 (24.9% ) 5010(12% )
M issing 187(0 .5% ) 59 (0.1% )
PI Q03: sufficient information about SIDS Y es 31253 (90.2% ) 37162 (89.4% )
N o 3296 (9.5% ) 4285 (10.3% )
M issing 99 (0.3% ) 110(0.3% )
PI_Q04: sufficient information about car 
seat use
Y es 31096 (89.7% ) 39511 (95% )
N o 3410 (9.8% ) 1988 (4.8% )
M issing 142 (0.4% ) 58(0 .1% )
PI_Q05: sufficient information about 
negative feelings fo llow ing  birth
Y es 30636 (88.4% ) 38293 (92.1% )
N o 3910(11 .3% ) 3199 (7.6% )
M issing 102 (0.3% ) 128 (0.3% )
PI_Q06: sufficient information about PPD Y es 31383 (90.6% ) 38349 (92.3% )
N o 3168 (9.1% ) 3146 (7.6% )
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M issing 97 (0.3% ) 62 (0.1% )
PI_Q07: sufficient information about birth 
control fo llow ing  pregnancy
Y es 29941 (86.4% ) 37599(90.4% )
N o 4596  (13.3% ) 3898 (9.3% )
M issing 111(0.3% ) 60 (0.1% )
PI Q08: sufficient information about 
changes in sexual responses
Yes 24943(72% ) 32997 (79.4% )
N o 9569 (27.6% ) 8465 (20.4% )
M issing 136 (0.4% ) 95 (0.2% )
PI Q09: sufficient information about 
breastfeeding
Y es 30862 (89.1% ) 39145 (94.2% )
N o 3632 (10.5% ) 2310(5 .5% )
M issing 154(0.4% ) 102 (0.3% )
Y es 25187 (72.7% ) 34758 (83.6% )
N o 9198 (26.5% ) 6639(16% )
M issing 263 (0.8% ) 160 (0.4% )
8 1 .0 0 6 : 8uffle*nt Info . on How Kuibtnd/pÉfincf c tfi support you durtnQ birth
81. 006: S u ffic e  info. on birth expectations
Suflcicnt Info, on modicatton-freo (Min m m ojunoH
0.187 e.
81.006 : Sufficient Info, on polonllol «Ido effects of pain medi ation
0.387
81. 001: SuffkM  Info. on physical changes
81. 002: Sufficient Info, on emotional changas
Sufficient info, on fpmpftrattom^vafHng signs
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SI 003<->S I 009=0.1794  
SI Q04<->SI 009*0.1621
Figure 4.2: Measurement models for three pre-natal health information factors (primiparous sample) oo
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Figure 4.3: Measurement models for two postnatal health information factors (primiparous sample) o
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SI Q08<*»SI 009=0.1453 
SI_Q07 <->$1009*0.1099
Figure 4.4: Measurement models for three prenatal health information factors (multiparous sample) oN>
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Figure 4.5: Measurement models for two postnatal health information factors (multiparous sample) ou>
Primlparous Sample
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Figure 4.6: Structural relationships am ong latent variables in both sam ples
* p<0.0001 o4̂
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Table 4.2: Weighted population estimates
Variable Primiparous M ultiparous
W e ig h te d
N u m b e r
W e ig h te d
P e rcen ta g e
W e ig h te d
N u m b e r
W e ig h te d
P ercen ta g e
E ducation <  H igh School 2931 8.5% 3360 8.1%
H igh School 4682 13.5% 5652 13.6%
T rade/C ollege 14414 41.6% 18282 44.0%
>  B achelor’s 12230 35.3% 13962 33.6%
M issing 391 1.1% 301 0.7%
M arital
Status
Married 21063 60.8% 2 9438 70.8%
C om m on Law 9195 26.5% 9186 22.1%
Single 3815 11% 1890 4.6%
Separated/D ivorced/W idow ed ’ 43 9 1.3% 99 6 2.4%
M issing 70 0.02% 47 0.1%
Incom e <  L ow  Incom e 5837 16.9% 8836 21.3%
>  L ow  Incom e 28745 , 83% 3 2720 78.7%
M issin g  , • 66 0.2% 1 0.0%
R egion Rural 6130 17.7% 7424 17.9%
Urban 28452 82.1% 34132 82.1%
M issing 66 0.2% 1 0.0%
A g e 15 _ <  24 8565 24.7% 2995 7.2%
25 - <  29 < 11879 34.3% 10883 26.2%
3 0  - <  34 9711 28.0% 16515 39.7%




O b/G yn 18616 ? 53.7% 24172 58.2%
Fam .Dr./GP ; 12722 36.7% 14343 34.5%
N urse/M idw ife * 2331 6.7% 2681 6.5%
Other 377 1.1% 175 0.4%
M issing  i i 602 1.7% 186 0.5%
M ost U sefu l 
Info. Source 
(Prenatal)
Fam ily/Friends 6016 17.4% 1939 4.7%
Healthcare System 13878 40.1% 15755 37.9%
Other 14385 41 .5 % 23598 56.8%
M issing 369 1.1% 265 0.6%
M ost U sefu l 
Info. Source 
(Postnatal)
Fam ily/Friends 11265 32.5% 4556 11%
Healthcare System 11638 33.6% 12499 30.1%
Other 9312 26.9% 2 1970 52.9%




N on e 168 0.5% 707 1.7%
C om panion O nly 1260 3.6% 1371 3.3%
Husband O nly 18816 54.3% 2 9332 70.6%
Both 14147 • 40.8% 9777 23.5%





N o n e  o f  the tim e 291 0.8% 776 1.9%
A  little o f  the tim e 1072 3.1% 1768 4.3%
Som e o f  the tim e 2309 6.7% 3652 8.8%
M ost o f  the tim e 9579 i 27.7% 12942 31.1%
A ll o f  the tim e 21281 61.4% 2 2296 53.7%
M issing 116 0.3% 123 0.3%




N o n e  o f  the tim e 352 1.0% 743 1.8%
A  little o f  the tim e 1074 3.1% 2177 5.2%
Som e o f  the tim e 3030 8.8% 4796 11.5%
M ost o f  the tim e 11022 31.8% 13957 33.6%
A ll o f  the tim e 19075 , 55.1% 19812 47.7%
M issing 95 0.3% 72 0.2%
*Note: Previous Pregnancy is included in the ‘Other’ category as a source o f  information for 
Multiparous w om en only.
Primiparous: 34648 ,45 .3% ; Multiparous: 41557 ,54 .3% ; (M issing: 304; 0.4% )























Incom e 0.218* 0.103* 0.153* 0.026 0.191* 0.198* 0.144* -0.090° -0.003 0 .065*
Education <  H igh School -0 .003 0 .006 -0 .020 -0 .005 0.003 -0 .006 -0.023 0.017 0.027 0.023
High School 0.019 0 .004 0.009 0.021 0.037 -0.021 -0 .004 0.067° 0.003 0.019
College/Trade 0.020 0 . 0 1 1 -0 .030 0 .007 0.006 0.012 0.003 -0.021 0.012 -0 .004
>  Bachelor’s
(Reference)
Age 15 - <  24 0.018 0.070<* 0.008 -0 .018 -0.063 ❖ -0 .036 - 0 . 0 0 1 0.008 0 . 0 1 1 0.003
25 - <  29
(Reference)
~— — . . . . . . . • ----- ------ — — —
30 - <  34 -0 .038 0.005 -0.017 0.018 -0.007 0.003 0.005 0.009 -0.005 -0.005
>35 0.028 0.005 0.028 0.018 0.018 -0 .015 -0.031 -0.015 - 0 . 0 1 1 -0 .017
M ost Useful 
Info. Source 
(Prenatal)
Fam ily/ Friends 0.058-> 0 .062 0.053° — ;— 0 .0 6 1 * 0.034 0.008
Healthcare
System
-0.013 0 .078* 0 .078* — — -0 .015 0.058° 0.149* — —
Other
(Reference)
— - - - - . . . . . .




— — 0.351* 0.262* 0.322*
Perceived Social Support 
(Postnatal)
- - - - - - . . . . . .
/
0.216* 0.218* 0.357* 0.288*
* pO.OOOl, ♦pO .O O l, ❖  p < 0 .01 , ° p<0.05
oo
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4 .4 . D iscu ssion
T his study exam ined the inform ation com ponents that constitute pre- and 
postnatal health, as w ell as considered the influences o f  various predictors on  health  
inform ation levels. To the best o f  our know ledge, this is  the first study to assess pre- 
and postnatal health inform ation using structural equation m odelling analysis. 
Understanding the relationships betw een different inform ation com ponents and the 
in fluences o f  predictors on  health inform ation levels  m ay provide insight as to how  
health inform ation-seeking behaviour and acquisition can be am eliorated.
4 .4 .1 . Interpretation o f  Findings
4 .4 .1 .1 . Indicators
Subjects from both groups exhibited a relatively h igh  degree o f  know ledge  
pertaining to m ost o f  the inform ation com ponents exam ined. W hile subjects from  the 
m ultiparous sam ple had m ore inform ation on a greater variety o f  pre- and postnatal 
health top ics, they had the least am ount o f  inform ation on  the sam e top ics as the 
primiparous subjects. This com m on finding underscores that these inform ational
needs have a large im pact on  the entire population o f  pregnant w om en, rather than
\ .
being parity-specific. In term s o f  prenatal top ics, both groups lacked inform ation on  
side effects o f  pain m edication/anaesthesia and warning sign s/ com plications. Since  
these top ics are both o f  m edical nature, it m ay be effective to include more 
inform ation on  these concerns during subjects’ interactions w ith  the healthcare 
system . For the postnatal top ics, both groups lacked inform ation on  changes in sexual 
responses and form ula feeding o f  the baby. T hese postnatal top ics m ay arise w ell 
after the standard s ix -w eek  fo llow -up  appointm ent w ith  the O b/G yn, the m ost 
com m on provider o f  prenatal care for both groups (53.7%  and 58.2%  for the 
prim iparous and m ultiparous sam ples, respectively). Therefore these findings suggest 
that inform ational resources regarding these postnatal top ics m ay not be accessib le to  
both primiparous and m ultiparous w om en.
t 7
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4 .4 .1 .2 . Exploratory and Confirm atory Factor A nalyses T
Exploratory factor analysis w as supplem ented by a rev iew  o f  the literature to 
y ie ld  five  distinct inform ation factors that w ere present in both sam ples: ‘pregnancy  
experience’, ‘labour/birth experience’, ‘m edical concerns’ (prenatal) and ‘postnatal 
concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin g s’ (postnatal). Inspection o f  the m odel fit indices  
validates each o f  the three prenatal inform ation com ponents as appropriate 
m easurem ent m odels for the primiparous sam ple. B oth the ‘pregnancy experience’ 
and ‘m edical concerns’ inform ation m odels have a R M SE A  <  0 .05 , w hich  indicates a 
very good  fit. The ‘labour/birth experience’ m easurem ent m odel has a R M SE A
<  0.08  w hich  indicates a m oderate fit. The tw o postnatal com ponents for the 
primiparous sam ple fit le ss  adequately than the prenatal inform ation factors. The 
‘postnatal concerns’ inform ation m odel had an R M SE A  > 0 . 1 ,  w h ich  indicates a poor 
fit. H ow ever, the ‘negative fee lin gs m od el’ demonstrated an R M SE A  o f  <  0 .08  w hich  
indicates a m oderate fit.
The three prenatal inform ation factors generally fit less  w e ll for the 
m ultiparous sam ple. The ‘pregnancy experience’ inform ation factor had a R M SE A
<  0 .08 , the ‘labour/birth experience’ inform ation factor h a d a  R M SE A  < 0 . 1  w hile the
' v .
‘m edical concerns’ inform ation factor indicated an inadequate fit w ith  a R M SE A  
> 0 . 1 .  B oth  postnatal inform ation indicated a fair fit, w ith  a R M SE A  < 0 . 1  for both o f  
‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin gs’ inform ation factors.
A s it w as hypothesizesd a priori that primiparous and m ultiparous subjects do 
not undergo the sam e inform ation-seeking process, it is expected that the 
confirm atory factor analysis w ou ld  y ield  different results. W hile both primíparas and 
multíparas express questions/concem s during the puerperium (B ull & Lawrence, 
1984), Freda, Andersen, D am us & M erkatz (1993) show  that health inform ation  
interests differ betw een m ultiparous and primiparous w om en. M ultigravidas are more 
lik ely  than prim igrávidas to kn ow  about pregnancy and childbirth before their index  
pregnancy (Sh ieh  et al., 2009). H aving had a previous pregnancy w as associated w ith  
greater use o f  o n e se lf  as an inform ation source (Aaronson, M ural & Pfoutz, 1988). A s
w ell, a study by Shieh et al. (2009 ) dem onstrated that being pregnant for the first tim e  
w as p ositive ly  related to inform ation-seeking.
4 .4 .1 .3 . Structural M odel
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A s expected , all three prenatal health inform ation com ponents w ere 
m oderately to h igh ly  correlated in  both sam ples. A s  w ell, the tw o postnatal health 
com ponents w ere significantly  correlated w ith  each other. The relative m agnitudes o f  
the correlations betw een  inform ation factors w ere sim ilar in both sam ples. The largest 
correlation ex isted  betw een  Tabour/birth experience’ inform ation and ‘m edical 
concerns’ inform ation. This is  a  reasonable finding since these factors share tw o  
com m on indicators regarding m edication. W hen the structural com ponents were 
added and accounted for the bi-directional correlations am ong the three prenatal 
health inform ation com ponents, the m odel fit better for the primiparous sam ple  
(R M SE A  <  0 .05  vs. R M SE A  <  0 .08 ). W hen the structural com ponent w as added to 
account for the bi-directional relationship betw een both postnatal inform ation  
com ponents the m odel a lso fit better for the primiparous sam ple (R M SE A  <  0.05 vs. 
R M SE A  <  0 .08). Therefore, the primiparous structural m odels consistently fit better 
than the m ultiparous m odels, corresponding to the results from the previous 
confirm atory factor analysis.
4 .4 .1 .4 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause M odel
The M IM IC m odel w as conducted in order to test the valid ity o f  both pre- and 
postnatal confirm atory factor m od els in  the presence o f  predictors, and to determine 
the potential influences o f  these predictors (Table 4 .3 ). Incom e w as a significant 
predictor o f  the level o f  acquired inform ation in both sam ples. In particular, being  
categorized above the LICO w as significantly associated w ith  an increase in  acquired 
inform ation level for ‘pregnancy experience’, ‘labour/birth experience’, ‘m edical 
concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin g s’ for both sam ples. It is notable that incom e has the 
largest influence over ‘pregnancy experience’ inform ation for both primiparous and
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m ultiparous subjects. This finding is reinforced by the literature w h ich  has identified  
that low -in com e w om en  have le ss  exposure to health inform ation com pared to  
w om en  w ith  higher incom es, and also that inform ation choices for these w om en  are 
restricted (Sh ieh  et al., 2010; Lazarus, 1994).
It is  notable that incom e is  not a significant predictor o f  ‘postnatal concerns’ 
inform ation, a com m on finding in  both sam ples. This m ay be due to the fact that the 
m ain source o f  postpartum inform ation for w om en  m ay com e from  incom e- 
independent sources. For instance, fam ily/friends w as perceived as the m ost useful 
source o f  postnatal inform ation b y  approxim ately one-third o f  th is sam ple (32.5% ). 
One distinction betw een  the sam ples is that incom e is  p ositive ly  associated  w ith  
‘m edical concerns’ inform ation (pO.OOOl) for the primiparous group, but it is  
negatively  associated w ith  this topic for the multiparous group (p <0.05). Therefore 
there is ev idence that having a  higher incom e m ay facilitate access to ‘m edical 
concerns’ inform ation for primiparous w om en w h ile  a different m echanism  affects  
the attainm ent o f  th is inform ation by multiparous w om en, although specific  
inform ation regarding a subject’s first birth experience w ou ld  be required in  order to 
further explore this theory.
The results illustrate that as perceived leve l o f  socia l support increases, : 
inform ation levels  for all pre- and postnatal com ponents is sign ificantly  lik ely  to 
increase in  both sam ples. A s  w e ll, the e ffect o f  perceived social support demonstrated  
the largest m agnitude w hen com pared w ith  all other predictors, underscoring its 
important, parity-independent role o f  inform ation acquirement. W hile other studies 
often  include em otional and instrumental support, th is finding em phasizes the 
important role o f  inform ational support w hich  has often  been om itted.
; The findings o f  this study show  that perceiving fam ily/friends as the m ost 
usefu l prenatal inform ation source, w hen com pared to other sources, w as associated  
w ith an increased level o f  inform ation for ‘pregnancy experience’ in both sam ples. A  
distinguishing feature o f  this ‘pregnancy experience’ com ponent is inform ation on  
physical and em otional changes. C onsulting w ith  fam ily/friends often  invo lves the 
sharing o f  experiences (Rubin, 1984), and therefore these top ics m ay be shared in this 
manner. This finding is  supported by the previous literature w h ich  recognizes that
I l l
fam ily  m em bers are a com m on source o f  inform ation for health practices and should  
be included in  health education efforts (L ew allen , 2004). A dditionally, fam ily/friends 
being v iew ed  as the m ost important inform ation source w as associated w ith  an 
increase in  ‘m edical concerns’ inform ation for the primiparous sam ple. A s patients 
are often  directed by their healthcare providers to other resources in  order to obtain  
answ ers to pertinent questions regarding their intervention and further their 
understanding (N estler, 2 003 ), it is not surprising that w om en w ho are pregnant for 
the first tim e w ould  seek  additional inform ation from  this group.
V iew in g  the healthcare system  as the m ost useful inform ation source, 
com pared to other sources, w as associated w ith an increase in inform ation for 
‘labour/birth experience’ and ‘m edical concerns’ for both sam ples. S ince this 
healthcare system  category is  com prised o f  m edical professionals such as general 
practitioners and obstetricians, as w ell as prenatal c lasses, it is reasonable to believe  
that these sources w ould  provide adequate inform ation on  the m edical com ponents o f  
the labour and birth, and that this source w ould  also address inform ation needs on  
other routine m edical procedures.
A g e  and education w ere m aintained in  the m odel as variables o f  interest since  
the literature indicates strong support for positive associations, betw een age and
. X  . . .
education and inform ation acquirement. H ow ever, these predictors did not behave as 
expected . It w as hypothesized  that an increase education level w ould  be associated  
w ith  an increase in acquired inform ation for all pre- and postnatal inform ation  
com ponents. A ge  w as expected to  act in a sim ilar manner. One reason to explain  w hy  
these variables did not result in parameters o f  the expected m agnitude and direction  
w as due to the fact that som e responses on the individual indicators w ere in an 
unexpected direction. For exam ple, w hen treated as an ordinal variable, an increase in  
age w as associated w ith  a decrease in inform ation regarding em otional changes and 
birth expectations in multiparous mothers (A ppendix D ). T hese negative values  
w ould  influence the total effect o f  age on inform ation, w hen taken together w ith  the 
other indicators in the m easurem ent m odels. It is also notable that the m agnitude o f  
the age and education predictors are relatively sm all (<  0 .1 ) and therefore these do not 
serve as inform ative predictors for inform ation acquirement, despite previous findings
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in  the literature. R egion , marital status, type o f  prenatal care provider, m ost useful 
inform ation source (postpartum period) and received  social support were elim inated  
from  the m odel according to a backward elim ination process, indicating that these  
w ere not significant predictors for acquirem ent o f  inform ation for any pre- or 
postnatal health com ponents. Som e further analysis indicated a possib le  interaction  
betw een  marital status and incom e, w hich  can be assessed  in future studies.
4 .4 .2 . C om parisons w ith  Previous R esearch
N ational or large regional maternity surveys have been conducted in several 
countries, including the U nited States, Sw eden, Australia and the U nited K ingdom  
(Chalm ers et al., 2008). The M aternity Experiences Survey marks the first pan- 
Canadian survey on  maternity experiences, and therefore this study provides new  
insight on  a com prehensive list o f  inform ation topics affecting Canadian w om en.
This study offers a unique perspective on inform ation acquirement, as 
inform ation has been categorized into distinct com ponents based on structural 
equation m odelling. Therefore it provides insight on  the extent to w hich  inform ation  
top ics are related to each other, an important p iece w hich is, m issing  from other 
studies focusing  on  inform ation in  this context. This m ay have important im plications 
on  educational p o licy  developm ent for mothers. Furthermore, th is study facilitates the 
com parison o f  inform ation pathw ays betw een  primiparous and multiparous w om en. 
W hile m any previous studies include parity as a predictor o f  interest, few  have  
stratified the analysis to provide a c loser look  on  inform ation patterns.
In the previous literature, socia l support is exam ined in a variety o f  w ays  
w hich  lim its com parisons o f  results and restricts interpretability w hen assessing the 
literature on  this topic. In addition, previous studies on social support in this context 
often  on ly  explore one dim ension o f  this phenom enon. This study exam ines the 
effects o f  socia l support on  inform ation acquirem ent by distinguishing betw een  
perceived and received  support, w hich  is  an important d iv ision  to  consider as these  
tw o aspects m ay have very different m echanism s and outcom es (Robertson et al., 
2004). This point is  underscored since perceived level o f  social support consistently
predicted inform ation lev e ls  across all pre- and postnatal health top ics, w h ile  received  
support w as not a significant predictor at all. A s w ell, this study includes what the 
w om an perceives to be the m ost useful inform ation source in the pre- and postnatal 
periods. This is  a  unique predictor that is not often considered in other studies, but it 
dem onstrates an influence over the specific  top ics on w hich  w om en  acquire 
inform ation.
4 .4 .3 . Strengths and Lim itations
A  primary strength o f  th is study is  the structural equation m odel design w hich  
a llow s the sim ultaneous m odelling  o f  m ultiple latent variables. Including the 
m easurem ent m odels and the latent variables in one m odel results in im proved  
parameter estim ates both in terms o f  bias and sam pling variability because error has 
been estim ated and rem oved, leaving  on ly  a com m on variance (Kaplan, 1994). 
Furthermore, characterizing inform ation as a set o f  latent variables a llow s the 
researcher to gain a thorough understanding o f  the relationships betw een different 
inform ation com ponents that m ay not be realized w ithout grouping discrete survey  
questions into com m on factors. —
T his study uses inform ation from  the first pan-Canadian survey on  maternity 
experiences and offers insight on  these experiences from  a sam ple o f  the Canadian 
population. Therefore one principle strength is the generalizability o f  these study 
results since the sam ple w as constructed from  the 2006  Canadian Census o f  
Population. Specific  w eighting m easures estim ated by Statistics Canada accounted for 
variations in regions and response rates. H ow ever, it should be noted that 
generalization across the distinctive multicultural com m unities o f  Canada m ay be 
com plicated. A s  w ell, level o f  health inform ation w as not an absolute, objective  
m easure o f  health inform ation but w as determ ined by a self- recall and the subject’s 
perception o f  w hat constituted a sufficient level o f  health inform ation. Therefore the 
results do not facilitate com parisons am ong individuals’ levels  o f  inform ation relative 
to one another.
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The tim ing o f  the survey provides both advantages as w ell as disadvantages to 
the study. The target population w as subjects w ho had g iven  birth approxim ately six  
m onths before data collection . T his tim ing enables exploration o f  postpartum issues  
w h ile  rem aining c lo se  enough to pregnancy and birth events to m in im ize recall error 
(B row n & L um ley, 1997). H ow ever, w hile  m ost respondents w ere interview ed at five  
to  nine m onths postpartum, the fu ll range extended to fourteen m onths. Studies have 
suggested  that w o m en ’s recall o f  som e pregnancy and birth events, and their 
evaluation o f  maternity care, m ay change over tim e (W aldenstrom , 2003; Tom eo, 
Rich-Edw ards, M ichels & Berkey; N iven  & M urphey-Black, 2000). Therefore it is 
p ossib le  that subjects w ere differentially prone to recall bias depending on the 
postpartum tim ing o f  their interview .
The secondary nature o f  the data restricted som e o f  the inform ation that could  
be used in  the study. For exam ple, received support w as m easured from  one question  
w hich  w as based on  w ho w as present during the labour/birth. The presence o f  
som eone at the birth does not directly im ply the leve l o f  received support for the 
prenatal or postnatal period, but is  sim ply used as a proxy since there w ere no  
superior alternative questions pertaining to this topic on  the survey. A dditionally,
m isspecification  could  have occurred i f  subjects did not understand a  specific
\
question, and therefore w ould  be lik ely  to g ive  an inaccurate response.
O ne m ust be cautious in  interpreting these results due to the large sam ple size
\
o f  the survey. A lthough w eighting  o f  the data w as accounted for in the analysis by  
creating a  relative w eight, in  som e cases the resulting sam ple s izes  m ay still have  




4 .4 .4 . C onclusions and Future Research D irections
The M ES has provided valuable inform ation, as it is the first survey to collect 
inform ation on  maternity experiences o f  w om en nationw ide. This provides an 
opportunity for w om en ’s v iew s to  be incorporated into the developm ent o f  perinatal 
health po lic ies  and practices. T his study has identified perceived socia l support as 
having the largest e ffect on  acquirem ent o f  pre- and postnatal health inform ation. The 
conclusions about socia l support m ay be enhanced i f  received  social support could be 
studied in a m ore detailed manner w ithout relying on  a single proxy variable. This 
addition m ay lead to a more holistic  understanding o f  h ow  the com ponents o f  social 
support w ork together.
T his study has also dem onstrated the im portance o f  incom e in acquiring 
perinatal health inform ation. Exploring potential incom e-dependent m echanism s such  
as accessib ility  m ay enhance our understanding o f  the function o f  incom e. A lso , 
results from  this study suggest that marital status m ay influence the effect that incom e  
has upon the acquirem ent o f  pre- and postnatal health inform ation, but this interaction  
w as not fu lly  explored.
The M E S did not include inform ation on w om en  liv ing  on First N ations  
reserves due to sam ple design issues. It m ay be very inform ative to evaluate the 
inform ation-seeking behaviour o f  perinatal health top ics and exam ine the potential 
barriers in this distinct Canadian population. A dditionally, the M ES om itted births to  
young individuals for sim ilar sam pling reasons. A s it has been  established that 
adolescent births account for 6.2%  o f  the births in  Canada, and o f  those, 
approxim ately 1200 are from  individuals betw een the ages o f  10 to 15, it w ould  be 
valuable to gain insight on  this particular group w ho are know n to be at higher risk 
for adverse perinatal health outcom es (Canadian Perinatal H ealth Surveillance  
System , 2000). S ince w om en ’s experiences are important in evaluating and 
strengthening perinatal services, studying the utilization o f  prenatal care services in  
light o f  these findings m ay provide insight on appropriate resource allocation for 
perinatal care in Canada.
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CH A PTER  5:
IN FL U E N C E  OF PRE- A N D  PO ST N A T A L  H EA LTH  IN FO R M ATIO N  LEVELS
O N  PO ST PA R TU M  D EPR ESSIO N
5.1 . Introduction
Pregnancy itse lf  represents a tim e o f  increased incidence o f  depression, and 
PPD  is the m ost com m on psychiatric condition experienced by w om en  during the 
first year after the birth o f  a  child  (R osenfield , 2007). Postpartum depression (PPD ) 
refers to a  non-psychotic depressive ep isode that begins in or extends into the 
postpartum period (C ox, Murray & Chapman, 1993; O ’Hara & Sw ain, 1996; W atson, 
1984). A  sem inal m eta-analysis on  this subject indicates that 13% o f  w om en w ill 
experience PPD  w ith in  the first tw elve  w eek s postpartum (O ’Hara & Sw ain, 1996), 
and this finding is  consistent throughout a variety o f  cultures. PPD  is typically  
diagnosed  w hen a n ew  m other sh ow s the onset o f  m ood episodes w ith in  four w eeks 
postpartum  (A P A , 2000 ) and the peak incidence for PPD  is  approxim ately three to 
four m onths after delivery (R osenfield , 2007). It has been  w ell-established  that PPD  
can affect other fam ily m em bers (B eck , 2001). For instance,;in a study by B eck  
(1 998 ), it w as show n that PPD affected both the infants as w e ll as the older children
in  the fam ily. PPD can affect m aternal-infant interactions, and B eck  (1998) has noted
\
that depressed m others com pared to those w ho w ere not depressed displayed less  
affectionate behaviour, w ere less  responsive to their infants, and w ere withdrawn. 
There is  also evidence for som e long-term  sequelae for children w hose  mothers 
experienced PPD , and these include children’s cognitive and em otional developm ent 
(B eck , 1998).
E vidence throughout the literature suggests that level o f  pre- and postnatal 
health inform ation m ay be associated w ith  the developm ent o f  PPD . A nxiety  during 
pregnancy is a w ell-kn ow n predictor o f  PPD , and insufficient inform ation m ay lead to  
the developm ent o f  this anxiety (O ’Hara & Sw ain, 1996; B eck, 2001 ; Josefsson,
2002; Johnstone, B oyce , H ickey, M orris-Yates & Harris, 2001). A s  w ell, it has been  
dem onstrated that the reception o f  inform ational support from a large social network
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m ay be protective against PPD  (Seguin, Potvin, St-D enis & L oise lle , 1999), but the 
distinct roles o f  inform ation and the social network have yet to be distinguished. This 
study addresses this issue by focusing  on acquired inform ation levels. Furthermore, 
poor health behaviours m ay result i f  a w om an is uninform ed about specific  
inform ation topics, and these health behaviours m ay develop  into PPD (Shieh et al., 
2009).
Studies have identified m any predictors w ith  moderate effects on the 
developm ent o f  PPD . The m ain predictors to be discussed  in  this study include the 
fo llow ing: life  stress, unplanned/unwanted pregnancy, depression history, 
socioecon om ic status as represented by incom e and education variables, perceived  
socia l support, received  socia l support, alcohol use during pregnancy, illic it drug use  
during pregnancy and physical abuse.
5 .2. M ethods
5 .2 .1 . D ata Source and Study Population
D ata w ere obtained from the 2006  M aternity E xperience Survey conducted by
\
Statistics Canada and the Public H ealth A gency  o f  Canada and consisted o f  
approxim ately 6,421 subjects. R efer to section 4 .2 .1 . for details on  data source and 
study population.
5 .2 .2 . M easures
The outcom e w as m easured using the Edinburgh Postnatal D epression Scale  
(E PD S) w hich  is  a  ten item  self-report scale w idely  used to screen for PPD  (C ox, 
H olden & Sagovsky, 1987; D ennis, 2004). Each item  can be scored from  zero to 
three, resulting in  a p ossib le  total o f  30 points, w ith  a higher score indicating a greater 
probability o f  PPD . T h e  sensitiv ity  o f  the com m only used 12/13 cu to ff is 86% w hile  
the specificity  is 78%  (C ox et al., 1987). It has been show n that results from  using  
continuous scores and ordinary least squares regression are com parable w ith  using
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this cu to ff in  a log istic  regression (Heron, O ’Conner, Evans, G old ing & G lover,
2004). Therefore the EPD S w ill be used a continuous score in  the subsequent 
analyses.
! Pre- and postnatal health inform ation levels  w ere m easured using SEM  as 
described previously  in objective 1. M ethods for ascertainm ent o f  predictors o f  
inform ation acquirem ent w ere discussed  in objective 1. T hese predictors include: 
incom e, region, education level, marital status, age, type o f  prenatal care provider, 
m ost useful inform ation source (for prenatal and postnatal periods), as w e ll as level o f  
received  and perceived socia l support. Stressful life  events w ere m easured using the 
M odified  L ife E vents Inventory used by N ew ton  & Hunt (1984). Stressful life  events  
w ere categorized as <  3 and >  3 events, as done sim ilarly in previous literature 
(Chalm ers, Dzakpasu, H eam an & K aczorow ski, 2008). Unplanned/unwanted  
pregnancy w as m easured by tw o variables: tim ing o f  pregnancy and fee lings towards 
pregnancy . T im ing o f  pregnancy w as categorized into four groups: sooner, later, then  
or not at all. F eelings towards pregnancy w ere m easured as an ordinal variable w ith  
five  levels  ranging from  very happy to very unhappy. H istory o f  depression, physical 
abuse during the tw o  years prior to the survey, and alcohol and illic it drug use during 
pregnancy w ere m easured as dichotom ous variables: yes/no..
5 .2 .3 . Summary o f  Statistical A nalyses
The total sam ple size  for the M aternity Experiences Survey w as 6,421  
subjects and w eighting w as conducted according to Statistics Canada m ethods 
published elsew here (D zakpasu et al., 2008), and this accounted for the sam ple design  
and the rate o f  non-response. T his w eighting m ethod resulted in a w eighted sam ple o f  
76 ,508  in-scope, m other-baby pairs. To account for this issue o f  a  large sam ple size  
w hich  likely  leads to a greater number o f  significant results, a relative w eight w as  
created by divid ing the raw w eight by its m ean w eight Wj /w  =  w here w = X  w /n
(Thom as, H eck & Bauer, 2005).
It has been  w ell-estab lished  that multiparous and primiparous w om en  have  
different inform ation needs and also depend on  different sources for acquiring
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inform ation (E iser & Eiser, 1985), and that primiparous w om en  exhib it a  higher  
degree o f  inform ation-seeking (Sh ieh  et al., 2009). Therefore, the sam ple w as  
stratified by parity d ivid ing the sam ple into tw o groups: primiparous (1 birth) and 
m ultiparous (>  1 birth) (Public H ealth A gen cy  o f  Canada, 2009). For the purpose o f  
th is study, parity is  defined  as “the number o f  live  births a w om an has had to date 
(excludes fetal deaths or stillbirths)” (Statistics Canada, 2009). M issing  data due to  
non-response can be considered to  be m issing com pletely  at random and pair-w ise  
deletion  w as im plem ented. This m ethod o f  accounting for m issing  data w as suitable 
due to the large sam ple size  and relatively sm all am ount o f  m issing  data (<5% ) 
(Fairclough, 2004).
5 .2 .3 .1 . Structural Equation M odel
A s outlined in  O bjective 1, questions from the M ES w ere used as indicators to 
construct pre- and postnatal health inform ation m easurem ent m odels. A  review  o f  the 
literature and exploratory factor analysis indicated five health inform ation  
com ponents com m on betw een both sam ples that could  be m odeled  as latent variables. 
Three o f  these w ere prenatal health inform ation com ponents: ‘pregnancy experience’, 
Tabour/birth experience’ and ‘m edical concerns’. A dditionally, tw o  postnatal health  
inform ation com ponents w ere found: ‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin gs’. 
Confirm atory factor analysis a llow ed  the verification o f  these factors by assessing  the 
hypotheses betw een indicator and latent variables, resulting in m easurem ent m odels  
for each inform ation factor. Polychoric correlation w as used to account for the binary 
nature o f  the indicators. In addition, Cramer’s V  w as used to account for correlations 
betw een  nom inal variables, betw een nom inal and ordinal, and nom inal and 
dichotom ous variables. S ince latent variables do not have a scale, they are assigned a 
one by applying a unit variance identification constraint w hich  fix es  the factor 
variance to 1 (K line, 2005; Jorekog & Sorbom , 1993). The fit o f  each confirm atory 
factor m odel w as assessed  using global fit indices such as the Chi-square test, R oot- 
M ean-Error o f  A pproxim ation (R M SE A ) and the Adjusted G oodness o f  Fit Index
5 .2 .3 .2 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause (M IM IC) M odel
M IM IC m od elling  w as used  to exam ine the effect o f  predictor variables on the 
factor structure. The M IM IC m odel is  com prised o f  a m easurem ent m odel w hich  
defines the relations betw een  a latent variable and its indicators, and a structural 
m od el w hich  sp ecifies  the causal relationships am ong latent variables and explains 
the causal effects  (Joreskog & Sorbom , 1996). It also accounts for predictor variables. 
The three prenatal health inform ation com ponents are related through a non-recursive  
association  w ith  each other w h ile  the tw o postnatal inform ation com ponents are 
related in a sim ilar manner. T hese structural relationships were estim ated for the 
prim iparous and m ultiparous sam ples.
The E PD S score w as added to the resulting structural equation m odels as an 
observed outcom e variable. The E PD S score w as m easured as a continuous variable 
w ith  scores ranging from  zero to 30. Each o f  the five  inform ation com ponents w as  
hypothesized  to influence the E PD S score in a uni-directional, recursive manner.
V
M odification  indices (score statistics) w ere used to determine to w hat extent the
m odel fit w ould  be im proved i f  the paths w ere freely estim ated, and the m odels were
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re-specified  accordingly (Fox, 2006). The fit for the structural m odel w as assessed  
using global fit ind ices m entioned above. M issing  data due to non-response can be 
considered to be m issing  com pletely  at random and pair-w ise deletion  w as 
im plem ented. This m ethod o f  accounting for m issing  data w as suitable due to the 
large sam ple size  and relatively sm all amount o f  m issing data. A ll analyses were 
conducted using R  version  2 .12.1  (R  D evelopm ent Core Team , 2011).
(AGFI). A  backward selection process at the significance level o f  10% was used to
create a parsimonious model.
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Figure 5.1: Structural équation model: Influence of health information factors on 
EPDS score
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5.3 . R esults
5 .3 .1 . M easurem ent and Structural M odels
Confirm atory factor analysis overall verified  the hypothesized  factor 
structures for the five inform ation factors d iscussed  in  O bjective 1 : ‘pregnancy  
experience’, ‘labour/birth experience’, ‘m edical concerns’, ‘postnatal concerns’ and 
‘negative fee lin g s’. O verall, the m easurem ent m odels o f  the primiparous sam ple  
dem onstrated a better fit than the m ultiparous sam ple (Figures 4 .2 -4 .5 ).
The structural coeffic ien ts w ere estim ated for both sam ples, and moderate to 
high  correlations betw een  factors w ere observed. T hese correlations w ere all 
statistically significant (pO.OOOl). Interestingly, the correlations am ong inform ation  
factors w ere o f  the sam e relative m agnitude in  both sam ples. The highest correlation  
values w ere betw een the ‘labour/birth experience’ and ‘m edical concerns’ 
inform ation com ponents, and this value w as 0 .537  and 0 .778  for primiparous and 
m ultiparous sam ples, respectively  (Figure 4 .6 ). The correlation betw een  ‘pregnancy  
exp erience’ and ‘labour/birth experience’ w as 0 .487  and 0 .585  for the primiparous 
and m ultiparous groups, respectively. A dditionally, the correlation betw een
' v
inform ation on ‘pregnancy experience’ and ‘m edical concerns’ w as 0 .400  for the
prim iparous group and 0 .613  for the m ultiparous sam ple. The low est correlations
\
w ere dem onstrated betw een ‘postnatal concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin g s’, w ith  a value  
o f  0 .369  and 0 .503 for the primiparous and m ultiparous groups, respectively. Overall, 
both the primiparous prenatal and postnatal structural m odels (R M SE A  <  0 .05 for 
both m odels) fit better for the primiparous sam ple w hen com pared to the multiparous 
sam ple (R M SE A  <  0 .08  for both m odels).
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5 .3 .2 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause M odel
5 .3 .2 .I . W eighted Population Estim ates
O f the w eighted  sam ple, 34 ,848  (45.3% ) o f  subjects w ere primiparous w hile  
4 1 ,5 5 7  (54.3% ) w ere m ultiparous. Frequencies for education betw een  the primiparous 
and m ultiparous groups are relatively similar, w ith  the highest level o f  education for 
the largest proportion o f  subjects being a C ollege/Trade Certificate (41.6%  and 44%, 
respectively) (Table 5 .1). Marital status differed slightly betw een the primiparous and 
m ultiparous groups. W hen com paring the tw o groups, m ore multiparous w om en are 
married (+10% ) w hile  primiparous w om en are m ore likely  to be either ‘Com m on  
L aw ’ or ‘S in g le’ (+4.4%  and +6.4% , respectively). A  greater percent o f  multiparous 
w om en  fall b e low  the L ow -Incom e C ut-O ff than primiparous w om en  (21.3%  vs. 
16.9% , respectively).
In term s o f  stressful life  events, c lo se  to  80%  o f  primiparous and multiparous 
subjects had experienced less  than three stressful life  events in the 12 m onths before 
the birth o f  the baby. The majority o f  subjects in both sam ples w ere very happy w hen  
subjects first realized they w ere pregnant (81%  and 79.8%  for primiparous and
V
m ultiparous groups, respectively) w hile  a  sm all portion w as very unhappy. The 
m ajority o f  w om en  from  both primiparous and multiparous sam ples wanted to be 
pregnant at the tim e théy discovered their pregnancies (46.7%  and 51.3% , 
respectively). A  slightly  greater proportion o f  m ultiparous w om en than multiparous 
subjects preferred not to be pregnant at all (9.8%  vs. 3.7% ).
The frequency o f  a positive history o f  depression w as com parable betw een  
groups (14.7%  for the primiparous and 16% for the m ultiparous groups). In terms o f  
perceived  level o f  social support, a slightly greater proportion o f  primiparous w om en  
b elieved  they had postnatal support available ‘all o f  the tim e’ (55.1% ) com pared w ith  
the m ultiparous sam ple (47.7% ). In terms o f  received  social support, the majority o f  
both primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples had on ly  their husband/partrier present 
during labour/birth (54.3%  and 70.6% , respectively), w ith  a greater proportion o f
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primiparous w om en  having both a  husband/partner and com panion present (40.8%  vs. 
23.5% ). ■■■■ i:':-:::'-:'--'
During pregnancy, approxim ately 0.3%  o f  primiparous subjects and 0.8%  o f  
m ultiparous used street drugs during pregnancy. C lose to 9% o f  primiparous subjects 
and 12% o f  m ultiparous subjects consum ed alcohol during pregnancy. N early 11% ’b f  
subjects from  both sam ples reported physical abuse w ithin the past tw o years prior to 
the survey. The EPD S score ranged from  zero to 27 , w ith  a m ean score o f  six.
5 .3 .2 .2 . U nivariable A nalysis
In the univariable analysis, life  stress, feelings towards pregnancy, tim ing o f  
pregnancy, history o f  depression, marital status, education, incom e, perceived level o f  
socia l support in  the postnatal period, received level o f  social support, drug use and 
alcohol consum ption during pregnancy and physical abuse w ere all significant 
predictors o f  EPD S score (A ppendix H).
H aving >  3 stressful life  events, com pared to <  3 events, w as associated w ith  
an increase in  E PD S score in both primiparous and multiparous sam ples (p<0.0001  
for both). A s w ell, an increase in  p ositive  fee lings towards pregnancy (from  very  
unhappy to very happy) w as significantly  associated w ith  a decrease in EPD S score
for both groups (p < 0 .0001). H aving preferred the tim ing o f  the pregnancy to be
\
sooner, as opposed to then, w as significantly associated w ith  a marginal decrease in  
E PD S score for the primiparous group on ly  (p<0.0001). In contrast, having preferred 
the pregnancy to be at a later point in tim e or not to have occurred at all, as opposed  
to  then, w as associated w ith  an increase in EPD S score for both groups. H aving a 
p ositive  history o f  depression w as associated w ith  an increase in EPD S score for 
prim iparous and m ultiparous groups (pO.OOOl). Compared w ith  being married, being  
in  a com m on law  relationship, single or separated/divorced/w idow ed w as associated  
w ith  an increase in EPD S score, although this finding w as not significant for the 
com m on law  group in both sam ples. H aving not com pleted high sch ool or having a  
high  sch ool degree as the highest leve l o f  education, com pared w ith  >  B achelor’s 
degree, w as significantly  associated w ith  a slight increase in EPD S score for both
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groups. H ow ever, having a  co lleg e  certificate or trade diplom a, com pared w ith  having  
a B ach elor’s degree, w as associated w ith  a slight decrease in EPD S score, although  
th is finding w as not significant for the m ultiparous group. In this univariable analysis, 
all subjects above the LICO were m ore lik ely  to have a low er EPD S score compared  
w ith  subjects b e low  the cu t-o ff (p < 0 .0001). A n  increase in perceived level o f  social 
support is sign ificantly  associated w ith  a decrease in  EPD S score for all subjects 
(pO.OOOl). For both groups, having on ly  a com panion present during labour/birth 
com pared to having both a husband/partner and com panion w as associated w ith  a 
significant increase in  EPD S score. A s  w ell, physical abuse w as significantly  
associated  w ith  an increase in E PD S score (pO.OOOl). U nexpected ly, drug use during 
pregnancy w as significantly  related to a sm all decrease in EPD S score.
5 .3 .2 .3 . M ultivariable A nalysis '
The backward selection  procedure w as used to construct a parsim onious 
m od el as described in  the m ethods. The final primiparous m odel dem onstrated a fair 
fit (x2=12842, df=587, pO.OOOl, R M SE A = 0.0867 , A G FI=0.770) w h ile  the 
m ultiparous m odel fit less  adequately (x2= T 9 0 8 0 ,d f= 4 3 7 , pO.OOOl,
R M SE A = 0.1367 , A G F I=0.48227) (Figures 5 .2 & 5.3). >  ;
The number o f  stressful life  events is a significant predictor o f  EPD S score for
\
both the primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples (pO.OOOl for both) (Table 5 .2). It 
dem onstrated the largest effects on  EPD S score than any other predictor studied for 
the prim iparous sam ple. The increase in  fee lings towards pregnancy from  very  
unhappy to very happy w as associated w ith  a decrease in EPD S score in  both sam ples 
(pO.OOO1). This dem onstrated an e ffect w ith  the second largest m agnitude for the 
prim iparous sam ple, but on ly  exhibited a sm all e ffect for the multiparous sam ple. 
Incom e w as a significant predictor o f  E PD S score, w ith  a larger incom e  
dem onstrating a larger decrease in E PD S score (pO.OOOl for both). H ow ever, the 
effect o f  incom e on  E PD S score w as o f  greater m agnitude in the primiparous versus 
the m ultiparous sam ple.
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The results indicate that having a h igh  sch ool education or less, w hen  
com pared to a B achelor’s degree or higher, results in an increase in  EPD S score 
(p<0.0001 for both). Sim ilar results ex ist for the m ultiparous group. H aving a 
college/trade education as the h ighest leve l o f  education, w hen com pared to a 
B achelor’s degree or higher, is a significant predictor o f  EPD S score. In particular, 
having this level o f  education is  associated w ith  a decrease in EPD S score in the 
prim iparous and m ultiparous sam ple (p<0.0001 and p< 0 .01 , respectively). I f  the 
pregnancy w as desired at a sooner point in  tim e, the EPD S score w as show n to 
decrease, although this finding w as not significant (p =0 .1591). I f  the pregnancy w as  
desired at either a later point in  tim e or not at all, com pared to desired at the present 
tim e, the EPD S score w as show n to increase significantly  (p<0.0001 for both). This 
variable w as not supported by the m ultiparous M IM IC m odel. H istory o f  depression  
w as show n to be a significant predictor o f  EPD S score, w ith  subjects w ho had a 
p ositive  history o f  depression having an increased EPD S score (p<0.0001 for both 
sam ples). The m agnitude o f  the e ffect o f  history o f  depression on EPD S score is 
sim ilar betw een the tw o groups.
In terms o f  received socia l support, subjects w ho had no one present during 
the labour/birth or on ly  a com panion present, com pared w ith  having both a 
com panion and husband/partner present, dem onstrated an increase in EPD S score 
(p<0.0001 for both). H aving a husband present during the labour/birth, compared  
w ith  having both a husband/partner and com panion present, resulted in a decrease in  
E PD S score, although these results w ere not significant (p = 0 .1716). This variable w as 
not supported by the m ultiparous m odel. Perceived level o f  social support w as a 
significant predictor o f  E PD S score in both sam ples. A n  increase in  perceived level o f  
socia l support (from  none o f  the tim e to all o f  the tim e) w as significantly  associated  
w ith  a decrease in EPD S score (p<0.0001 for both sam ples). H aving a com m on-law  ̂ 
relationship, in  com parison to being married, is associated w ith  a  decrease in EPD S  
score, although the m agnitude o f  this relationship is relatively sm all and it is  also not 
significant (-0 .0016 , p= 0 .9150). In contrast, being single or being separated/divorced/ 
w id ow ed  in  com parison to  being married, w ere associated w ith  an increase in EPD S
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score (p<0.0001 for both). The marital status variable w as not supported by the 
m ultiparous m odel.
The consum ption o f  a lcohol during pregnancy w as significantly associated  
w ith  an increase in EPD S score in  the primiparous sam ple (p < 0 .0001). Experiencing  
physical abuse tw o years previous to the birth o f  the baby w as significantly associated  
w ith  an increase in EPD S score for the primiparous sam ple (p < 0 .0001). A lcoh ol 
consum ption and physical abuse were elim inated from  the m ultiparous sam ple due to  
a backward selection  process to construct a parsim onious m odel. H ow ever, drugs 
rem ained significant for this sam ple as an increase in drug use during pregnancy w as  
associated w ith  an increase in EPD S score (p<0.0001).
The results indicate that all five  o f  the pre- and postnatal inform ation factors 
are also significant predictors o f  EPD S score in  the primiparous sam ple (Table 5.3).
In particular, an increase in inform ation on  ‘labour/birth experience’, ‘postnatal 
concerns’ and ‘negative fee lin gs’ w as associated w ith  a decreased EPD S score for 
th is sam ple (p<0.0001 for all). It is  notable that inform ation on  ‘postnatal concerns’ 
had the e ffect w ith the largest m agnitude in this sam ple, w hich  is  approxim ately ten- 
tim es larger than the e ffect o f  increased inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin g s’. In 
contrast, increased inform ation on  both ‘pregnancy experience’ and on  ‘m edical 
concerns’ is  associated w ith  an increase in EPD S score.
In com parison, the results from  the multiparous m odel revealed that 
inform ation levels  m ay influence EPD S score differentially based on parity. Sim ilar 
to the e ffect o f  ‘pregnancy experience’ inform ation levels  on  E PD S score in the 
primiparous sam ple, an increase in  this inform ation content is  associated w ith  an 
increase in  EPD S score, although this finding is  not significant (p = 0 .417). U nlike the 
in  the primiparous sam ple, an increase in ‘labour/birth experience’ inform ation is  
significantly  associated w ith  an increase in EPD S score (p < 0 .0001). A lso  in  contrast 
to the primiparous sam ple, an increased level o f  inform ation on  ‘m edical concerns’ 
inform ation is  significantly associated w ith  a decrease in EPD S score for the 
m ultiparous group (p <0 .0001). W hile an increase in inform ation on  postnatal 
concerns is  not significantly associated to EPD S score (p = 0 .082), an increase in
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‘negative fee lin gs’ inform ation is  associated w ith  a moderate decrease in EPD S score 
(pO .O O O l), a distinct finding for this sam ple.
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T able 5.1: W eighted population estim ates
P r e d ic t o r  V a r ia b le s P r im ip a r o u s  S a m p le M u lt ip a r o u s  S a m p le
W e ig h t e d  
N u m b e r  (n )
W e ig h t e d  
P e r c e n t a g e  (% )
W e ig h t e d  
N u m b e r  (n )
W e ig h t e d  
P e r c e n t a g e  (% )
L if e  S tr e s s < 3 2 8 200 81.4% 34513 83%
> 3 6216 17.9% 6 6 7 7 16.1%
M issing 231 0.7% 36 7 0.8%  ;
F e e l in g s
t o w a r d s
P r e g n a n c y
V ery Happy 2 8 0 6 7 81% 3 3 1 5 6 79.8%
Som ew hat Happy 4 1 6 6 12% 5030 12.1%
N either Happy nor 
Unhappy
1487 4.3% 1657 4%
Som ew hat Unhappy 46 6 1.3% 1227 3%
V ery Unhappy 110 0.3% 321 0.8%  :
M issing 352 1% 166 0.4%
T im in g Sooner 9206 26.6% 8 5 1 4 20.5%
Later 7842 22.6% 7 2 6 6 17.5%
Then 16183 46.7% 2 1 3 1 0 51.3%
N o t at A ll 1283 3.7% 4 0 7 4 9.8%
M issing 134 0.4% 393 1.0%
H is t o r y  o f  
D e p r e s s io n
Y es 5076 14.7% 6631 16%
-No 2 9 242 84.4% 3 4840 83.8%
M issing 330 1% ................ 86 0.2%
M a r it a l
S t a t u s
Married 21063 60.8% 2 9 4 3 8 70.8%
C om m on Law 9195 26.5% 9186 22.1%
Single 3815 11% 1890 4.6%
Separated/ D ivorced/ 
W idow ed
43 9 1.3% 996 2.4%  .
M issing 70 0.2% 47 0.1%
E d u c a t io n <  H igh school 2931 8.5% 3360 8.1%
H igh school 4682 13.5% 5652 13.6%
College/Trade 14414 41.6% 18282 44.0%
>  B achelor’s 12230 35.3% 13962 33.6%
M issing 391 1.1% 301 0.7%
I n c o m e <  LICO 5837 16.9% 8836 21.3%
>  LICO 28745 83% 3 2720 78.7%
M issing 66 0.2% 1 0%
P e r c e iv e d
S o c ia l
S u p p o r t
( P o s t n a t a l )
N on e o f  the tim e 352 1% 743 1.8%
A  little o f  the tim e 1074 3.1% 2 1 7 7 5.2%
Som e o f  the tim e 3030 8.8% 4 7 9 6 11.5%
M ost o f  the tim e 11022 31.8%  . 13957 33.6%
A ll o f  the tim e 19075 55.1% 19812 47.7%
M issing 95 0.3% 72 0.2%
R e c e iv e d
S o c ia l
S u p p o r t
N on e 168 0.5% 707 1.7%
C om panion on ly 1260 3.6% 1371 3.3%
Husband/partner only 18816 54.3% 2 9 3 3 2 70.6%
B oth Husband/partner 
and com panion
14147 40.8% 9 7 7 7 23.5%
M issing 257 0.7% 370 0.9%
D r u g s Y es 43 8 1.3% 31 0 0.8%
N o 3 4 210 98.7% 4 1 2 2 9 99.2%
M issing 0 0% 18 0.04%
A lc o h o l Y es 3005 8.7% 4 9 5 8 11.9%
N o 3 1 472 90.8% 36511 87.9%
M issing 171 0.5% 87 0.2%
A b u s e Y es 4040 11.7% 4 2 6 8 10.3%
N o 3 0 4 3 6 87.8% 3 7185 89.5%
M issing 172 0.5% 103 0.3%
Table 5.2: MIMIC model: Influence o f  predictors on EPDS score
P red ictors E P D S score
P rim iparous M u ltip arou s
Life stress 0.694* 0.301*
Feelings towards pregnancy -0.682* -0 .071*
Tim ing Sooner -0.021
Later 0.447*
Then (R eference)
N ot at A ll 0 .179*
H istory o f  depression 0.249* 0.225*
Marital status Married (R eference)





Education <  High School 0 .211* 0 .076*
H igh School 0 .161* 0 .0 6 1*
College/Trade -0.078* -0.054->
>  Bachelor’s (Reference) — —
Income -0.556* -0 .126*
Perceived Social Support (Postnatal) -0 .330* -0 .221*
R eceived N one 0.058*
Support Com panion Only 0.083*
Husband Only -0 .020
Both (Reference)
A lcohol 0 .058*
Physical Abuse 0.451*
Drugs 0.370*
*p< 0 .0001 , ♦pO .O O l, ❖ p < 0 .0 1, °p<0.05
T able 5.3: M IM IC M odel: Influence o f  health inform ation on  EPD S score
H ealth  In form ation  F actor C h an ge in E P D S score
P rim iparous M ultiparous
P ren ata l Pregnancy Experience 0.138* 0.026
Labour/Birth Experience -0.117* 0.332*
M edical Concerns 0.269* -0.273*
P ostn ata l Postnatal Concerns -0.460* 0.080
N egative Feelings -0 .047* -0.258*
*p< 0.0001 , ♦p < 0 .001 , * p < 0 .0 1 , °p<0.05

Figure 5.3: Predictors o f  health inform ation levels  and the influence o f  inform ation levels  on  EPD S score, adjusting for know n  




5.4. D iscu ssion
5 .4 .1 . Interpretation o f  Findings
5 .4 .1 .1 . M ultiple-Indicator M ultiple-C ause M odel
A ll predictors that w ere hypothesized  to be associated w ith  EPD S score were  
significant, except for illic it drug use during pregnancy for the primiparous sample.
A s w ell, a lcohol and abuse w ere not significant in the m ultiparous sam ple. It is w ell-  
established that acute adverse life  events increase the risk o f  PPD  diagnoses  
(Sw endsen  & M azure, 2 000 ), and this is supported by the findings from  this study as 
life  stress w as the strongest significant predictor o f  EPD S score in  the primiparous 
sam ple also the second strongest predictor in the m ultiparous sam ple. Since  
w antedness o f  pregnancy w as m easured using tw o variables, tim ing and feelings  
towards pregnancy, th is study offers specific  insight on  these d im ensions. Feelings  
towards pregnancy had the second-largest e ffect on EPD S score for the primiparous 
sam ple, w ith  fee lings increasing from  very unhappy to very happy being associated  
w ith  a decrease in EPDS score. — .
Furthermore, m istim ing o f  pregnancy dem onstrated effects in both directions. 
The subject’s preference o f  not being  pregnant at all or being pregnant at a later tim e  
w as significantly  associated w ith  an increase in E PD S score. It is  interesting to note 
that the preference o f  being pregnant later had a greater effect on EPD S score. A  
subject’s preference o f  being pregnant sooner show ed  a  decrease in  EPD S score, 
although this finding w as not significant. T hese results indicate that the subjects w ho  
w ere unprepared for the pregnancy (ie. w anting it later or not at all) compared w ith  
subjects w ho w ere prepared for the pregnancy (ie. w anting it sooner) demonstrated  
increased PPD sym ptom atology.
Poverty and near poverty have been associated w ith  diverse indicators o f  poor 
health (Bravem an et al., 2010; M am ot, 2002; B enzeval & Judge, 2001). H ypothesized  
pathways betw een  poor incom e and health in industrialized countries include 
inadequate nutrition, housing, or other health-related material conditions as w ell as
exposure to stressful conditions w ith  few er resources to cope (M am ot, 2002; A lder & 
N ew m an, 2002; D eaton, 2002). R esults from  this study corroborate these findings as 
ah increased incom e is  show n to be significantly associated w ith  a decrease in EPDS  
score, dem onstrating a protective effect. Education is also a significant predictor o f  
E PD S score. H aving le ss  than or the equivalent o f  a h igh school education, compared  
w ith  that o f  a  bachelor’s degree or greater, is associated w ith  an increase in EPD S  
score. Previous studies have assessed  education as part o f  socioecon om ic status, 
w hich  has been  show n to have a sm all effect on  PPD (B eck, 2001).
Throughout previous literature, a positive history o f  depression has been  
identified as an important predictor o f  PPD  (B eck , 2001; D ennis, 2004). A lthough it 
w as identified as a  significant predictor in this study, it is  notable that m any other 
predictors dem onstrated an association  w ith  a larger relative m agnitude. Physical 
abuse has not been  consistently  considered as an important predictor o f  PPD  in  
previous studies. H ow ever, the findings indicate that this is  a significant predictor o f  
EPD S score. The m agnitude o f  th is association indicates that physical abuse m ay  
have a large im pact on  a n ew  m other’s m ental health. A lcoh ol consum ption during 
pregnancy is  sign ificantly  associated w ith  a sm all increase in E PD S score. H ow ever, 
illic it drug use during pregnancy w as elim inated from  the m odel in  accordance w ith
X.
backward elim ination process w ith  a cu t-o ff o f  10% significance. This m ay have been  
the case since the few est num ber o f  respondents answered ‘y e s ’ to  this question  
(1.3% ).
Several studies have identified  the role o f  lo w  social support in  the r  
developm ent o f  depression (X ie, G uoping, K oszyck i, W alker & W en, 2009; B eck, 
2001; Brugha et al., 1998; W ebster et al., 2000; O ’Hara & Sw ain, 1996; Forman et 
al., 2000). In particular, postnatal support is show n to be a more potent predictor o f  
risk o f  PPD  than prenatal support. There have been  unequivocal findings regarding 
the distinct effects o f  received  and perceived level o f  social support. One study by  
C ollins et al. (1993) suggests, “perceptions o f  available support are m ore c lo se ly  tied  
to stable individual d ifferences than to environm ental provisions that ex ist outside o f  
the individual” (p .1244). In this study, perceived support is show n to have a larger 
effect on E PD S score. In terms o f  received  social support, having a husband/partner
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present during the labour/birth demonstrated a decrease in EPD S score com pared w ith  
having no one or a  com panion on ly  present. The sm all effects m ay be due to the fact 
that the presence o f  som eone during the labour/birth does not accurately predict the 
level o f  received  support throughout the postnatal period. B eing  single  or 
separated/divorced/w idow ed, com pared to being married, w ere both associated w ith  
an increase in EPD S score. In contrast, having a com m on-law  relationship compared  
to being married dem onstrated a  slight decrease in EPD S score, although this finding  
w as not significant. T hese results are in  accordance w ith  the previous literature w hich  
identifies the husband/partner as p laying an integral role in level o f  socia l support 
(E ssex  & Pickett, 2008; Som ers-Sm ith, 1999) and therefore influencing EPD S  
outcom e.
L ife stress, fee lings towards pregnancy, history o f  depression, level o f  
education, incom e and perceived level o f  social support variables w ere significantly  
associated w ith  E PD S score in the multiparous sam ple. A lthough the m agnitude o f  
the associations differed from those in the primiparous sam ple, the directions o f  the 
effects w ere the sam e. : .
The m agnitude o f  the effects o f  history o f  depression, education level and 
perceived level o f  socia l support w ere sim ilar to those obtained in  the primiparous 
sam ple. H ow ever, it is notable that feelings towards pregnancy had an effect o f  a 
m agnitude ten tim es less  in the m ultiparous sam ple than o f  the sam e effect in the 
primiparous sam ple. A s w ell, the effect o f  life  stress on  EPD S score w as 
approxim ately h a lf the m agnitude o f  the sam e effect in the primiparous sam ple. The 
m agnitude o f  the e ffect o f  incom e w as m uch sm aller in the m ultiparous sam ple. 
A dditionally, alcohol and abuse w ere elim inated from  the m odel due to a  backward 
selection  process at the 10% significance level. U nlike in the primiparous m odel, : 
drugs played  an important role in  this sam ple w ith  an increase in  drug use during
i.
pregnancy indicating an increase in EPD S score (p < 0 .0 0 0 1 ). T im ing o f  pregnancy, 
marital status and received  level o f  social support w ere not supported by the 
m ultiparous m odel, and therefore no parameters w ere produced for these variables. 
This is lik ely  due to the fact that the m odel is not controlling for variables that are 
important in the m ultiparous sam ple in  particular. T hese variables could include
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childcare stress, infant temperament or marital satisfaction which are known
predictors o f  PPD, but were not captured by the survey questions.
5 .4 .1 .2 . Structural M odel
The results from  this study also support that levels  o f  pre- and postnatal health  
inform ation are significant predictors o f  EPD S score for both sam ples. Previous 
research has indicated that inform ational support from large socia l networks w as 
protective from  PPD  (Robertson et al., 2004), and results from  this study suggest that 
inform ation m ay p lay  a protective role in PPD  pre vention, distinct from  that o f  the 
socia l network. For the primiparous sam ple, an increase in both postnatal inform ation  
factors w as associated  w ith  a significant decrease in EPD S score. Specifically , an 
increase in inform ation on  ‘postnatal concerns’ demonstrated the largest m agnitude, 
w ith a four-fold decrease in E PD S score w hen com pared to the other postnatal 
inform ation factor, ‘negative fee lin g s’. It is possib le that obtaining inform ation on the 
postnatal period reduces the anxiety for n ew  mothers at this tim e, and therefore m ay  
be protective o f  PPD developm ent since anxiety is a know n risk factor for PPD  
(B eck , 2001 ). A dditionally, one prenatal health inform ation-factor, Tabour/birth 
experience’ is also significantly associated w ith  a decrease in  E PD S score for the
prim iparous sam ple. A cquiring inform ation on this topic m ay also decrease anxiety
\
for n ew  m others and have a protective role.
The role o f  inform ation on  EPD S score is characterized differently for the 
m ultiparous sam ple. In particular, an increase in inform ation about ‘m edical 
concerns’ is sign ificantly  associated w ith  a decrease in EPD S score in contrast to the 
effect in the primiparous sam ple. ‘M edical concerns’ inform ation includes topics such  
as potential side effects o f  pain m edication, m edication-free pain m anagem ent, 
m edical procédures, warning signs/com plications and effects o f  m edication on the 
baby. Rather than causing anxiety, as m ay be the casé w ith  n ew  m others, this 
inform ation m ay serve to reduce anxiety in the case o f  m ultiparous w om en w ho have  
g iven  birth in  the past. Specifica lly , inform ation on  pain m anagem ent m ay be
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important in  reducing their anxiety, perhaps in light o f  their last childbirthing 
experience.
U nlik e the prim iparous sam ple, increased inform ation on ‘negative fee lin gs’ 
w as associated  w ith  a m oderate decrease in EPD S score for the multiparous group. 
The experience o f  the m ultiparous sam ple w ith  the postpartum period o f  their last 
childbirth m ay have em phasized the im portance o f  inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin gs’ 
topics. The m ultiparous group m ay interpret inform ation o f  this topic as h ighly  
relevant rather than the ‘postnatal concerns’ topic w hich  includes inform ation on  
practices that they have already m anaged in  rearing their previous child ie. formula  
feeding and using the infant car seat. A  distinct indicator o f  the ‘negative fee lin gs’ 
factor is inform ation on  PPD . Therefore this finding suggests that providing  
m ultiparous w om en  w ith  inform ation on PPD  specifica lly  could p lay  a role in  
reducing E PD S score, w h ich  as been  explored to som e extent in  another study (H eh & 
Fu, 2003). : V
; The results from  the second  objective, w hich  exam ined the relationship  
betw een  different pre-and postnatal health inform ation factors and PPD , indicate that 
an increased leve l o f  perceived  health inform ation does not necessarily  result in direct 
protective health effects. This conclusion  is  illustrated in the. primiparous sam ple  
since an increased leve l o f  inform ation on  pregnancy experience and m edical
concerns w as significantly  associated  w ith  an increased EPD S score (p<0.0001),
\
indicating increased sym ptom atology o f  PPD. Sim ilarly, an increase in inform ation  
level on  labour/birth experience w as significantly associated w ith  an increased EPDS  
score for the m ultiparous sam ple (pO.OOOl).
The Theory o f  Planned Behaviours identifies the important influence o f  on e’s 
ow n  beliefs, fee lings and intentions on  health behaviours (N ational Institutes o f  
H ealth, 2005). T herefore the interpretation o f  health inform ation by individuals m ay  
be determ ined by a variety o f  factors that are specific  to on e’s environm ent and 
encom pass socia l aspects. For exam ple, behavioural intention o f  applying certain 
inform ation is  influenced by on e’s feelings towards perform ing a behaviour and also  
by b eliefs about whether individuals w ho are important to o n e se lf  approve or 
disapprove o f  this behaviour. In other w ords, health inform ation provided by a
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healthcare provider m ay not be adopted i f  on e’s fam ily  discourages this m edical 
advice.
It should also be noted that as the m ultiparous m odel dem onstrated a poorer fit 
than the primiparous one, perhaps accounting for other covariates w hich  have not yet 
been  identified w ould  provide a m ore thorough explanation for relationship betw een  
inform ation factors and EPD S score for this sam ple.
5 .4 .2 . C om parisons w ith  Previous Research
This study offers insight on  the exp lic it relationship betw een  pre- and 
postnatal health inform ation and the developm ent o fP P D . To the best o f  our 
know ledge, this relationship has not been previously assessed  in  th is manner. A lso , a  
num ber o f  studies have dem onstrated negative correlations betw een  instrumental 
support and PPD  as w ell as betw een  em otional support and PPD  (R ichm an et al., 
1991), om itting the assessm ent o f  inform ational support. A s  w e ll, previous studies 
have identified the protective value o f  receiving inform ation from  a large social 
netw ork w ithout m aking the distinction betw een the social and inform ational aspects 
(R obertson et al., 2004 ). This current study exam ines inform ation as a distinct:
V
predictor, providing insight on  its unique role in  the developm ent o f  PPD.
Furthermore, som e research has been conducted on  the effects  o f  w ell-being
\
o f  n ew  m others w ho w ere provided w ith  P P D -specific  inform ation in the early  
postpartum period. W hile this study by H eh & Fu (2003) found that providing PPD - 
specific  inform ation w as protective, this current study allow s analysis o f  a variety o f  
pre- and postnatal inform ation top ics. In addition, this study sp ecifica lly  exam ines the 
roles o f  acquired inform ation lev e ls  on  EPD S score stratified by parity. W hile the 
previous literature acknow ledges that parity is  not considered to be a predictor o f  PPD  
(Robertson et al., 2004 ) (and by extension , o f  EPD S score), parity influences the 
inform ation-seeking behaviour process w hich  in  turn, is show n to  influence EPDS  
score. Therefore th is current study perm its a detailed perspective on  the different roles 
o f  inform ation for primiparous and multiparous w om en.
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5 .4 .3 . Strengths and Lim itations
The construction o f  a structural equation m odel perm its both latent and 
observed variables to be m odeled  sim ultaneously, w hich  has perm itted the 
conceptualization o f  latent variables such as inform ation, and their effects on  
observed variables such as the E PD S score. A dditionally, the M IM IC m odel adjusts 
for the predictors in  the sam e single  m odel. A lthough som e degree o f  error is inherent 
in m easuring latent variables, this has been estim ated and rem oved due to application  
o f  the SEM  m ethodology (Kaplan, 1994). A s w ell, this study uses novel inform ation  
as the 2006  M ES is  the first survey to assess maternity experiences for the Canadian 
population and the sam pling w as based on the 2006  Canadian C ensus o f  Population. 
Therefore a m ain strength o f  this study is the generalizability o f  these results as 
Statistics Canada also integrated w eighting techniques that accounted for variations in  
regions and response rates.
The tim ing o f  the survey provides both advantages as w e ll as disadvantages to 
the study. The target population w as subjects w ho had g iven  birth approxim ately six  
m onths before data collection . This tim ing enables exploration o f  postpartum issues  
w h ile  rem aining c lo se  enough to pregnancy and birth events-to m in im ize recall error 
(B row n & Lum ley, 1997). H ow ever, w h ile  m ost respondents w ere interview ed at five  
to  nine m onths postpartum, the fu ll range extended to fourteen m onths. Studies have  
suggested that w om en ’s recall o f  som e pregnancy and birth events, and their 
evaluation o f  maternity care, m ay change over tim e (W aldenstrom , 2003; T om eo et 
al., 1999; N iv en  & M urphey-Black, 2000). Therefore it is possib le  that subjects were 
differentially prone to recall bias depending on the postpartum tim ing o f  their 
interview . A lthough the EPD S is a valid  tool to measure subjects w ho are vulnerable 
to  PPD , the EPD S w as not g iven  to each subject at during the sam e tim e-point in the 
postpartum period, as the tim ing o f  the interview  varied for each respondent. Since  
the peak incidence o f  PPD  is three to four m onths fo llow in g  delivery (Pop, 1993), it is  
therefore it is possib le  that som e subjects w ho experienced PPD sym ptom s earlier 
w ere not accounted for in the survey.
The secondary nature o f  the data restricted som e o f  the inform ation that could  
be used in  the study. For exam ple, received support w as m easured from one question  
w hich  w as based on  w ho w as present during the labour/birth. The presence o f  
som eone at the birth does not directly im ply the level o f  received support for the 
prenatal or postnatal period, but is  sim ply used as a proxy since there w ere no  
superior alternative questions pertaining to this topic on the survey. A dditionally, w e  
cou ld  not m easure all know n predictors o f  PPD . W hile error terms account for the 
reliability and valid ity  errors, w ould  have m ore com prehensive v ie w  i f  had 
inform ation and adjusted for all identified predictors.
A s w ell, som e exposures, such as using illic it drugs, drinking alcohol during 
pregnancy or experiencing physical abuse, m ay be v iew ed  as socia lly  undesirable and 
therefore people w ho have engaged in  these activities m ay be less  w illin g  to admit to 
them . R ecall bias should also be considered since som e exposures m ay be more 
salient to subjects w ho have PPD.
5 .4 .4 . C onclusions and Future R esearch D irections
In sum m ary, this study found that life  stress, feelings, towards pregnancy,
\
tim ing o f  pregnancy, history o f  depression, marital status, level o f  education, incom e, 
lev e l o f  perceived socia l support (postnatal period), level o f  received  social support 
w ere all significant predictors o f  EPD S score. In addition, alcohol consum ption  
during pregnancy and physical abuse in the primiparous sam ple and drug use during 
pregnancy in the m ultiparous sam ple influenced EPD S score. Therefore this study 
confirm ed predictors o f  PPD  that have been  identified in the previous literature. A s  
w ell, this study exam ined the influence o f  different inform ation categories on  the 
E PD S score and found that the role o f  inform ation is  different in  the context o f  parity. 
Increased inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin gs’ inform ation w as associated w ith  the 
largest decrease in  E PD S score in  the m ultiparous group, w h ile  an increase in  
‘postnatal concerns’ inform ation w as associated w ith  the largest decrease in the 
prim iparous group. This finding suggests that the distinct inform ational needs o f  these  
groups o f  w om en  should be targeted in order to provide a protective effect. Providing
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inform ation m ay increase c lien ts’ understanding and have a positive im pact on theory  
functioning and ability to deal w ith  stress (H ayes and Gnatt, 1992).
Future research m ay focus on h ow  to integrate this provision  o f  inform ation  
into Canadian health services through venues such as prenatal care w hich  includes an 
education and counseling com ponent. It m ay also be advantageous to exam ine the 
effects o f  providing inform ation as a PPD  intervention in com parison to current 
interventions such as anti-depressant use. The use o f  anti-depressants to treat PPD  is 
controversial, esp ecia lly  during the postpartum m onths during breastfeeding (Pop, 
1993). I f  the provision  o f  inform ation is com parably effective  in reducing the 
likelihood  o f  PPD , this m ay be a  m ore acceptable intervention to nursing mothers. A s  
w ell, this intervention m ay be a cost-effective  prevention m easure w hen compared  
w ith  the costs o f  other depression treatments. A nother aspect that could be studied is  
the effects  o f  different tim es in  w h ich  inform ation is  received in order to determine 
the m ost effective  tim e to dissem inate PPD-related inform ation.
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CH A PTER  6:
INTEG R A TED  D ISC U SSIO N
This chapter sum m arizes the thesis results and im plications, identifies  
lim itations and provides recom m endations for future research directions. W hile  
m ultiple sub-objectives were addressed in this thesis, the m ain purpose o f  this thesis  
w as tw o-fold: to exam ine the predictors o f  pre- and postnatal health inform ation and 
based on  this and to assess the extent to w hich  this inform ation influences the 
developm ent o f  PPD.
6 .1 . B rief Sum m ary o f  R esults
6 .1 .1 . Predictors o f  Pre- and Postnatal H ealth Information
The m ain findings indicate that incom e level and perceived level o f  social 
support p lay important roles in the acquirem ent o f  pre- and postnatal health  
inform ation (Table 4 .3 ). A  higher incom e level w as associated w ith  an increased level 
o f  all prenatal inform ation categories as w ell as w ith  postnatal inform ation on  
‘negative fee lin gs’. The largest e ffect size  w as demonstrated by the relationship  
betw een  incom e and ‘pregnancy experience’ inform ation level for the primiparous 
sam ple (0 .218 , pO.OOOl). Perceived level o f  socia l support w as consistently  
associated  w ith  all com ponents o f  inform ation studied, underscoring its importance in  
the acquisition o f  inform ation. The largest e ffect s ize  w as demonstrated for ‘postnatal 
concerns’ inform ation for the m ultiparous sam ple (0 .357 , pO.OOOl). To a lesser  
degree, subjects’ perceptions o f  m ost useful inform ation sources w ere associated w ith  
acquired prenatal inform ation levels.
6 .1 .2 . Predictors o f  E PD S score and Influence o f  Information L evels on  EPDS Score
The study results are consistent w ith  findings in  the literature regarding 
predictors o f  PPD . The fo llow in g  variables w ere found to be significant predictors o f  
EPD S score in  both primiparous and multiparous subjects: life  stress, feelings  
towards pregnancy, tim ing o f  pregnancy, history o f  depression, marital status, 
education level, incom e level, perceived level o f  social support (postnatal period) and 
received  level o f  socia l support (Table 5 .2). A dditionally, alcohol consum ption during 
pregnancy and physical abuse w ere associated w ith  EPD S score in primiparous 
w om en w h ile  drug use w as significantly  associated w ith  the score in multiparous 
w om en. O verall, this study dem onstrated that the largest im pact on  EPDS score w as  
attributed to stressful life  events (0 .694 , pO.OOOl) and drug use (0 .370 , pO.OOOl) in  
the primiparous and m ultiparous sam ples, respectively.
T his study also exam ined the influence o f  pre- and postnatal health 
inform ation on  E PD S score (Table 5 .3). A n  increase in inform ation level for a 
num ber o f  inform ation factors w as associated w ith  a decrease in  EPD S score and 
therefore a decrease in  PPD  sym ptom atology. The results indicated that an increase in  
inform ation level about ‘postnatal concerns’ w as statistically significantly associated  
w ith  the largest decrease in  E PD S score (-0 .460 , pO.O OOl), com pared w ith  other 
inform ation top ics, for primiparous subjects. In contrast, an increase in inform ation  
leve l on ‘negative fee lin g s’ resulted in the largest decrease in EPD S score (-0 .258 , 
pO.OOOl) for the m ultiparous sam ple.
6 .1 .3  . Integration o f  Findings
C ollectively , the results from  this thesis supplem ent the literature on PPD by 
first exam ining predictors that are associated w ith  different com ponents o f  pre- and 
postnatal health inform ation and subsequently exam ining how  this inform ation is  
associated w ith  EPD S score. The results suggest that specific  inform ation can be 
considered to have protective effects  against the developm ent o f  PPD , and also that 
the inform ation pathw ays have different functions depending on parity.
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6 .2 . Study Im plications *
Findings from  this thesis have potentially important im plications for 
understanding and am eliorating barriers to pre- and postnatal inform ation acquisition  
as w ell as for im proving clin ical practice guidelines and p o licy  recom m endations 
regarding the treatment interventions for PPD.
6 .2 .1 . A ddressing Barriers to Pre- and Postnatal H ealth Information
This study has identified several barriers to acquiring a sufficient level o f  pre- 
and postnatal health inform ation, the m ost significant o f  w hich  are leve l o f  perceived  
socia l support and incom e. The strengthening o f  protective factors is  the best 
theoretical m odel for preventing m ental health disorders at the individual level yet this 
theory has not been  applied to PPD  (M razek & H aggerty, 1994; Brugha, Sharp, 
Cooper, W eisender, Britto & Shinkw in, 1998). C onsistent findings suggest the 
im portance o f  p sychosocia l variables (O ’Hara & Sw ain, 1996; O ’Hara, Gorman, 
Stuart & W enzel, 2 000 ), and this thesis demonstrated that primiparous and 
m ultiparous w om en have som e com m on barriers to inform ation acquisition. 
Therefore, it m ay be p ossib le  to enhance these m odifiable risk factors, such as 
perceived level o f  socia l support or m ost useful inform ation source. For exam ple, a 
clin ician  m ay refer w om en  w ith  lo w  levels  o f  perceived socia l support to educational 
groups or pre- and postnatal health coùnseling services. This action w ould  provide a 
service w ith  a tw o-fo ld  purpose: to enhance the level o f  health inform ation w hich  
w ould  lik ely  translate into better healthcare practices for the m other and child  and 
also  w ould  function to reduce the likelihood or severity o f  PPD . Identifying barriers 
to  pre- and postnatal health inform ation in this study m ay help facilitate the creation  
o f  health p o lic ies  that w ill target these challenges.
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6 .2 .2 . C lin ical Practice G uidelines and P olicy  R ecom m endations
There is  potential for inform ation to p lay a significant preventive role in the 
developm ent o f  PPD  by supplem enting current interventions. The U nited States 
Preventive Services Task Force, a  panel o f  healthcare experts that evaluates scientific  
evidence on  clin ical preventive services, recom m ends routine depression screening  
for all patients in clin ical practices that have system s in place to assure effective  
diagnosis, treatment and fo llow -up  care. A s w ell, the A m erican C ollege o f  
O bstetricians and G ynecologists (A C O G ) acknow ledges that it is the physician’s goal 
to provide a thorough risk-benefit assessm ent in  order to m inim ize the risks o f  both  
depression and its treatment to the mother and infant (A C O G , 2006; Institute for 
C linical System s Im provem ent, 2009). Currently, types o f  interventions for PPD  , 
include: psychoeducational strategies, cogn itive behavioural therapy, interpersonal 
psychotherapy non-directive counseling, p sychologica l debriefing and 
pharm acotherapy (O ’Hara et al., 2000). Controversy ex ists regarding som e o f  these  
interventions, such as prescribing anti-depressants during the postpartum nursing 
period, and therefore som e o f  these are not acceptable form s o f  treatment to new  
m others (O ’Hara et al., 2000). H ow ever, providing specific  inform ation to pregnant 
w om en  through their interaction w ith  clin icians m ay assist in preventing the 
developm ent o f  or reducing the severity o f  PPD. In addition to being an acceptable 
type o f  intervention, this m ay be cost-effective  as inform ation sharing can be 
integrated into the pre-existing education and counseling com ponent o f  prenatal care.
6 .3 . Strengths and Lim itations
The appropriate use o f  structural equation m odelling is a principal strength o f  
th is study since it perm its the sim ultaneous m odelling o f  both latent and observed  
variables. T his design  also adjusts for m easurem ent error, w hich  is  inherent in  
m easuring any latent variable, and this feature allow s accurate estim ates o f  the 
com m on covariance (Kaplan, 1994). The conceptualization o f  inform ation as a latent 
com ponent a llow s the researcher to study the effects o f  this construct on observed
variables, w hich  provides inform ative results that could not be obtained using other 
m ethods.
This study uses inform ation from  the first pan-Canadian survey on  maternity 
experiences and offers insight on  these experiences from  a sam ple o f  the Canadian 
population. Therefore one principle strength is the generalizability o f  these study 
results since the sam ple w as constructed from  the 2006  Canadian Census o f  
Population. Specific  w eighting  m easures conducted by Statistics Canada accounted  
for variations in regions and response rates. H ow ever, selection  bias should be 
considered since survey respondents m ay differ in characteristics com pared to non­
respondents.
The tim ing o f  the survey provides both advantages as w e ll as disadvantages to 
the study. The target population w as subjects w ho had g iven  birth approxim ately six  
m onths before data co llection . T his tim ing enables exploration o f  postpartum issues  
w h ile  rem aining c lose  enough to pregnancy and birth events to m in im ize recall error 
(B row n & L um ley, 1997). H ow ever, w h ile  m ost respondents w ere interview ed at five  
to  nine m onths postpartum, the fu ll range o f  extended tim es to fourteen m onths. 
Studies have suggested that w om en ’s recall o f  som e pregnancy and birth events, and 
their evaluation o f  m aternity care, m ay change over tim e (W aldenstrom , 2003; T om eo  
et al., 1999; N iven  et al., 2000). Therefore recall accuracy is in question. Furthermore, 
it is p ossib le  that subjects w ere differentially prone to recall bias depending on  
w hether they w ere d iagnosed w ith  PPD  or not. A lthough the EPD S is  a valid  tool to 
m easure subjects w ho are vulnerable to PPD, the EPD S w as not g iven  to each subject 
at the sam e tim e-point in  the postpartum period, as the tim ing o f  the interview  varied  
for each respondent. S ince the peak incidence o f  PPD  is  three to four m onths 
fo llow in g  delivery (Pop, 1993), it is  therefore p ossib le  that som e subjects who  
experienced PPD  sym ptom s earlier w ere not accounted for in the survey.
S ince this study is  based on  secondary data, the inform ation obtained from the 
M ES is  som ew hat restrictive. For exam ple, received support w as m easured from  one  
question w hich  w as based on w ho w as present during the labour/birth. The presence  
o f  som eone at the birth d oes not directly im ply the level o f  received  support for the 
prenatal or postnatal period, but is  sim ply used as a proxy since there w ere no
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superior alternative questions pertaining to this topic on the survey. A dditionally, w e  
cou ld  not m easure all know n predictors o f  PPD . W hile error terms account for the 
reliability and valid ity errors (K aplan, 1994), w e  w ould  have more com prehensive  
v ie  w  i f  w e  had inform ation and adjusted for all identified predictors. A dditionally, 
m isspecification  could  have occurred i f  subjects did not understand a specific  
question, and therefore w ould  be lik ely  to g ive  an inaccurate response.
A s w e ll, som e exposures, such as using illic it drugs, drinking alcohol during 
pregnancy or experiencing physical abuse, m ay be v iew ed  as socia lly  undesirable and 
therefore peop le  w ho have engaged in  these activities m ay be less  w illin g  to adm it to 
them . R ecall bias should also be considered since som e exposures m ay be more 
salient to subjects w ho have PPD . Furthermore, one m ust be cautious in interpreting 
these results due to the large sam ple size  o f  the survey. A lthough w eighting  o f  the 
data w as accounted for in  the analysis by creating a relative w eight, in som e cases the 
resulting number o f  records m ay still have been  large enough to influence the 
sign ificance o f  hypothesis tests.
6 .4 . Future Research D irections
V
The M ES has provided valuable inform ation, as it is the first survey to collect 
inform ation on  maternity experiences o f  w om en nationw ide. This study focused  on ly  
on  a sm all portion o f  th is data, and the M ES offers a rich resource for researchers to 
study m any additional aspects o f  maternity experiences o f  Canadian w om en. 
R esearch y ielded  from  this M ES data m ay provide an opportunity for w om en ’s v iew s  
to  be incorporated into the developm ent o f  perinatal health p o lic ies  and practices. 
H ow ever, one lim itation o f  the M ES is that it did not include inform ation from  
subjects liv in g  on  First N ations reserves due to sam ple design  issues. It m ay be very  
inform ative to go beyond the M E S data and to evaluate the inform ation-seeking  
behaviour o f  perinatal health top ics and exam ine the potential barriers in these  
distinct Canadian populations. A dditionally, the M ES om itted births to young  
individuals for sim ilar sam pling reasons. A s  it has been established that adolescent 
births account for 6.2%  o f  the births in Canada, and o f  those, approxim ately 1200 are
from  individuals betw een the ages o f  10 to 15, it w ould  be valuable to gain insight on  
th is particular group w ho are know n to be at higher risk for adverse perinatal health  
outcom es (Canadian Perinatal H ealth Surveillance System , 2000). Since w om en ’s 
experiences are important in evaluating and strengthening perinatal services, studying  
the utilization o f  prenatal care services in light o f  these findings m ay provide insight 
on  appropriate resource allocation  for perinatal care in  Canada.
It has been  show n that providing inform ation m ay increase c lien ts’ 
understanding and ability to deal w ith  stress (H ayes and Gnatt, 1992). Future 
research m ay focus on  h ow  to integrate this provision o f  inform ation into Canadian 
health services through venues such as prenatal care w hich  includes an education and 
counseling com ponent. It m ay also be advantageous to exam ine the effects o f  
providing inform ation as a PPD  intervention in com parison to current interventions 
such as anti-depressant use. Another aspect that could be studied is  the tim e that 
inform ation is  received  (ie . prenatal vs. postnatal periods) in order to determ ine the 
m ost effective tim e to d issem inate PPD-related inform ation.
6 .5 . C onclusion
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This study has identified several predictors that significantly  influence the 
lev e ls  o f  acquired pre- and postnatal health inform ation. It w as show n that level o f  
perceived  social support and incom e have the greatest effects on  inform ation levels. 
T his study also confirm ed predictors o f  PPD that have been identified in the previous 
literature. A s  w e ll, this study exam ined the influence o f  different inform ation  
categories on  the EPD S score and found that the role o f  inform ation is different in  the 
context o f  parity. Increased inform ation on  ‘negative fee lin gs’ inform ation w as  
associated  w ith  the largest decrease in EPD S score in the multiparous group, w h ile  an 
increase in  ‘postnatal concerns’ inform ation w as associated w ith  the largest decrease  
in  the primiparous group. This finding suggests that the distinct inform ational needs 
o f  these groups o f  w om en  should be targeted in order to provide a protective effect. In 
sum m ary, findings from  this study suggest that there m ay be m odifiable risk factors
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affecting pre-and postnatal lev e ls  o f  health inform ation, and that this inform ation m ay  
have protective properties against the developm ent o f  PPD.
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A ppendix A
Exploratory Factor A nalysis R esults
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Table A .l  Exploratory factor analysis factor loadings for prenatal model: primiparous
Item F actor  1 F actor  2 F a cto r '3
SI Q01 0.803 0.221 0.117
S I 0 0 2 0.739 0.340 0.137
S I 0 0 3 0.758 0.149 0.398
SI 0 0 4 0.531 0.221 0.326
SI 0 0 5 0.353 0.686 0.299
SI 0 0 6 0.260 0.883 0.223
SI 0 0 7 0.204 0.640 0.454
SI 0 0 8 0 .227 0.433 0.753
SI 0 0 9  | | 0 .402 0.275 0.502
Table A .2  Exploratory factor analysis factor loadings for prenatal m odel: multiparous 
sam ple
Item F actor  1 F actor  2 F actor 3
SI Q01 0.805 0.252 0.230
S I 0 0 2 0.751 0.351 0.282
S I 0 0 3 0.701 0.275 0.396
S I  0 0 4 0.582 0.317 0.377
S I 0 0 5 0 .457 0.738  -  - 0.253
S I 0 0 6 0.381 0.684 0.411
S I 0 0 7 0.222 0.574 0.602
S I  0 0 8 0.296 0.387 0.770
S I 0 0 9  1 0 .435 0.214 0.557
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Table A.3 Exploratory factor analysis factor loadings for postnatal model:
primiparous sample
Item Factor 1 Factor 2
PI Q01 0.726 0.384
PI 0 0 2 0.741 0.382
PI 0 0 3 0.362 0.551 |
PI 0 0 4 0.331 0.320
PI 0 0 5 0.447 0.832
PI 0 0 6 0 .334 0.940
PI 0 0 7 0.561 0.270
PI 0 0 8 0 .767 0.406  1
PI 0 0 9 0.413 0.250
PI Q10 0 .467 0.149
Table A .4  Exploratory factor analysis factor loadings for postnatal m odel: 
m ultiparous sam ple
Factor 1 Factor 2
PI Q01 0 .684 0.433
PI 0 0 2 0 .734 0.447
PI 0 0 3 0.445 0.576
PI 0 0 4 0.525 0 .360  1
PI 0 0 5 0.362 0.922
PI 0 0 6 0.437 0.846
PI 0 0 7 0.663 0.280
PI 0 0 8 0.781 0.430
PI 0 0 9 0.419 0.327
PI o i o 0.489 0.196
A ppendix B

























Region 4 4 0 1 4 41.0235 41.0179 0.0203 4.0065 -0.0014 0.(489 4 4 2 0 5 0.0175 -0.0123
Income 02023* 0.0897* 0.2052* -0.0183 0.1161* 0.2242* 0.1152* 4.0694° 4 .0 (44 0.1834*
Education <  High School 0.0Ï40 0.0127 41.0057 4Ï.0130 4 4 1 7 5 4.0007 4 4 1 7 0 0.0081 4 4 1 2 7 41.0252
Hîsh School 0.0148 0.0093 -0,0096 4 4 0 3 7 04209° 4.0028 4,2872 04582° 40021 04336°
College/Trade 0.0155 0.0060 -0.0349 0.0261 04119 0.0064 0.0053 4 4 2 0 0 04211 04137
>  Bachelor’s (Ref.) *■*-**» —— —— Mi««»«
Marital
Status
Married (Ref.) — * — — — * —— « « «
Common-Law Ö.Ö129 0.0082 0.06704» 4.0015 4 4 0 1 8 -0.0032 0.0074 4 4 3 1 6 0.0055 0.0018
Single -0.0110 0.0626* -0.0230 0.0106 040005 4.0600° 4 4 2 8 2 0.0467 -0.003 -0.0054
Other 41.0117 -0.021.0 -0.0353 0.0050 -0.0145 4.0029 0,0053 -0.0047 0.0055 4 0 2 2 7
Age 1 5 -< 2 4 0.0270 0.0270 0,0175 0.0082 -0.0285 •0.0257 0.0099 4 .(426 04105 41.0465
2 5 -<  29 (Ref.) »»m m »* — .
3 0 -< 3 4 -0.0424 0.0202 -0.0137 0.0015 -0.0350 0.00004 0.0083 0,(480 0.0042 -0.0518





Fam.DrJGP 0.0135 -0.0029 4.0010 0.0064 04197° 04150 4 4 1 7 7 om m 04051 04283°
Nurse/Midnife 0.0225 04009 0.0216 0,0031 4.ÖÖÖÖ 4,0089 04287 0434Ô 0,0012 -0.0028




Familv/Frknds 0.0570 0.0661* 0.0742* -0.0099 04136 0.06444» 04363 04122 40001 04281
Healthcare System -0.0142 0.0793♦ 0,0426/ 0.0482° 0.0006 -0.0156 0.0521° 0.1381* 0,0470° 4 0 0 4 6




Familv/Frknds 0.0408 04125 — — 04413 04185
Healthcare Svstem . . . . . . 4 4 0 2 6 4 4 1 8 4 4.0026 4 4 2 8 4
Other (Ref.) —— —— « « « ——
Perceived Social Support (Prenatal) 0.1223* 0.2292* 0.1501* 0.1316* 0,0916* 0.3360* 0.2857 0.31201* 0.1193* 0.1224*




None 0.0253 0.0197 0.0279 0,0174 04141 0.0432 O.04Ö7 04144 0.0359 04231
Companion Only 0.0140 0.04039 0.0106 0.0276 0.0099 0.0246 04290 04190 0.0118 0.0131
Husband Only 0.0606*5 0.0518° 0.0518* 0.0195 04142 04104 0.0134 0.0195 0.0174 04002
Both (Ref.) — — * — — ». ■— ----« ---— —
*p<0.0001, ♦p<0.001,*>p<0.01, °p<0.05 OsU t
A ppendix C
Predictor Correlations for O bjective 1 (Chapter 4 )
Table C .l Predictor correlations for primiparous sample



















R egion i ......... . . —  . .. — . . . . — . — — — — — —
Income -0.142 i — — — . . . — — — — —
Education 0.179 0.395 i — — ---  ■ — — — — —
Marital
Status
-0.081 -0.500 -0 .466 i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prenatal Care 
Provider
-0.195 -0.053 -0.048 0.043 i . . .
A ge 0.195 0.434 0.551 -0 .478 -0.063 1 . . . . . . — — . . .
Prenatal 
Info. Source
0.083 0.178 0.198 -0 .168 -0.052 • 0 .174 i  . — — —• . . .  .
Postnatal 
Info. Source
0.044 0.039 0.155 -0 .114 0.007 0.145 0.457 i . . . . . . . . .
Available SS 0.024 0.039 -0.047 -0.081 -0.013 -0 .109 -0.035 -0 .076 i — —-
Perceived SS 
(Prenatal)
-0.063 0.078 -0.035 -0.013 0.055 -0 .069 -0.054 -0 .097 0.081 i —
Perceived SS 
(Postnatal)
-0.030 0.051 -0.035 -0 .019 0.018
/
-0 .092 -0 .034 -0 .060 0.053 0.619 i
♦S S  =  Social Support
os
Table C.2 Predictor correlations for multiparous sample



















R egion 1 — — — — — — — — — —
Income -0.028 i — — — — — — — —
Education 0.207 0.449 1 — — — — — — —
Marital
Status




-0.203 -0 .014 -0 .010 0.084 1








0.009 0.150 0.165 -0 .076 -0 .082 0.128 0.467 1
Available
SS




-0 .052 0.130 0.038 -0 .115 0.066
■ it




-0.023 0.094 0.026 -0 .047 0 .010/ -0.094 -0.074 -0.099 0.115 0.651 1
♦SS =  Social Support
A ppendix D
Correlations betw een  A ge , Education and Pre- and Postnatal H ealth Indicators
Table D .l  Correlations betw een age, education and prenatal indicators: primiparous sam ple
Predictors SI Q01 SI 0 0 2 SI 0 0 3 SI 0 0 4 SI 0 0 5 SI 0 0 6 SI 0 0 7 SI 0 0 8 SI 0 0 9
Education .158 .041 .096 .064 .118 .155 .109 .081 .109
Age .182 .125 .127 .114 .169 .222 .159 .134 .181
Table D .2  Correlations betw een age, education and postnatal indicators: primiparous sam ple
Predictors PI o o i PI 002 PI 003 PI 004 PI Q05 PI 006 PI 007 PI 008 PI 009 PI Q10
Education .052 -.075 .154 -.015 -.019 |I .048 .017 -.026 .076 -.155
______ .058 -.047 .105 -.023 .008 .078 .081 -.000 .005 -.083
Table D .3 Correlations betw een age, education and individual prenatal health inform ation indicators: multiparous sam ple
Predictors SI o o i SI 0 0 2 SI 0 0 3 SI 0 0 4 SI 0 0 5 SI 0 0 6 SI 0 0 7 SI 0 0 8 SI 0 0 9
Education .082 .092 .087 .092 .054 .046 .034 .036 .135
Age .014 -.005 .011 .068 -.085 I .061 .012 .049 .154
Table D .4  Correlations betw een age, education and individual postnatal health inform ation indicators: m ultiparous sam ple
Predictors PI o o i PI 0 0 2 PI 0 0 3 PI 0 0 4 PI 0 0 5 PI 0 0 6 PI 0 0 7 PI 0 0 8 PI 0 0 9 PI Q10
Education .068 - .0 1 4 .156 .135 .107 /1 3 0 .051 .015 .123 -.159
Age .011 - .0 3 4 .079 .0 2 6 .027 .054 .0 4 7  p ) 2 9  I .060 -.085
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A ppendix E






T able E .l N ew ton  and H unt’s M odified  L ife Events Inventory: W eighted response  
frequencies









.. .a  close family member was 
very sick and had to go into the 
hospital
7690 22.2% 8925 21.5%
...you  got separated or divorced 
from your husband or partner
1550 4.5% 1957 5.6%
.. .you moved to a new address 11597 33.5% 9988 24%
... you were homeless 366 1.1% 407 1%
. ..your husband or partner lost his 
job
2573 7.4% 3110 7.5%
...you  lost your job even though 
you wanted to go on working
2165, 6.2% 2209 5.3%
. . .you and your husband/partner 
argued more than usual
5326 15.4% 7027 16.9%
.. .your husband or partner said 
that he did not want you to be 
pregnant
1365 3.9% 1680 4%
.. .you had a lot o f  bills you 
couldn’t pay
3161 9.1% 5485 13.2%
...you  were involved in a 
physical fight
649 1.9% 576 1.4%
.. .you or your husband or partner 
went to jail or a detention centre
431 1.2% 437 1.1%
... someone very close to you had 
a problem with drinking or drugs
3401 9.8% x 3509 8.4%




Physical A buse Item s from  the M ES
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Table F .l  Physical abuse item s from  the M ES: W eighted response frequencies
Physical Abuse Items Primiparous M ultiparous
In the last two years has anyone 
ever...
Num ber Percent Num ber Percent
.. .threatened to hit you with his or 
her first or anything else that 
could have hurt you?
2027 5.6% 2081 5.0%
.. .thrown anything at you that 
could have hurt you?
1686 4.9% 1750 4.2%
.. .pushed, grabbed or shoved you 
in a way that could have hurt you?
2698 7.9% 2642 6.4%
..slapped you? 1062 3.1% 896 2.2%
..kicked you, bit you or hit you 
with his or her fist?
1215 3.5% 1367 3.3%
.. .hit you with something that 
could have hurt you? (Exclude 
hitting with a fist)
718 2.1% 719 1.7%
...beaten you? 313 0.9% 272 0.7%
...choked you? 419 1.2% 451 1.1%
.. .used or threatened to use a gun 
or knife on you?
363 1.0% 284 0.7%
...forced you into any unwanted 
sexual activity by threatening you, 
holding you down or hurting you 
in some way?
215 0.6% 252 0.6%
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A ppendix G
Sensitiv ity  A nalysis o f  EPD S score Cut-O ffs in  M ES Sam ple
\
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Table G .l Sensitiv ity  analysis o f  E PD S score cut-offs in M ES sam ple
Cut-point Prim iparous M ultiparous
0 % 1 % 0 % 1 %
9 27906 81.3% 6742 18.7% 32368 87.9% 9189 22.1%
10 29227 84.4% 5420 15.6% 34053 83% 7503 17%
11 30295 87.4% 4353 12.6% 35674 85.9% 5877 14.1%
12 31358 90.5% 3289 9.5% 36674 88.3% 4882 11.7%
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A ppendix H
Univariable A nalysis for O bjective 2 (Chapter 5)
i
!
Table H .l Univariable analysis for objective 2 (Chapter 5)
P red ictors E PD S score
P rim iparous M u ltip arou s
Life stress 0.2131* 0.2951*
Feelings towards pregnancy -0.1975* -0.1712*
Tim ing Sooner -0 .0881* 0.0191
Later 0.1624* 0.1762*
Then (R eference)
N ot at A ll 0.0291 0.2484*
History o f  depression 0.1096* 0.2916*
Marital status Married (Reference)





Education <  High School 0.1063* 0.09986*
H igh School 0.0529<* 0.0591 ♦
College/Trade -0 .0 5 1 1* -0 .0327
>  Bachelor’s (Reference)
Income -0.2174* -0.1522*
Perceived Social Support (Postnatal) -0 .3199* -0.3217*
R eceived N one -0.0263 0.0729*
Support Companion Only 0.0356* 0.0881*
Husband Only -0 .0703 ♦ -0 .1032*
Both (Reference)
A lcoh ol 0.0231* 0.0263
Physical Abuse 0.2047* 0.0181*
Drugs -0 .1385* -0 .0430°
*p<0.0001, ♦pcO.OOl, ❖ p O .O l, °p<0.05
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A ppendix I
Predictor Correlations for O bjective 2 (Chapter 5)
Table 1.1 Predictor correlations for the primiparous sample (objective 2)
L ife Feelings Tim ing History o f  Marital Education Incom e R eceived  Perceived SS Drugs A lcohol Abuse 
Stress towards D epression Status SS (Postnatal)
Pregnancy





Tim ing .0096 -.1686






Education -.252  : .3375
Income -.3254 .3134






























,0741 -.3171 1 —
.1371 -.4052  .0398 1
♦S S  =  Social Support
00
o















Drugs A lcohol Abuse






Timing .0359 -.3120 1 — ■ — — — — — — —
History o f  
Depression
.2681 -.1013 -.0361 i — — — — — — —
Marital
Status
.2825 -.2791 .0992 .1370 1 — — — — — —
Education -.1917 .1676 -.0412 -.1207 -.2999 1 — — — — — —
Income -.2967 .3103 -.0740 -.1089 -.4478 .4320 1 — — — —
R eceived SS -.0103 .0704 -.0013 .0641 -.1004 .0113 .0963 i — — — : —
Perceived SS 
(Postnatal)
-.1431 .1843 .0084 -.0749 -.0510
/
.0042 .1201 .0996 i — — —
Drugs -.4173 .2761 .0481 -.2605 -.2603 .3596 .2492 .0007 .0080 1 — —
A lcohol .0301 -.0614 -.0124 -.1161 .1242 .0758 .1052 .0120 -.1033 -.0125 1 —
Abuse .4438 -.3094 .0340 .2117
y
.4345 -.2028 -.2534 -.0587 -.1130 -.3506 -.0567 1
♦S S  =  Social Support
00
